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Excerpta et Commentaria

On Being Ecumenically Honest and Hopeful

D uring the closing service on January 25, 1968, in the Week of Prayer for

Christian Unity in the City of Utica, New York, Fr. William J. Donovan,

parish priest of St. John’s Roman Catholic Church spoke with candor on the fu-

ture of ecumenical relations. “You are too late!” he declared. “You came to prove

a point—to show a skeptical world that despite our differences, we Christians can

worship together and give evidence of our desire for unity. But you are too late!

As we grope towards unity, we are still looking to the past. We still dwell on the

roots of the issues that separate us, hoping that while we pray together we can

somehow patch up the rents that appeared in the seamless robe of Christ centuries

ago and feeling that only on this basis can we have unity among Christians. And
we are too late! This kind of ecumenism is passe; the tides of history have passed

us by, and what we are trying to prove is not relevant to the Christendom of now.

We cannot meet today’s threats by solving yesterday’s worries.

“Psychologists say that we all view things in a particular frame of reference that

colors what we see and do. Many of us still look at the cause of Christian unity

in a frame of reference that includes too much of past quarrels and too little of

future hope. Our feet are rooted in the disputes of yesterday as if solve-them-we-

must before we move into tomorrow. But this is not the attitude of the leaders of

our churches. Without denying the real differences—theological, liturgical and
institutional—that are problems to unity, they have delegated their resolution to

experts and have moved beyond them. Popes and Patriarchs and Protestant leaders

have refused to be bogged down in doctrinal disputes; instead they look together

to the future of man. As we work and pray together, we must search beyond the

evolving history of mankind that stretches into the future, beyond the future itself

to the everlasting day that will be—the day of the New Jerusalem. What we do
together must not be measured against the background of a divided past, but by

the vision of the eternal City of God in which we will be one—one with Christ.

“Our thrust toward unity cannot have its base in an ecclesiastical history that is

at best confused. Christ, who dwells already in the New Jerusalem, has given us

the standard by which to test our actions: ‘By this,’ he said, ‘shall all men know
that you are my disciples, because you have love one for the other.’ And as we
make our pilgrim’s progress toward the glorious consummation in Christ that is

our ultimate end, we must march to the beat of the heart of Christ and not to the

martial strains of past conflicts whose solutions would little affect our course today.

“So this, to me, is the meaning of ecumenism: to look ahead to the union to

which God draws us and not back to the causes that have separated us; to not

compromise the principles and traditions of our churches which we cherish, but

neither to make them obstacles to our striving together toward the goals that our
Lord himself established for those who love him; to be not disheartened by the

litany of offenses against unity that we all know, but to be inspired by the promise
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of total absorption in Christ that will be our common inheritance in the New
Jerusalem.

“Unrealistic, impractical? Only if we fix our eyes on this world and forget the

meaning of Christian hope. Look to the cross, the standard under which we have
all enrolled. In Catholic custom, it bears the agonized body of the Saviour, evidence

of our conviction that only by the sufferings of Christ can we dare to hope for

anything. In Protestant churches it is an empty cross, symbol of the truth that we
adore a glorified Christ whose resurrection is surety for every hope we have. The
road to Christian unity is rocky and sometimes a seemingly impassable one. But
fasten your eyes upon the cross. The crucifix is a reminder that to achieve our

goals we must climb our own Calvaries and mount our own crosses of sacrifice;

the empty cross is a promise of Christ’s triumph that we will share together and
the guarantee behind his words that guide us as we reach for the future:

“
‘Anything you ask for from the Father he will grant in my name. . .

Hymns for Children

In all the changes that have occurred in Christian hymnody, few have been more
marked than those affecting hymns composed and intended for children. A whole
spectrum of changes is seen in the character of hymns written in an age when
stern discipline and fear were the tutors of children and our present time when
the constraint and control of love have become dominant factors. Always it has

been a curious phenomenon that some of the great composers of hymns for adults,

such as Isaac Watts, were thoroughly inept when they attempted to write for

children. Indeed, in most of their experiments they incorporated in their lines all

that was unlovely in the generally accepted theology of their day.

In view of the radical changes in theological concepts and the religious idiom

in recent decades, it is rather surprising that our hymns have remained quite dated

and traditional. As a result more than half the selections in the average hymn book

cannot be used by any leader who is in the least theologically aware and devotion-

ally sensitive. For this reason it comes as happy news that the United Church of

Canada has published a new book of hymns for children up to Grade 3 under

the title, Bless the Lord.

Under the editorial supervision of the Rev. Gordon Freer, the selections were

made from over one hundred books from Canada, the United States, and Great

Britain. The theme hymn, “Bless the Lord,” was written by a Roman Catholic

priest and gives thanks for sidewalks and traffic lights, playgrounds and baseball

bats, sports and hockey games. A few traditional hymns survive, but “Jesus Bids

Us Shine” and “Jesus Loves Me” are out, largely for theological reasons, although

with others inferior music and nineteenth century sentiment were equally respon-

sible for discrediting them.

In defense of these changes, the editor has said, “The hymns acceptable to

Christians today are few and far between, and there are few people writing hymns.

Moreover, there are few that can be used meaningfully with children. Indeed

many cannot be used meaningfully for adults. They represent theological pictures
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that do not communicate adequately today.” The aim of the book, he indicated,

“is an attempt by a church to exercise theological integrity in the songs it puts

in front of children.” Children cannot comprehend religion in the same way an

adult can. It is through hymns the child can learn that this is “God’s world in

its entirety.”

The Student of Today and his Religion

Today’s collegians are essentially highly moral young men and women who
may be losing a “second-hand faith” but who, by and large, are finding first-hand

a faith of their own, according to the Rev. Ernest Gordon, Dean of the Princeton

University Chapel.

“I find they are looking for moral guidance and, above all, moral leadership,”

contends the clergyman, a former agnostic who turned to Christianity while suffer-

ing in a Japanese prisoner-of-war camp along the River Kwai’s “Railroad of Death”

during World War II.

Dean Gordon speaks as a man who faced a relatively empty church three years

ago when Princeton University abandoned compulsory chapel requirements. As
expected, attendance somersaulted downhill—by 400 or 500—and Sunday was in-

deed a day of rest for most undergraduates.

But slowly, steadily, voluntary student attendance in one of the world’s largest

college chapels has now climbed back to compulsion-day level—and with only a

minimal increase in the University’s undergraduate enrollment. The climb has

been even more significant, Dean Gordon feels, because among eastern collegians

church-going still is not the “in” thing to do.

Today the Sunday morning congregation at the non-denominational service

regularly numbers 800 to 1,000, two-thirds of them University students according

to Dean Gordon; the number, he says, often jumps to 1,600 on major Princeton

“dating weekends.” Hundreds of others attend Episcopal services and Roman
Catholic Masses in the same sanctuary.

They come, he feels, because eventually they begin to seek a “meaningful life”

and tend to turn to the chapel to find it. Or, as the clergyman’s younger assistant,

the Rev. Carl Reimers, puts it: “They become concerned with the big question:

‘What’s life all about?’.”

But it doesn’t just happen automatically.

The beautiful Gothic chapel in the center of the Princeton campus—a fortunate

and wise location—seems cold and impersonal to the newcomer, and it leaves the

two Presbyterian-ordained ministers the challenging job of providing that the wor-

shipping community is, indeed, a very human community. Other big stumbling

blocks are overcoming a newly-visible “high school agnosticism” or the old “sec-

ond-hand faith of their parents” which many carry with them to college.

“Ten or fifteen years ago boys were more inclined to come here still with their

family faith, and there is nothing at all wrong with that. But now I find a lot of

youngsters have been involved in a kind of agnoticism at high school, so that when
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they arrive they do not even come with a faith inherited from their parents,” ex-

plains Dean Gordon. “As a result, they have not got much to fall back on.”

“Much of our religious-seeking has been at such a superficial level that it has

had no staying power,” he suggests. “The beliefs or unbeliefs of our under-

graduates are carried with them to the campus from their homes, communities,

and schools. Too often universities are blamed for stealing the faith of their stu-

dents. If this is the case, it works the other way as well, so that some who come
to us as militant agnostics begin to lose their disbeliefs towards the end of their

four years.”

While there are exceptions, the change seems to take two years before it starts

occurring. The interest and participation of freshmen and sophomores in various

chapel-backed programs, and especially the Sunday Protestant service in the chapel,

are slim; that of juniors, seniors, and graduate students, higher.

“We find, as a consequence of their university experience, that young people tend

to be less cynical,” suggests Dean Gordon. He adds that, eventually, they tend to

“doubt their doubts” and are “more open to the challenge of faith.” Says Assistant

Dean Reimers: “Even though they are going to reject your answers, at least they

want to discuss them and know what you think.” Thus both ministers work hard
to foster a continuous dialogue, a sense of human community within the divergent

student congregation at this non-denominational University. They do this by
creating as many occasions of meeting as possible.

If there was a campus religious revival in the 1950’s, Dean Gordon says he did

not know about it. Mr. Reimers points out that the idea of large revival-type pro-

grams, is currently “out,” certainly in the eastern college environment. But what is

“in” is a refreshing openness, a lack of “phonyness,” a willingness to become in-

volved, and individual moral concerns. “We probably don’t reach quite as many
now as we did when chapel attendance was required, but the way we reach them

and the motivation has changed—for the better,” reflects Dean Reimers. “You
know, after we cut out required chapel, I used to say to students, ‘OK, what are

you doing here? You don’t have to be here anymore!’ ” He added, “I would often

get some interesting answers, like ‘I’m here because I want to be,’ which was a

far more successful motivation, as far as I was concerned. It completely took the

negativism out of it.”

It is important, Dr. Gordon claims, to affirm the worshipping community as a

human community, “a community with strong human concerns so that actually

one’s religious life is not a life tucked away in a corner but is a life related to every

aspect of daily existence.” “Amid the pressures of our times,” reflected the former

agnostic, “there can be no such thing as a cheap or easy faith. Faith can never be

second-hand. It has to be learned in the events of life; certainly that’s the way it

came to me.”

The American Academy of Homiletics

Three years ago a small group of teachers of Homiletics met informally in

Princeton to take a serious and objective look at the status and fortunes of their
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common discipline on the contemporary theological campus. From their conver-

sation (or should we be up to date and call it “dialogue”?) emerged a fledgling or-

ganization ambitiously named “The American Academy of Homiletics,” with

Donald Macleod of Princeton as President, David Randolph of Drew as Vice-

President, and William Thompson of Eastern Baptist as Secretary-Treasurer. This

year, with an adopted constitution, a membership fee, and almost fifty members,

the academy is a thriving adolescent with plans for another annual get-together

in Princeton, December 13-14, 1968. The area from which members come is indi-

cated by a triangle with Boston in the North, Louisville in the south, and St. Louis

in the west. Representatives come also from the Province of Ontario in Canada.

The purpose of the Academy is “to bring together professors and teachers of

Homiletics for the study of the place of preaching among the changing emphases

in theological education, for the discussion and sharing of ideas and methods, and

for fostering scholarly research in this and in other related areas and disciplines.”

Membership in the Academy is by invitation and is of two kinds: constituent

and associate. A constituent member is a teacher whose primary or exclusive pro-

fession is instruction in Homiletics. An associate membership may be offered to

a parish clergyman who holds a permanent part time assignment as a teacher of

Homiletics in a divinity school.

The position paper during the first session of the December 1967 meeting of

the Academy was given by Professor Richard R. Caemmerer of Concordia Sem-

inary, St. Louis. In discussing “Current Problems in Teaching Men to Preach,”

Dr. Caemmerer said, “the primary problem is the academic stance in which a

student is prepared to preach by means of curricular courses on a par with theo-

retical disciplines. But preaching ‘is the practice of applying good news, by means
of genuine witness to its meaning, to a listener who needs the help that this news

can give.’ It is not primarily a discipline of the pulpit, but of person to person;

and when it is to a group, this is not a chance aggregate of auditors, but a wor-

shipping congregation. The student, therefore, has to be trained through activities

in which he practices not merely exposition of Biblical truths or routines of speech,

but witness and diaconic concern.”

A related problem is created by theological change and especially the new cli-

mate resulting from archaeological discoveries, form criticism, and the new philo-

sophical method, all of which can create in the student mind a pessimism con-

cerning his Biblical materials. The exegetical disciplines must more than ever lead

the student to see the necessity, as he preaches the message, of being struck first

by it himself.

The modern seminary student must resolve certain issues for himself and to his

own satisfaction, all or any of which will have a salutary effect upon his preaching:

the Word of God as God’s action in Christ toward men; the debate about God
and the recognition that Christian faith lays hold on a God who is present and
moving; the new secularity and a “religionless faith”; the erosion of lines of

demarcation between church and world; and the real meaning of faith. Preaching

will have then an integrity of purpose which Professor Caemmerer accented in
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these words: “The Gospel of Christ is preached to bring men back to the Father

so that he might commission them to grapple with their world with the power the

Father gives. . . . Bonhoeffer’s question ‘How can the man without faith come to

faith’ must receive the answer of the witnessing community.”

More serious, however, are the problems involved in the current disenchant-

ment of the theological student with the Church and the dim view he takes of

the preaching ministry as contrasted with specialized ministries. The teacher of

preaching has to help the student recognize the dimension of the parish pastorate

from which he has been immunized through the years of dissociation from it,

namely, that it is direct service to the human being, in which preaching plays a

part. The parish sermon—and here Caemmerer’s references ranged from Martin
Luther to Reuel Howe on this point—has to enlist the listener himself to address

that message to others in the pew, during and after the sermon. The teacher has

to implant in the student “the understanding and practice that the church is for

the world indeed, but that its own self-nurture must be sustained in the process.”

The seminary and the homiletics classroom have to be and provide the cell struc-

ture in which men mutually distribute not only information, but the bread of life.

The second position paper, “Preaching and Contemporary Culture” was read

by Professor Robert E. Luccock of Boston University School of Theology. Preach-

ing, he feels, is facing challenge today from three sides, (i) The crisis of faith in

American culture makes hard work for preaching. The preacher not only ad-

dresses unbelief in the pew, but frequently unbelief, at least in its open forms, is

doing the preaching. A question of primary concern in homiletics is, “How can a

question mark preach the gospel?” This spells crisis for preaching, at least preach-

ing “the faith once delivered,” especially in the form once familiar, (ii) Contempo-

rary cultural revolutions challenge preaching. How do you preach to the new world

of science and technology, to the contemporary value system, the ethos of “new
morality”—these indeed have become \airos questions for homiletics.

(iii) To the challenge in the forms and structures of worship and preaching,

homiletics has found no clearly acceptable solution. This challenge comes in new

forms of communication, the structures of lay involvement in our preaching, and

the nature of the authority of the Gospel in the lives of the listeners. The complexity

of our culture, the impossibility any longer for the preacher to be the sole voice

and finder of the Gospel no matter how gifted he may be homiletically, and the

power of the new multi-media communication forms makes the search for new

preaching structures and forms mandatory. One answer, among many others, will

be to extend preaching out in wider circles from that brief portion allotted in the

liturgy to the preacher’s speaker, to consider more seriously preaching’s supple-

ments and complements as belonging to the preaching itself. (Teachers of Homi-

letics interested in the Academy may communicate with any member of the new

executive committee: David Randolph of Drew Seminary, President; Robert

Luccock of Boston University School of Theology, Vice-President; William

Thompson of Eastern Baptist Seminary, Secretary-Treasurer).
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Salute the Cardinal

“Cardinal Leger of Montreal may well become, in history and legend, the most

widely remembered Canadian of our generation.” So stated Ernest Marshall

Howse, former Moderator of the United Church of Canada and one of its most

distinguished churchmen. With these words he began a glowing tribute to a

Roman Catholic prelate who stirred the whole Christian world recently by re-

signing from his bishopric to become another St. Francis—a twentieth century

volunteer among African lepers.

“Time chooses what to write in sand, and what in stone. And the quality of

dedication which the Cardinal has displayed is that kind of testimony to a hidden

greatness in our human nature which the memory of generations will not willingly

let die. The Cardinal had reached a pinnacle of fame. He was not only an arch-

bishop of a great diocese; he was a world figure. He was recognized as one of the

most courageous leaders of the reformation in his own church. And, beyond his

church, he was known and admired as one of the prophetic Christian voices of our

age. Then, after seventeen years as Archbishop of Montreal, he resigned to fulfill

a passion for personal Christian service which had haunted all his years of official

responsibility. He decided to become a simple parish priest, serving lepers in Africa.

“The Cardinal’s decision throws a revealing light not only on his own devotion,

but upon the nature of a truly Christian commitment, and upon the character of

the noble company of those whom, as a missionary, he now joins.

“He reminds us all of what the Anglican bishop, Stephen Neill, recently said in

Toronto, ‘Most of the toughest work in the world has always been done, and is

still being done, by Christians.’ The Cardinal is going to Africa to look after lepers.

Well, suppose we were to go around the whole world, Africa or elsewhere,

wherever lepers are being looked after. Who else is doing it except Christians?

Who else has ever done it, except Christians ? Modern spokesmen have sometimes

made it their pastime to lampoon the company whom the Cardinal has now
joined. Their prejudice has been out of proportion to their knowledge. It is true

that missionaries, being human, have sometimes given cause for criticism, or pity,

or even derision. But, taken altogether, they have written a record of human service

without parallel in human history.

“Christian missionaries have not only looked after lepers. They have reduced to

writing more than half the languages of the world that have yet been given a

written form. They have been school teachers to whole nations and races. Until

recently they have provided an education for eighty-five per cent of all native

Africans who have ever been able to enter a primary school. They have introduced

modern medicine to all the primitive peoples of the world. They have dug wells

and built bridges. In thousands of unknown outposts they have fought drought,

famine, opium, slavery, prostitution, polygamy, and other degrading concepts of

the place and worth of women. And, most incalculable of all, they have brought
to unnumbered multitudes of men and women the message of the infinite value

of human life. To adapt a phrase of G. K. Chesterton, Christian missionaries have
often had critics, but never had rivals.
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“Yet, though the Cardinal, as he well knows, now enlists in the ranks of a noble

company, he displays, in the character and circumstance of his decision, a rare and
heartening assurance that man is not just of the earth, earthy. His action tells us

something not only about himself, but about ourselves; not only about his char-

acter, but about the nature of our being. In an age which has brought depressing

witness to human evil, the lustre of such a life reflects a gleam within the rest of

us. It suggests to us what we are made for; and what we have failed to become.

It makes us wonder how different this sorry world might be, if more of us shared

the Cardinal’s spirit.

“And many common men and women will do more than wonder. By strange

spiritual alchemy, they will themselves become more like what they have been

moved to admire. And, at the flame of one high inspiration, they will rekindle

the ashes of their own inner fire. The Cardinal made his decision, he explained,

because he felt that God was asking him for deeds as well as words; and because

he hoped that people, who had seemed so poorly to understand what he had been

saying, might perhaps understand what he was doing. Ironically, the Cardinal was

one of the creative few who could make clear the imperatives of his faith, even

in words.

“Hence, whatever be the gain of the lepers, it is not without loss to his own
Church, to Christianity, and to our whole society, that he should step down from

the position of power and influence in which he was the authentic leader of so

many concerned and faithful people. But he has chosen his own course. And we
must be content to leave the balance to the arithmetic of God. He will have his

proper place in the heraldry of heaven. And I suspect that, in the memory of

men, he will be one of the few, the immortal few, who were not meant to die.”

In This Issue

A new feature in this and future issues of THE BULLETIN is Excerpta et

Commentaria (simply the Latin for “excerpts and commentaries”) which will

consist usually of portions of addresses and other academic presentations, notices

of the publication of definitive books in certain fields and the appearance of new

journals or religious magazines, and random jottings on subjects germane to

Christianity in general and church and school in particular.

The first article in this Winter number is “Biblical Theology Today,” the

inaugural address delivered by J. Christiaan Beker as Professor of Biblical Theol-

ogy at his Installation, February 21, 1968. Dr. Beker is a native of The Netherlands

and holds degrees from the University of Utrecht, Seabury-Western Seminary,

and the University of Chicago. He has served on the faculties of the University of

Chicago, Union Theological Seminary, and Pacific School of Religion, and is the

author of The Church Faces the World : Late New Testament Bool{s (West-

minster Guides to the Bible) and numerous articles in journals and encyclopedias,

including “II Peter and Jude and the Pastoral Epistles” in The Interpreter’s

Dictionary.
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During the Second Semester, 1967-68, D. T. Niles, the distinguished East Asian

churchman and educator, is scholar in residence at Princeton Seminary and an

engaging and challenging speaker at forums, retreats, and all-campus services. This

year Dr. Niles delivered the annual James J. Reeb Memorial Lecture in Miller

Chapel on March 1. His subject was “Travailing for a New World.” He is the

author of a number of books, including the Lyman Beecher Lectures on Preaching

1:957, The Preacher’s Tasf( and the Stone of Stumbling (Harper & Brothers, 1958).

A long-time friend of the Seminary, Norman Pittenger, visited the campus on
November 21, 1967, and lectured on “The Reconception of Christian Faith in the

Light of Process-Thought.” Dr. Pittenger, before his retirement to Cambridge,

England, where he lectures on a part time assignment, was a member of the Fac-

ulty at General Theological Seminary, New York, and one-time visiting lecturer

in Theology at Princeton. He is the author of several volumes, including Proclaim-

ing Christ Today (Seabury, 1962).

With the appearance of a number of orders and rites of the new provisional

Book of Common Worship of the United Presbyterian Church, U.S.A., ministers,

scholars, and liturgists have been setting down observations and reflections in vary-

ing degrees of support or caution. A careful examination of the Service for the

Lord’s Day was written for Reformed Liturgies (Vol. II, No. 2) by Canon A. H.
Couratin of Durham Cathedral, England, and is reprinted here by permission of

the editors. The critique of the Order for the Sacrament of Baptism was prepared

by the Reverend Frederick E. Christian, minister of the Presbyterian Church,

Westfield, New Jersey, and Secretary to the Board of Trustees of Princeton Theo-

logical Seminary.

In a period when “communication” is the “in” word, an article by one of Amer-
ica’s outstanding scholars and teachers in the field is of more than passing interest

and deserves attention. “Trends in Communication” was presented by Professor

David K. Berio, as a lecture in Washington, D.C., October 18, 1967, during the

United States Air Force Chaplain Conference. Dr. Berio is Chairman of the De-

partment of Communication at Michigan State University and author of the widely

used textbook, The Process of Communication (Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1961).

Among the many changes occurring in the climate of contemporary academic

and campus life, none is more striking than the new profile created by the person

of the student himself. Few campus observers can boast of such involvement with

so large a cross section of students as the man who is interested in and responsible

for the worship program and other religious activities of the institution. The Rev-

erend Carl D. Reimers, assistant Dean of Princeton University Chapel, has set

down in a very thoughtful paper his reflections upon “Today’s Undergraduate.”

The substance of this paper was delivered before an alumni gathering at the Uni-

versity and is appearing also in The Princeton Alumni Weekly.

A very thorough and useful bibliography of “Hymnals Published in England

and Scotland, 1660-1800” was prepared by Samuel J. Rogal of the Department of

English, State University College, Oswego, N.Y. Teachers and research students
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in the field of Hymnology will find this listing and classification of titles to be of

real significance and value.

The annual listing of Faculty publications for the year 1967 has been collected

and edited by the Rev. Laurence H. Stookey, S.T.B., a doctoral candidate and

part time Instructor in Homiletics.

—Donald Macleod

SPEECH AND CONVERSATION*

Leon D. Nobes

It is well to gather in little groups

and speak with therapeutic goals

in mind
to free us from our old anxieties;

And for sure, ’tis well to assume the

pleasant air of parlour talk, the

engaging tone and manner
that level us as one.

But please, dear God, let not all the

Bryans die, nor cast out all

the heroes from Olympus,
nor quench their fire.

Upon occasion, let us hear the ancient

brimstone,

the spoken words that burn and sear.

Conversation may reach our minds; only

passion

can touch our souls!

* Thoughts after listening to convention speeches, not only being read, but being read

with such remarkable displays of scholarly unemotion.

(Reprinted from Spectra, Vol. Ill, No. 6, December 1967, with permission from the editors

and from the author who is professor of speech at Western Michigan University).



BIBLICAL THEOLOGY TODAY
J. Christiaan Beker

T here are types of confusion. Ours
is no longer a nihilistic confusion

of a Sartre-type, personal despair in the

face of death: ours is a confusion of

too much rather than too little. There
are so many possibilities—too many.
Indeed, we rejoice in a new sense of

freedom—freedom from all the heteron-

omies which bound us in the past and
to the past and which still chain our

fathers in our opinion—and we are de-

termined to establish ourselves as men
of sober integrity—men with a new
sense of autonomy—men who truly be-

long to a mankind come of age. All

this is possible—but our too many possi-

bilities of explicating reality turn in on
us, and they erode commitment. Possi-

bility may be our new idol and a life

of non-commitment our new “possi-

bility.” For Hegel the real was the

rational, for us the real is the relative.

The possibility-syndrome produces our

identity-crisis, so that it becomes increas-

ingly rare to meet students with a ma-
ture sense of vocation and commitment.
Now, theology shares the confusion

of our time. We no longer know what
it means to do theology or what a proper

curriculum should look like or how to

schematize an orderly flow of theolog-

ical disciplines. And it is good that the-

ology should share the confusion of our

time. For a theology which bypasses

this confusion is a timeless theology and
thus irrelevant. Unless theology is con-

temporaneous, it is not. Therefore a

quick panacea for the present confusion

of possibilities is beside the point

—

whether of a fundamentalist, new ortho-

dox, existentialist or sociological stripe.

A romantic yearning for the eternal

verities of dogma (or an however sin-

cere lamentation over lost values) often

confuses thoughtlessness with convic-

tion, whereas a quick existentialist pos-

ture of commitment and decision betrays

too often the desire to run away from
one’s actual present and to float in the

boundless absurd, a credo quia ab-

surdum. Our professional eagerness for

proclamation is too often an exhibition

of spiritual vacuity.

It is in this situation then that I am
asked to do biblical theology. And in a

situation of confusion, the easiest thing

is to wrap oneself in an academic gown
—to simply withdraw from the world

to the isolation of the otherwise-so-neces-

sary library cell.

What then shall biblical theology be

in our time?

1. Among the different senses biblical

theology has employed in the course of

time for the interpretation of scripture

—the liberal, allegorical, tropological,

etc.—it too often has neglected common
sense. Our time calls primarily for com-
mon sense—a common sense which,

hopefully, avoids the commonplace, so

that at least we may clarify our present

confusion, detect its components and
possible direction.

2. Common sense dictates that what-
ever biblical theology may be, it is pri-

marily and simply a reflection on the

value and possibility of Bible study, in-

tended, not for the specialist, but for the

average man.

This frightfully na'ive observation
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makes us aware of the fact that recent

discussion around biblical theology and
hermeneutics have become so abstract,

are so loaded with germanic-linguistic

niceties and incomprehensible subtleties,

that it is no wonder that only phe-

nomenal statisticians and computerized

experts can untangle the verbal ex-

plosions. To everyone—but the humour-
less specialist—it is simply comical that

the science of hermeneutics, promoted

to facilitate understanding, has reached

a climax of unintelligibility.

3. Common sense also recognizes that

the people most responsible for this bed-

lam are the so-called biblical theologians.

Instead of mitigating the general con-

fusion of our times, they have greatly

contributed to it. Who are they actually,

and what are they about? Are they his-

torians, exegetes—theologians—philoso-

phers—therapeutic agents—cultural an-

alysts, or all of these ? It seems that they

are neither fish nor fowl.

Who amidst the knowledge-explosion

of our time can less execute a responsible

academic function? In the discussion

around hermeneutics, for instance, who
is the biblical exegete who can claim

philosophical competence in the realm,

let us say, of the old versus the new
Heidegger, or in the realm of process-

philosophy as adequate framework for

the biblical message? Cullmann’s work,

for instance, as biblical theologian, shows

how philosophical-theological naivete

mars his great exegetical skill. What-
ever salvation-history there is in scrip-

ture, it is simply not a viable modern
option. If the knowledge-explosion is

our common lot, how much more does

it affect the biblical theologian, who
must mediate between biblical research

and theology. Who has ever adequately

defined biblical theology? When I, to-

day, accept the chair of biblical theology,

I am somewhat envious of the solid

chair offered to my colleague, a chair

of New Testament studies which has

withstood the centuries. My chair, in

comparison, seems a rocking chair, not

finding a centre of stability, but rocking

back and forth between Bible studies

and theology. Biblical theology, after its

initial conception by Johann Philipp

Gabler in the 18th century—as defense

against the inroads of dogmatic theol-

ogy, was redefined by Wilhelm Wrede
in the 19th century as a purely historical

discipline—a definition which Krister

Stendahl reaffirms today.

However, I suspect that biblical the-

ology became really in vogue with the

neo-orthodox movement, but without

any clear definition. Even apart from

this, although Stauffer came close to a

biblical theology in his New Testament

theology, and although Miller Burrows

produced a book under this title, a viable

biblical theology of Old and New Testa-

ment, as such, have never been pro-

duced after the work of von Hofmann
in the middle of the nineteenth century.

It is no small wonder then that the

biblical scholar questions the academic

integrity of the biblical theologian, sus-

pects him as exegete and fears from

him an intrusion, not unlike the one

Gabler feared from the systematic theo-

logian. Biblical theology in our recent

past was more a popular slogan than an

analytically precise concept.

4. Indeed, a lot of what has gone for

biblical theology is simply theological

speculation, for which the epithet “Bib-

lical” must provide respectability. Too
often an isolated text is taken out of

context and unambiguously propagated
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as the central biblical motif; too often

James Barr’s observations on the illegiti-

mate use of Kittel’s Dictionary are true;

too often a “Biblical doctrine of the

Spirit,” for instance, is artificially cre-

ated by a mish-mash of statements taken

from all over scripture and glued to-

gether by some fanciful idea; too often

the New Testament is pressed into rele-

vance, for instance, on social-political

questions, bypassing the exegetical evi-

dence pointing to the essential indif-

ference of the New Testament—apoca-

lyptic community to political and social

problems. The understandable eagerness

for relevance and some hidden equation

of the Bible with the word of God
written (although not so hidden in the

Confession of 1967) makes some almost

metaphysical entity like “the Word of

God” the ever-handy, prepossessed

problem-solver, whereas it simply over-

looks the order of priorities, namely,

that the New Testament is primarily

addressed to first century problems, and
that to neglect this produces the fallacy

of immediacy. A curious lack of histor-

ical imagination and honesty often per-

verts the Bible for the sake of honoring

it. The result is allegorization, a gross

reading into scripture what it cannot

support. And so the biblical theologian

has enriched the “sloganitis” of theol-

ogy: words like kerygma—eschatology

—the Word

—

agape—salvation-event

have lost nearly all precise exegetical

meaning and are tossed about to give

the biblical theologian some excuse for

his existence.

What can be said positively?

I

The biblical theologian is primarily

an exegete. He is in no sense distin-

guishable from the biblical scholar ex-

cept for the fact that he should be as

conscious as he can be about his status

as a contemporary man, as the bridge-

builder of the biblical field. As such he

can never forget that the written docu-

ment of the text confronts—and is con-

fronted by—the living document of the

interpreter. Both documents occupy his

attention and the possibility of mediat-

ing between the two is decisive for the

“to be or not to be” of biblical theology.

The biblical theologian is interested in

dialogue. However, he cannot take the

dialogue situation for granted. He must
face rigorously the romantic implica-

tions of the term dialogue; kerygmatic
texts tend to be apodictic rather than

invitations for a pastoral counseling ses-

sion. The conflict is continuous between
academic historical purity and the con-

victing insight of faith, between the

claims of rationality with their in-built

suspension of judgment, their fostering

of the relativity of all things and the

claims of commitment to faith and ac-

tion; indeed, the biblical theologian

must contemplate the possibilities of

dialogue and must assist in enabling a

dialogue situation to occur. (In other

words), he must assist in providing the

occasion for a “happening.” Whether
such a happening occurs—i.e., essential

rejection or acceptance of the biblical

message—he must leave to the freedom
of God and his Spirit.

As a contemporary man who is also a

Christian, he can only hope for a hap-

pening. In that sense the dialogue takes

place in the context of the Church

—

in the context of the community which
sponsors the hope in the happening. At
this point many distortions will occur

—

profound tokens of unbelief. Unbelief,
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namely, takes the form of monologue

in perverting a possible dialogue. Mono-
logue does not allow the text to speak

or it does not allow the interpreter to

speak. It precludes dialogue either by

securing in advance an admission of an

inspired test (i.e., the “hush-up-and-

swallow” technique) or because of a pre-

possessed conviction that no text will

speak unless I amputate it or overload

it with ideological weight secured from

elsewhere.

How little has the possibility of dia-

logue shaped the execution of commen-
taries on scripture! How odd that the

most ambitious American commentary

venture—the Interpreter’s Bible has

raised up—not a distinction, but a wall

between “what it meant” and “what it

means,” so that what was supposed to

be a dialogue becomes two sometimes-

clashing monologues: one, that of the

historian who maintains his dubious in-

tegrity by being unconcerned about the

question of why he is interested in the

text; the other that of the homiletician,

who at every turn must jeopardize his

integrity by blowing edification into

texts of questionable edifying content.

At least “Biblischer Kommentar" is

making a dialogical attempt by the

exegete himself in its
“
Ziel” sections

(at the end of exegetical pericopes).

Too often biblical scholars disregard

the dialogue target and so prevent the

conditions necessary for dialogue: hon-

esty and text concentration. On the one

hand, we have the eager theologians

who are so upset by nineteenth century

conceptions of honest—so-called “dry”

scholarship that their interpretations of

texts are often simply fanciful medita-

tions on modern problems with an oc-

casional paraphrase and reference to

biblical texts or biblical language. The
hermeneutical “language-events” of Er-

nest Fuchs and his pupils can never be

a substitute for exegetical control.

The greatness of Barth’s commentary

on Romans for instance, should not

blind us to dismiss Julicher’s complaints

as those of an “outdated, nineteenth

century liberal,” for far too often “the

strange new world” of the Bible is not

as strange as Barth would have us be-

lieve. No New Testament Christian,

for instance, would have understood

resurrection simply to mean “
Ewigkeit

im Nu \

”

On the other hand, the conditions

for dialogue are frustrated by the his-

torians. Whereas the theologians just

described use the text often as a spring-

board to jump away from the text at

us with their own ideologies and in-

spired concoctions, the historians often

use the text to jump away from the

text in the hinterland of archaeology

and the mysterious ramifications of Re-

ligions-geschichte; in short, they play

the game of what Sandmel has called

“parallelomania.” No one denies the ne-

cessity and revelatory character of this

hinterland, but hinterland should re-

main hinterland and not become a wel-

come evasion from the demands of the

text itself. The target for the biblical

theologian is and remains the text it-

self in its context.

Biblical theologians today must hon-

estly recognize that no viable solution

has been found to the centuries-old

problem of the relation of the Word of

God to the words of scripture, the re-

lation of faith and history. It is Bult-

mann’s merit to have posed the issue:

Geschichte versus Histone. He has not

solved it. In the meantime dialogue,
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even though jeopardized, must be at-

tempted.

II

Since the biblical theologian is pri-

marily an exegete who is conscious of

the contemporary situation, his function

is not systematic—as if there is any-

thing possible like a systematic biblical

theology, but critical. Professor Hiltner

mentioned once the imperialism of the

psychoanalytic movement. In the theo-

logical realm it equates, I think, theol-

ogy with therapy. Now, the recent past

has witnessed too much imperialism by

the biblical theologian. This is primarily

due to the claims of Barth and Bult-

mann who tended to equate biblical

theology with the theological enterprise

as such. The critical function of biblical

theology should be much more modest,

namely, to see to it to what extent bibli-

cal insights can function in the various

fields which together constitute the

theological enterprise. The function of

biblical theology is correlation, not

domination. The imperialism of biblical

theology in the recent past has created

a back-lash which now threatens to

isolate the Bible from today’s theo-

logical quest. Bleak days lie ahead for

biblical studies unless biblical theology

is willing to come to terms with its own
imperialism.

III

In this context, the biblical theologian

views the present academic theological

divisions as anachronistic. It is beyond

me why Schleiermacher’s model for

theological studies is still operative in

the clearly inter-disciplinary situation of

the future. The Bible cannot operate in

an academic vacuum. The insights of

Professor Loder on the learning process

indicate that the unique contribution of

America to theology lies—not in a

“death of God” theology—but in a true

integration of the so-called Practical and

Content Fields: theology outside the

living experience of man becomes mere-

ly another ideology. The biblical theo-

logian could richly contribute to heal the

often divergent tendencies of sociology

and psychology by suggesting on bib-

lical grounds that private therapy can

never be separated from a therapeutic

social-political and communal context.

IV

One sample of the critical function of

the biblical theologian could be applied

to the theological assessment of revolu-

tion. We are and will be involved in

great upheavals. Technological progress

seems inevitably to involve dehumaniza-

tion. The question is not: should we be

involved or not. We simply are and will

be. The question is only how the Chris-

tian will be involved. Now with respect

to models for revolution—amidst politi-

cal and social strategies with respect to

the Establishment and the ideological

power structure of the privileged status

quo, issues with which Professor Shaull

is courageously concerned, the biblical

theologian asks:

i. Is the New Testament—to put it

in vulgar and probably outdated lan-

guage—not essentially a more Freud-

ian than Marxist book? Is the pri-

mary focus of the New Testament

not on the enemy within the self

rather than the enemy outside? Is

self-transformation not prior to, al-

though not separable from, transform-

ing societal structures? Is it not

absurd to attack society purely nega-
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tively with a desire to transform it,

as long as the revolutionary nucleus

is itself not transformed?

2. The so-called biblical center of

reconciliation may not be as central

to the New Testament as recent the-

ology has asserted. Reconciliation

must pass through the revolution of

the cross; and even apart from biblical

insights, reconciliation may not be a

target-word in our time, since a

bourgeois affluent Church interprets

it inevitably as a sanctioning of the

status quo. Reconciliation in the race

issue has simply been translated as

integration. Whereas the Church
should have recognized that integra-

tion which bypasses “Black Power”-

demands means a resurrection with-

out cross.

3. Has recent Reformed theology

placed so much emphasis on a realized

eschatology of cosmic reconciliation

that it has overlooked the dualistic

components of New Testament

eschatology and thus assumed the

role of superior mediator without

participation in the ongoing struggle,

which demands Christian soldiers

and martyrs?

4. Has theology not over-hastily re-

jected the apocalyptic component of

the New Testament? Existentialist

theology under Bultmann may have

gnosticized the cosmic dimensions of

the New Testament (i.e., individual-

ized them) to such an extent that the

“theology-is-therapy” issue and an un-

healthy health-cult became—against

Bultmann’s intentions—inevitable.

5. Does, perhaps, the apocalyptic

model of the New Testament give

impetus to a model of radical trans-

formation? Is it not to be distin-

guished from a prophetic theology

within history, since the apocalyptic

model lives out of a new creatio ex

nihilo, so that apocalyptic models

tend toward upheaval rather than

progress within given structures?

Does the revolutionary argue against

the prophetic liberal on this basis?

To what extent is this apocalyptic

model blunted, however, by Jesus’ re-

jection of Zealotism, and what are the

alternatives ?

V

But above all, the biblical theologian

is concerned with a critical evaluation

of the spirituality of scripture. Bible

reading is becoming increasingly a pious

wish today in a cultural ethos, where a

Word of God, if quested at all, is

sought not in scripture, but in the self

in dialogue with itself, or in a reading

of societal structures and movements. A
primary affirmation must be that the

Bible is the book of the Church:

Luther’s Sola Scriptura must be under-

stood in the context of the Church, as

the reforming principle of the tradition

and not apart from it. Essentially, the

Bible is written for believers, not for

non-believers. Its self-authenticating na-

ture in the hand of non-believers is

extremely dubious, notwithstanding the

many tractates about its direct relevance,

and notwithstanding the abstract prin-

ciple of many Protestant interpreters

that the Bible is simply one book among
other books, but nevertheless authenti-

cates itself as Word of God. The Bible

is basically the document of the Chris-

tian’s self-identity: within our identity-

crisis, it points to the source and origin

of Christian self-identity. Much of the

rebellion against scripture is not due to
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scripture itself, but to false expectations

of it, to the fallacy of immediacy, im-

mediate relevance. Succinctly: without

introduction to Biblical books, i.e., with-

out the Church’s explication as to its

self-identity as located in scripture, the

Bible remains a locked book. And yet,

the Church lives by the authority of

the Bible: it posits its own creation as

its creator. Concretely: the witness of

scripture to the Lord of the Church, to

the risen Lord Jesus is couched in an

imagery so potent and effective that no

demything can displace it. Time and

again the Church experiences that seem-

ingly hopeless anthropomorphisms be-

come the central matrix for religious

truth. The post-biblical Protestant can

learn here from the joyful renaissance

of the Bible in Catholicism.

However, contemporary man finds

dialogue with the New Testament im-

possible, because the dialogical situation

seems so limited and the motivation to

it absent. Concretely: Old and New
Testament piety are concerned basically

with questions of unbelief—with false

gods—false metaphysical options, not

with non-belief, i.e., with the profound

anti-ideological consciousness of men
today.

Old and New Testament piety are

concerned with hostility to the God of

Scripture, not with indifference and
scepticism with respect to the Church’s

absolute claims about the God of Scrip-

ture, which it empirically denies in its

practice. Unbelief today desires holy

men and holy actions, not holy propa-

ganda or the ghetto-language of the

Church. And the truth in the students’

confusion today is this: they are search-

ing for true models of commitment
which they have not found in our col-

lapsing world of the mighty word and

the empty deed.

And the biblical theologian must rec-

ognize that unbelief is not just out

there, but as contemporary man, it is

within himself. Faith is too often a

form of repressed unbelief. No longer,

if ever, is the biblical theologian or

preacher an “answer-box”; in many
ways he is unbeliever—in hope. He
must recognize that the question of

communication and proclamation to

others—the “how”—is dependent on the

prior question—the “what”—i.e., the

communication of the Gospel to the

self. Luther’s Simul iustus ac peccator

in our time must mean first of all the

willingness to demonstrate in one’s own
person, not the ready answer of the

biblical or theological paraphrase, but

the struggle of how to become a believer

in the midst of one’s own unbelief.

For ultimately, the irrelevance of

New Testament spirituality may be our

inability to come to terms with the one

central question posed to us by the

Bible: “My God—My God—why hast

thou forsaken me?” Through the words

“My God” shines the resurrection light,

and thus the affirmation of life through

death—the peculiar trust that the ab-

sence of God is the pledge for his pres-

ence. Whoever possesses this secret has

perhaps found a way to overcome his

identity-crisis in the midst of crisis.



TRAVAILING FOR A NEW WORLD
D. T. Niles

Although a title has been announced,

• in many ways you will find that

I am not intending to develop an argu-

ment. This address does not begin some-

where and go somewhere. What I

intend to do is to help you to see

something, perhaps to hear something,

possibly to feel something. The title is

appropriate enough, but I do not intend

to begin with it. Almost as a backdrop

to what I want to say, let me refer to

three things.

First, a story that I heard for the first

time at Tambaram, when the Interna-

tional Missionary council met there in

1938 for its assembly. One of the Chi-

nese delegates, in the course of one of

the discussions in the plenary session,

got up and said, “I want to tell a story.”

He walked up to the platform, and
this was the story he told. He said that

in one of the villages in China, in one
of the small churches, the people came
to the parish minister and complained

to him that the wife of his deacon was
stealing chickens from her neighbor.

And they said, “You’ve got to do some-

thing about it.” He said, “All right, I

will.” That Sunday he preached on the

text, “Thou shalt not steal.” At the end

of the sermon, the deacon came to him
and said, “Sir, that was a very good
sermon.” In the course of the week, the

people came and said, “That sermon has

done no good at all; she is still stealing.”

So the next Sunday, the minister was

more specific. He said, “Thou shalt not

steal thy neighbor’s goods.” At the end

of the sermon, the deacon came and

said, “That was a much better sermon.

You’ve really got to speak specifically.”

During the week the people said, “That

hasn’t done any good; they are still

stealing.” So the minister took courage

in both hands and said, “Thou shalt not

steal thy neighbor’s chickens.” The
deacon came to him and said, “Now
look, you are not supposed to be all

that specific in the pulpit.”

The second thing I want to do is to

read to you a little incident from one

of Rita Snowden’s last books. The in-

cident tells its own story. “I found my
way to Hounslow library. I didn’t take

a book down from its shelves or open

a single paper, but I didn’t go for that.

I went to inquire about a lovingly pol-

ished brass hydrant. Till lately it stood

in the main entrance. There is a patch

on the floor to prove it. Miss Lane kind-

ly answered my questions, and the li-

brarian went to the bother of looking

up an old minute book. ‘The hydrant

was placed in the library when it was

built,’ said Mr. Groom. In 1941, nearly

forty years later, a national fire service

inspector discovered to his surprise that

it was not connected with the water

mains. All the loving care to keep it

shining had been useless, but that didn’t

stop the polishing. Not at all.”

And the third thing I want to say,

again as part of the backdrop, is to

refer you to the story of the trial of

Jesus. Why was Jesus crucified? You
remember that trial—the trial that took

place before the high priest, then before

the council, and then before Pilate. And
through that whole trial, there is no

accusation brought against Jesus. No-
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body says he has done anything wrong.

To the specific question that Pilate

asked, “What evil has this man done?,”

there was no answer. The answer

simply was, “Crucify him!” Through
that whole trial, nobody said that Jesus

had done anything wrong. Then why
was he crucified? He was crucified be-

cause he said certain things about him-

self. It is possibly the only trial in his-

tory where somebody was condemned
to be killed because he said certain

things about himself. What did he say?

He said, “I am the Christ.” He said,

“I am the Temple.” He said, “I am the

King.” And those were claims that they

found intolerable.

What was the meaning of the claim,

“I am the Christ”? The Christ is the

representative of God among men. He
has the right to claim lordship over

every individual. Christ exercised that

lordship. He made specific demands.

The rich man comes to him and says,

“Good teacher, what must I do to in-

herit eternal life?” Jesus does not ex-

plain to him any philosophy. Jesus does

not give him an ethic. Jesus does not

teach him any general principles. He
says, “Go, sell, give, come.” Quite spe-

cific demands! Nicodemus comes to

Jesus and says, “I know you are a

good teacher. I want you to explain.”

Jesus says, “There is no point in ex-

plaining anything to you, Nicodemus,
you must begin all over again.” Right

through the gospel story, we find this.

Jesus made specific demands of people.

They found that intolerable.

He said he was the temple. “He said,

‘Destroy this temple’ ” was the accusa-

tion brought against him, not only on
that last day when he was tried, but

right through the gospel story we no-

tice this challenge in the way in which

Jesus attacked Sabbath observance, the

way in which he set aside the tradition

of the elders, the way in which he

cleaned out the temple market and the

sacrificial system on which that temple

market depended, and the way in which

he changed the water in the jars in

which the water for purification was

kept and turned it into the wine of the

kingdom. This attack on institutional

religion is a theme that runs right

through the gospel story. “Destroy this

temple, I will replace it.” “Are you

greater than Abraham, are you greater

than Jacob, are you greater than David

and Solomon?” That was the question

that was asked. “Why must we change

the ways of our fathers? And if that is

to be changed, why cannot we have

orderly change? Why are you upsetting

everything?”

Jesus said, “I am the King.” The Jews

shouted on that day, “We have no king

but Caesar.” Some years ago there was

a war between India and Pakistan.

After the war broke out, the National

Christian Council of India met and
passed a resolution on the war. It

simply echoed the point of view of the

Indian government. The National

Christian Council of Pakistan met and
issued a statement on the war. It simply

echoed the point of view of the Pakistan

government. Some months after that,

we all met at a committee meeting of

the East Asia Christian Conference, and
those who came from other countries

asked the Indian and Pakistani dele-

gates, “Aren’t you ashamed of your-

selves, that all you had within your
heart to say about the war was what
the government said? Aren’t you simply

saying, ‘We have no king but Caesar.’
”
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And we had to get an Indonesian to

sit down with the Indians and Paki-

stani and help them to say something

that reflected a Christian standpoint

and a Christian concern.

I remember a meeting of the World
Student Christian Federation back in

i960, the first and the last meeting to

which delegates came from China. They
suddenly arrived from Peking; and as

soon as they arrived, the Korean dele-

gates said, “Sir, we are going.” I said,

“Why are you going?,” and they said,

“We are under instructions from our

government not to sit at any meeting
where mainland China is represented.”

I do not want to tell you the story of

what happened at that meeting; they

did not all leave. We got around that

one. The point is that it was not pos-

sible to keep the Chinese there and the

Koreans there and do nothing. They
had to meet. They were fellow Chris-

tians. We got them to meet along with

an Australian to help them just as we
got the Indians and Pakistani to meet

along with an Indonesian. Then one of

the Japanese got up and said, “You put

in an Australian because he is liked by

both parties. Why don’t you put me in ?

I am a Japanese, nobody likes me.”

How often, how easily we say by our

deeds even though we do not say by

our words, “We have no king but

Caesar.”

Most of you are training for the min-

istry. It seems to me that the minister’s

job is different from every other job

to this extent. Through him all the three

claims of Jesus have to be pressed.

Any attempt to say, “One of these

claims has become irrelevant for our

day” is to stand with those who rejected

his claims and said, “Crucify him!”

There are those today in the ministry

and training for the ministry who say

that that first claim of Jesus is irrele-

vant for today, that there is no point in

talking about him as God’s representa-

tive among men. When the first dis-

ciples asked Jesus, “Where do you
live?,” he said, “Come and see.” When
they went to see where he lived, they

saw that he lived with the Father; and
they said, “We saw his glory, glory as

of the only son of the Father.”

Let me illustrate what I want to say.

In India today there is a restriction

about missionary visas; and during the

course of last year, more than half the

number of missionaries who applied for

visas were refused them. The story I

want to tell is about a missionary in

India who had resigned from his mis-

sionary society. He had not, therefore,

taken any steps to renew his visa. He
said that the police inspector came to

see him and talk to him. He told the

police inspector that he had not done

anything about his visa because he was
not a missionary anymore. The Police

Inspector asked him, “What do you

mean by that? What are you doing

here?” To which the answer was, “Well,

I am simply living here.” He is living

in a little village in North India; simply

sharing the life of the people. The in-

spector asked him, “Describe to me
what you do during the day.” And he

told him. After the whole conversation,

the inspector said, “You are right. You
are not a missionary. You are a devotee.

Missionaries are people interested in

people. You are a person interested in

God. A missionary is a person who
comes to this country to run schools,

to run hospitals, to help on farms.

They are interested in involvement in
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human life, in helping people to live a

better life. They are missionaries. You
are not a missionary. You are a devotee.

You are here as a representative of the

presence of God.” I think that judgment
of a Hindu police inspector in India has

a great deal to say to us. You just can-

not get out of the claim of Jesus, “I am
the Christ.”

But a minister has to do even more
than that. He has to press the claim of

Jesus to be the Temple. You have got

to go beyond the institutions of religion

to him in whom the Father is found.

As I said at the beginning, all this

is only a backdrop to what I want to

say. To do that I want to begin at an-

other point. As one reads the gospels,

one is struck by the exhilaration of

those first days, first months, of the min-

istry of Jesus in Galilee. He spoke as

one having authority; that authority

was acknowledged. He spoke words of

charm which drew the crowds to him.

The wind and the waves obeyed him.

The blind and the lame were healed at

his word. Those days in Galilee worked
up to the climax where they surrounded

Jesus and said, “We will make you

King.” At that point the story breaks in

two. Jesus drives away the crowd. He
sends his disciples across the lake, and
then he comes with His face set towards

Jerusalem. If he is to be crowned at

all, that is where he should be crowned;

and that is where he was crucified.

There is almost a dramatic and sudden
transition from those exhilarating days

in Galilee to the shadows in Jerusalem.

As I was trying to prepare for this

lecture in memory and in honor of

James Reeb, this contrast kept coming
to my mind again and again. During
the last twenty years here in America,

you have had a wonderful Galilean

summer. At a time when all over Eu-

rope and Great Britain the churches

were being emptied and church at-

tendance was dropping and dropping

and dropping, the churches were full

in this country. Then suddenly, I be-

lieve in 1966, there was reported the

first drop in church attendance in this

country, the same year that it leveled

off in Great Britain. It is no longer

necessary to go to church in order to be

socially accepted in America. It was

necessary; it is no longer necessary. So

those who did go to church in order to

be socially acceptable are beginning to

drop out. Little by little you will go

through the same cycle that they have

been through in Europe. Almost with-

out a transition, you find yourselves as

a nation not in Galilee but in Jerusa-

lem.

During the last twenty years, the em-

pires have faded out—Holland, France,

Great Britain. You fill the vacuum.

Yes, of course I know that you do not

believe in empire building, but I am
not talking semantics; I am talking

facts. There have been social and po-

litical revolutions in South America, in

Asia, in Africa; and while the very

structures of society have been shaken in

these continents, in your country you

have had a period of affluence, of pros-

perity, of increasing influence and

power. More than that, it was during

this period that you showed your inner

self by being the country that wel-

comed refugees from all over Eastern

Europe, by the various plans to aid

other nations, the best known of which
is the Marshall Plan. Your evangelists

preached that if only you will give your

heart to Jesus, the wilderness will bios-
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som as the rose. It was easy to preach

it because it was blossoming anyway.

And now you have arrived at the

point where Christ is crucified. I am not

talking about who is crucifying Jesus.

The whole point of that crucifixion

story is that when we are talking about

the cross, we are talking about all men
on the same side and Jesus on the other.

The time for name calling is over. The
time for saying, “You are responsible,

you are responsible” is over. Everybody

is responsible. It isn’t happening because

somebody has gone wrong; it is happen-

ing because everybody has gone wrong,

each in his different way.

To recall the event that we are talk-

ing about when James Reeb was fatally

injured, Jesus was crucified not only in

James Reeb but in the man who wielded

the club—not only in those two men,

but in the total society and the total

nation. It is everybody’s guilt that con-

spired together.

You do come to those moments of

history; and when you come to those

moments of history, it is very difficult

to answer the question, “What do we
do?” There is an inevitability which

tells you that there is nothing you can

do to prevent Jesus from accepting the

cross. There is a sense of helplessness,

a sense of tragedy, a sense of anxiety

because there is nothing you can do.

Of course, there is something you can

do. There is a great deal you can do.

But it has got to wait, in a sense it has

got to prepare. The moment will come
after the cross. There will be a resur-

rection. A new day will break. A new
opportunity for obedience will come.

How we do not know, and we do not

need to know. The resurrection is his

doing.

Let me go at it another way. Two
years ago I was visiting Ghana, and I

was taken to see that little fortress near

Accra where the slaves were bought and

sold. We went through the whole place.

The chains and the balls of those chains

were still lying there. The dungeons

were still there. The passage underneath

to the sea through which they were

taken to the boats was still there. As one

stood there and let one’s mind run

across the years, one heard again the

sighs and tears of those people. The
blood of Abel cries. You cannot do

anything about it. I cannot do any-

thing about it. What has been sown has

to be reaped.

There is an inevitability as one looks

at the New Testament story. There is

on the one hand the actions and motiva-

tions of men of all groups—their cow-

ardice, their courage, their prejudices,

their jealousies, their fears, their anxie-

ties. All of which contributed to the

cross. There is also the decision of the

master himself. The son of man must

suffer. They talk to him about the de-

cease that he was to accomplish in

Jerusalem. It seems to me that time and

again in history, in different places and

among different nations, you come to

that point—a point at which you just

cannot point the finger to someone else

and say, “You are responsible.” All

questions of relative guilt fade away,

and you stand with your fellow men

—

all of them, those with whom you

agree and those with whom you do not

agree. You stand with your fellow men
and say, “We are guilty.” When you

come to that point, it seems to me that

what we need to talk about is not

justice. The time to talk about that will

come again. Now we have to try to
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find a way of belonging to our fellow

men—all of them.

I do not know whether I am making

myself clear. It is not quite clear in my
own mind. Sometime ago we received

a letter from one of our friends in China

written to us in the World Student

Christian Federation. The letter ended

with these words, “Do not pray at us.

Do not pray for us. Pray with us.” It

is a plea for recognition that they and

we are on the same side of the line.

Let us reduce this to political terms.

Of course, when you reduce it to po-

litical terms you are over simplifying,

but that cannot be helped. For years

now in this country you have said, “We
won’t recognize China.” Non-recogni-

tion takes you nowhere. Recognition is

the first demand of the cross because

non-recognition is an attempt to say,

“You and I are on opposite sides in

this event.” In front of the cross, China

and America are not on opposite sides;

they are on the same side whether as

spectator or as murderer.

Take the Vietnam problem. The
South Vietnamese government and the

Viet Cong start a war. They fight.

America comes in to help one side;

Hanoi comes in to help the other side.

Who is to talk peace? The people who
started the war or the people who came

in to help. What is the whole bright

idea of America telling Hanoi, “Let’s

talk peace”? You did not start the war;

they did not start the war. If peace is

to come, it must come because South

Vietnam and the Viet Cong talk. And
up to date, the South Vietnamese gov-

ernment has not said to the Viet Cong,

“Come, let us talk.” That one thing has

not yet happened. Why? The posture

is, “We don’t recognize you. We are

fighting you, but we don’t recognize

that you exist.”

Think of the North-South debate be-

tween the developing nations and the

developed nations. There are many of

my friends working in the government

in Ceylon who tell me that the devel-

oped nations’ attitude is simply, “We
would rather aid than trade. We will

see that you don’t starve. We will see

that you get what you need for liveli-

hood. We will give you all the help you

want, but we won’t trade.” So you go

through this situation where countries

that are industrially underdeveloped,

who are dependent on raw material,

who are dependent upon selling pri-

mary products cannot get either stable

prices or equitable prices. Besides, cut-

throat competition can make some of

this raw material unnecessary because

synthetic substitutes are available. We
do not recognize the poor as poor. All

we are concerned with is the necessity

of good-will and the necessity of divi-

dends. To this kind of foreign fiscal

policy, there is only one corollary and

that is the military containment of

Communism. Those two things do go

together. The military containment of

Communism is not foreign policy; it is

the projection of domestic policy.

I am not saying that this attitude of

non-recognition is simply your problem.

Just last month in my own little town

in Jaffna, ten miles from where I live,

the high caste and the low caste were

shooting each other because they re-

fused to live together. In India they are

rioting because the South Indians will

not learn Hindi and the North Indians

will not learn English. In Indonesia the

Chinese have been ordered to change

their names from Chinese names to In-
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donesian names. This is a human prob-

lem. I am not talking about America;

I am talking about man.

Some people say, “Let us get out.

Let us get out of Vietnam; let us get

out of everything. Let us go backwards.”

But you cannot go backwards. There

is no way out that way. You tried that

once at the end of the first war. You
paid a dear price for it, and all of us

paid a dear price for it in that second

war. We are responsible for one an-

other. In the commandment, “Love

your neighbor as yourself,” charity and

justice are held in equal balance. We
have a saying in India that if we find

a white man dead on the road; and you

don’t know from where he comes, cut

him open. If you find the word “good

will” written over his heart, he is an

American. But that story is also a

pungent story because good will is not

enough. Good will is what causes re-

sentment. I saw a film of the life of St.

Vincent de Paul some time ago. The
last episode in that film is where a

young novice joins the order, and the

old saint meets her and talks to her.

His very last words to her are, “My
dear, love the poor, then they will for-

give you your charity.” The normal

response to good will is resentment.

That is no reason for not having good

will; that is a reason for not being

surprised that people don’t like you.

This agony which I have tried to

show is on the one hand an agony for

which we are responsible, and on the

other hand an agony which is built into

the very structure of things. He must

die. It is this agony that St. Paul talks

about in its widest terms when he says,

“The whole creation is in travail wait-

ing for the revelation of the sons of

God.” In that Romans 8 passage, the

creation is in travail. Those who belong

to Christ are in travail. The Holy Spirit

is in travail.

At this point I want to break and start

again. I have done that twice; you will

forgive me for doing it a third time.

Where do we find these sons of God?
How are we going to find them? Who
are they? It is a question that we can-

not now evade. In our day and genera-

tion, we are going to find the sons of

God grouping not only around various

confessions and creeds but also various

commitments. In the church there is

always bound to be the necessity for

unity and the necessity for plurality. At
different moments of the church’s life,

the plurality has been provided for in

different ways. In our time the plurality

with which we have lived is the plural-

ity of denominations; but that plurality

has ceased to serve its purpose. The
pluralities with which we are faced to-

day are a different kind. There are vari-

ous varieties of the coming together of

faith and honest doubt. People will

come together not just around creeds;

they come together also around com-

mitments. In the whole civil rights

struggle, people of different ways of

thinking have come together around a

common commitment.

The parish is organized in terms of

the locality. Those who lived in a vil-

lage and lived together in the village

came on Sunday to worship together.

Today the local congregation is com-

posed of people who really have nothing

to do with one another from Monday
to Saturday. It is not a family at wor-

ship; it is simply a coming together of

people. I have a friend living some-

where close to New Brunswick who
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motors all the way to New York to at-

tend a Lutheran church because there

is no Lutheran church where he lives.

The people with whom he lives are not

the people with whom he worships. No
wonder the Sunday morning worship

has ceased to have any real substance

to it. Christian worship is the worship

of a family.

In a place like Cashel in Germany,

Symanowski has brought a congrega-

tion together in terms of their occupa-

tion. They are all workers in the cement

factories there. I said to him, “Don’t you

have anything to do with the local

parish?” He said, “Of course we do.”

I said, “What is your connection?” and

he said, “When anybody dies, we go to

the parish priest to come and bury him.”

I have a friend who is a missionary

in Ceylon. He is now back in England

as a Methodist minister. He said to me
that in the little church where he was,

there were a group of people who were

members and would never come to

church. By inquiring, he discovered that

they usually met in the local pub for a

glass of beer on Sunday evening. So he

went there, and he sat down and talked

to them. They said, “By the way, why
don’t we have a service here?” He said,

“What do you mean?” They said, “We
can get a little room here; and after we
have had our glass of beer, we can sit

down and have a service. So they have

been having a service there. At the end

of the evening service in the church, he

takes a few hymn books and goes down
to the pub; and there they have a service

after their glass of beer. Now last year

they asked him for Holy Communion
there in the pub, and there he drew the

line. When I told this to another friend

of mine, he said, “He is wrong. Why

can’t you give holy communion in a

pub?”

Well, I am not arguing any of these

things. The point I am trying to make
is only this that in our day and genera-

tion there is no sense looking for the

revelation of the sons of God in any

particular place, in any particular

church, in any particular congregation.

We are going to find them everywhere,

and they are going to be of all types.

That is why church union is so im-

portant. It is half the battle because

church union means to get a cohesion

with which you make possible a greater

proliferation. The greater proliferation

is with us, but we do not have the co-

hesion. We have not really come to

terms with our shrinking base.

I was talking to a friend of mine in

Japan, Goro Mayeda, who is a New
Testament scholar and one of the lead-

ers of the no-church movement. I was
saying to him, “You are a New Testa-

ment scholar. You know that this idea

of no-church is complete nonsense.” He
said, “I don’t think you really understand

what we are after. Would you under-

stand us if we said, ‘We want a church,

and we want to be able to say no to

it.’
” That is precisely what people want

today. They want a church, and they

want to be able to say “no” to it.

One last word. There is in the 84th

Psalm a sentence, “Even the sparrow

finds a home and the swallow a nest

for herself where she may lay her

young, even thine altars.” One can al-

most hear the sparrows and the swal-

lows sitting there in the trees having a

conversation as the builders were busy

building the temple of Jerusalem. The
swallows and the sparrows saying, “Now
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look, what a wonderful house these men
are building for us. We don’t always

have to sit here in these trees and

shiver in the cold. Look, this is for us.

And that little thing out there, those

altars, they are a cozy place where we
can build our nest and lay our young.”

The altar is not meant for that. The
altar is meant for sacrifice. That which

has been meant, that which was built,

that which is intended for sacrifice has

now become the source of security.

Travail is built into the very structure

of history, into the very structure of

social change, into the very structure of

the relationships between man and man
and nations and nations for the Christ

who is Lord still reigns from the cross.



THE RECONCEPTION OF CHRISTIAN

FAITH IN THE LIGHT
OF PROCESS-THOUGHT

Norman Pittenger

F orty years ago, when I began the

study of theology, after several years

of work in what was then called the

philosophy of religion, it was customary

for one’s teachers to assume that some
sort of metaphysical scheme was inti-

mately associated with the Christian

faith. The Barthian bomb had already

exploded in Switzerland, but reports

of that explosion were few and far be-

tween. In theological circles in this

country and in Britain, its repercussions

were not yet felt. We were still confi-

dent in the capacity of the human rea-

son to reach what we called “objective

truth” and we felt that one of our jobs

theologically was to apply that reason

to the study of our subject. Even the

Kantians among us, who knew perfectly

well that the sage of Koenigsberg had

claimed to “destroy reason to make
room for faith,” did not hesitate to use

reason, in a chastened fashion, to work
out a case for Christian belief as the

guarantee of our moral sense; in fact,

the Kantians were engaging in a sort of

metaphysics even if the word was not

liked.

I myself was introduced to the phi-

losophy of religion by Professor Archi-

bald Allan Bowman, a Scottish phi-

losopher who for a decade taught at

Princeton University. He was very

much in the Scottish philosophical tradi-

tion, a sort of James McCosh redivivus.

His lectures were designed to provide

a framework in which Christian faith

might meaningfully be set; and he him-

self was a devout Scottish Presbyterian

layman. In other places, idealism of one

type or another was used to supply a

context for faith; W. R. Sorley, A. E.

Taylor, C.C.J. Webb, A. S. Pringle-

Pattison, Sir Henry Jones were the

Gifford lecturers whose work was read

and whose philosophy of religion was

accepted. I do not recall hearing about,

or reading, the writings of the Vienna

Circle, precursors of the linguistic pos-

itivism which ten years or so later began

to influence British philosophy. As to

the relation of science and religion, some
of us had been introduced to Lloyd-

Morgan’s Giffords on “emergent evo-

lution,” but that book, and others which
took seriously the evolutionary line, did

not at the time seem very influential

in theological circles. As to Alfred

North Whitehead, he had not yet ar-

rived in North America; although I

remember, in the very late twenties,

hearing his Vanuxem lectures at Prince-

ton University—they were published

under the title The Function of Reason.

His most important books had appeared

a little earlier but they were thought to

be “difficult” and not many theologians

wrestled with them. But Walter Mar-

shall Horton, I recall, in a little volume
published about that time, with the title
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Theism and the Modern Mood, did sug-

gest that possibly Whiteheadian thought

might provide a context for Christian

faith as a kind of “new scholastic phi-

losophy” in terms of which theology

might well want to carry on its work.

A little more than ten years later,

when I began to teach theology, the

situation was very different. Barth and
Brunner were now known in English-

speaking circles. The linguistic criticism

of theological talk was beginning to

have its effect. Kierkegaard was a name
to conjure with, although the process of

putting his books into English was not

too far advanced. Metaphysics was be-

coming a dirty word, although it was

not yet regarded as so dirty that no

self-respecting theologian would ever

have it on his lips. I myself could not

give it up; and for a few years I was

enamored of the new style in meta-

physics—new to me, that is—repre-

sented by the neo-thomism of Jacques

Maritain and Etienne Gilson, whom I

discovered at that time. But I was not

happy with this position, even if I found

myself equally unhappy with the neo-

orthodoxy which I began reading in an

effort to understand what was going on

in European theology. It was not the

theologians who most troubled me,

however; the disturber of my peace was
Kierkegaard, whom I read with en-

thusiasm and excitement as book after

book was put into English by my old

friend Walter Lowrie. Now I could not

be a neo-Thomist, for what Kierkegaard

said about Hegel applied, mutatis mu-
tandis, to the Thomist scheme too.

So for a number of years, until the

mid-forties I suppose (I speak of the

decades of this century, not of my own
age!), I was in the difficult situation of

believing that some philosophical frame-

work, some metaphysical orientation, if

I may put it so, was necessary if my
Christian faith was not to become what
James Bissett Pratt used to call “just a

hunch” which I happened to have, while

the Bowman Scottish realism, the liberal

idealism, the neo-thomism, with all of

which I had toyed, simply would no
longer serve for me as a theologian. It

was in the late ^o’s that I began to

read Charles Hartshorne with great

care. His Beyond Humanism had been

published about ten years before; his

Man’s Vision of God in 1941. But in

1948 the Terry Lectures The Divine
Relativity appeared; this book “spoke to

my condition” and at once I got the two
earlier volumes and studied them. A
reading of Hartshorne persuaded me to

go to Whitehead, of whom I knew only

the lectures I had heard on reason and
the Lowell lectures, Religion in the

Maying, to which I had given scant at-

tention. Now I was ready for the whole

Whitehead corpus and I spent months
working through it. “Process-thought,”

as it has since come to be called, was
the thing for me, I concluded; and ever

since that time I have been a “process-

theologian.” I owe my theological sal-

vation, so to speak, to Whitehead and
Hartshorne; I am their disciple and like

any zealous disciple I am also the evan-

gelist for the kind of philosophy they

present; everything that I have written

and said, theologically, after that time

has been an attempt to work out the

implications of that kind of metaphysic

for Christian faith.

I apologize for this autobiographical

introduction to this lecture; but perhaps

it may help to “place” me on the theo-

logical map. My concern here, however,
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is not my own theological history, but

the way in which (as it seems to me)
“process-thought” provides a viable way

of reconceiving the Christian faith in

our own time. It is one of several pos-

sible ways which are available today; I

believe it is the best way.

That such a reconception is necessary

hardly needs arguing. In the last cen-

tury, Matthew Arnold once remarked

that men of his time could not do

without Christianity, but neither could

they do with Christianity as it was then

being taught. If that were the case in

his time, it is much more the case today.

The traditional ways of thinking about

Christian faith seem no longer able ef-

fectively to “deliver the goods”; yet

some of us are sure that this faith is

not only the way of man’s salvation but

the truth about things—God, man, the

world—as they really are. We are com-

mitted to that faith; or rather, com-

mitted to him who is at the centre of

that faith. How can we convey to men
and women of our own day “the truth

as it is in Jesus”? That is our problem.

Nor is this merely a matter of homiletics

or preaching techniques; it has to do

with the conceptuality which will pro-

vide a way in which what Christian

faith has to say will make sense to our

contemporaries, while at the same time

it makes sense of their lives and the

world in which those lives are being

lived.

A.

What are the available ways of re-

conception today?

One, certainly, is offered us by Paul

Tillich’s grandly conceived Systematic
,

in which an existentialist analysis of

the human condition provides the ques-

tions to which Christian faith is the

answer. These questions are not merely

intellectual; they are questions that man
poses with utter subjective concern, in

the pathos (to use Kirkegaard’s word)

that attaches to our human existence.

The answers which are provided are

equally profound; they are the biblical-

ly authenticated symbols which partici-

pate in the “ground of being” and make
possible for men, on their part, the

overcoming of that estrangement or

alienation in which they find them-

selves. My chief objection to the use of

this Tillichian scheme is that it fails to

take the symbols with that utter serious-

ness that seems to me part of the act of

Christian commitment; the “model”

for man’s “ultimate concern” is quali-

fied by those symbols, certainly, but I

have the feeling that in some ways the

total system could get along without

them if that were shown to be neces-

sary.

Another possible way of reconception

is suggested in the fairly straight fol-

lowing of Heidegger employed by John

Macquarrie in his Principles of Chris-

tian Theology and in other books. This

is a very attractive proposal and Mac-

quarrie works it out in great detail

with many excellent developments

which at least get us beyond the Tillich-

ian position, reminiscent as it is of an

older German idealistic philosophy. If

I were forced to choose between the

two, I should opt for Macquarrie. Yet

I think that all in him which is valu-

able is found in the “process-theology”

I should advocate; while at the same
time it avoids the ambiguity in Mac-
quarrie who seems to me torn between

an ontology of substance, which in

word he rejects, and a functional view
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which seems to me required in our job

today.

The day of biblical theology, in the

sense of a simple biblicistic use of terms,

the high-lighting of biblical motifs, and

the use of typological patterns, appears

to be finished, despite the efforts of some

British and a few continental theo-

logians to insist that this is the only

possible Christian method. So also, in

my judgment, is the day of straight-

forward neo-confessionalism, such as is

represented (as I think) by Thomas
Torrance and some others. And surely

in this place I do not need to say that

the attempt to have Christianity without

God, as seen in the so-called “death of

God” school, is not likely to be more

than a violent reaction against the ex-

treme early Barthian denunciation both

of human reason and of optimism, in

favor of a more confident view of man
and his possibilities. What these “death

of God” theologians are against is often

what I at least am against too: a no-

tion of transcendence which has por-

trayed God as so much outside and

beyond his world that he is irrelevant

to it save on those occasions when things

go wrong and he is required to set them

right. What is valuable in their protests

can be incorporated into another po-

sition; but any theology which does not

wrestle with the reality of the divine

who is to be worshipped seems to me to

be no proper theology at all.

In what I have just been saying I

was assuming, of course, that the older

varieties of philosophical idealism,

whether German, British, or American,

and whether objective or personal, are

no longer live options. But I was also

assuming that some philosophical stance

is inextricably associated with Christian

faith; that the faith cannot make sense

to us unless it is set in some broader

context; and that the two vetoes on
such a philosophical context, from the

Barthians because such discourse is

man’s proud claim that there is a way
from his side to God or from the posi-

tivistic linguistic philosophers because

such metaphysical talk is meaningless,

may safely be disregarded by the theo-

logian who knows his job. I am not

claiming that by the exercise of the hu-

man reason we can “prove God,” least

of all prove God as Christian faith

understands him; neither am I unaware

of the danger that metaphysical talk

may become sheer flight into fairyland.

What I am saying is simply that be-

cause man is able to think, however

imperfectly, it is inevitable that he will

think metaphysically—and I am sure

that if we can discover a metaphysical

line, a philosophical conceptuality as I

should prefer to put it, which helps in

the communication of Christian faith

and which is sufficiently congruous with

that faith to provide for it a meaningful

context, we should welcome it and use

it without for a moment claiming that

it is exhaustively true or absolutely

essential to the faith itself.

B.

Now it is just such a conceptuality

that I find in process-thought. But what
is process-thought?

I shall not attempt to offer you a

detailed exegesis of Whitehead or

Hartshorne, neither shall I try to do

over again the job which to my mind
has been done admirably by Schubert

Ogden in his book, The Reality of

God, published just over a year ago.
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I shall not concern myself here with the

niceties of process-philosophy, nor with

the differences among process-philoso-

phers; rather, I shall speak briefly about

five points that seem to me to be found

in all representatives of this school.

These are points that should be of

special interest to the Christian theo-

logian, as I shall hope to show. First of

all, let me list them: (a) the world is

a processive order; (b) it is dynamic
through and through; (c) it is societal

or organismic or interrelational or in-

terpenetrative—any of these words will

do, for our purposes; (d) it is a rich

complex in which some elements or

aspects or moments are more important

than others, as a clue to our grasp of

what is going on in the world; and (e)

basically its character is marked by

persuasion rather than by coercion.

First, then, we have to do with a

processive world. This point might just

as well have been put by saying with

Teilhard de Chardin that evolutionary

development is continually going on, at

various levels and in different ways. We
do not live in a “fixed” world; things

are on the move. From the lowest level

of energy up to man himself, what we
see is change. This does not mean that

there are no fairly settled structures and
no persisting entities; but it does mean
that things do not continue in “one

stay” for long. If we want to describe

the nature of any of the levels in this

many-levelled—or, if you prefer, many-
dimensioned—creation, we must do it

more by talking of “how things go”
than of “what they are.” There is

movement at each level and the move-
ment is towards some fuller realization

of potentialities which are present at

that level. But this is no mere unfold-

ing of what has always been the case;

on the contrary, as Pringle-Pattison, in

a different connection, remarked many
years ago, what confronts us is “con-

tinuity of process with the emergence of

genuine novelty.” New things happen,

but they do not happen without link-

ages with what went before and with

the milieu in which they appear, nor do

they occur without consequences for

what is to happen in the future.

Such a world is a world in which
time is very real. It “takes time,” as we
say, for things to come to be; and it

takes time, too, for their results to be

shown for what they are, with the

modifications that they introduce into

the whole order. There seems to be

some element of “chance” in such a

world; yet it is not just chance, since

things seem to be getting somewhere

—

there is a teleological quality not only

at the level of living-matter but even be-

low that, if what some of our most acute

modern scientists are saying is correct.

Of course this is no Paleyan teleology;

it has to do more with the “big picture”

than with the tiny details; yet if Sir

Alistair Hardy rightly represents bio-

logical science in his recent Gifford lec-

tures and Ian Barbour in his magisterial

Issues in Science and Religion accurate-

ly describes work in his own field of

physical science, there is a purposive

quality in the world, at every level,

which makes it proper to speak of that

world as being not a machine but a

process moving towards goals that are

realized in greater or lesser degree.

But if all this is the case, the world
is also a dynamic, not a static, enter-

prise. Talk about “substance” as a static

identifiable entity is a misrepresenta-

tion of the facts; we are in error when
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we try to freeze a living process into a

series of “beings,” for what we know
are “routings of occasions” whose na-

ture is to “become,” to be on the move,

to be active, to function in this way or

that. Man, for example, is not a thing

which may be described morphological-

ly, as if he lay on a dissecting-table; he

is a dynamic process—to be a man, in

the only meaningful sense of the verb,

is to “become man,” on the way towards

the realization of potentialities rather

than as an actuality describable like a

biological specimen. And even in the

biological realm, to describe, say, a cat

in that fashion may provide us with

certain useful information, but a dis-

sected cat is a dead cat. The dynamic

quality of the cat is what constitutes its

distinctive “cat-ness,” if you will permit

the word. A good deal of metaphysical

talk in the past has been vitiated by this

hankering after “essences,” this defini-

tion in terms of static “substances.”

What we really can talk about, on the

basis of observation and experience, as

well as experiment, is a dynamic process

whose identity is not found in some sup-

posed substantiality but rather in a di-

rection taken or what I have just called

a “routing.”

Furthermore, the world is a societal

world or (in Whitehead’s term) an or-

ganismic world. Things affect one an-

other, at every level; everything lives in

and with every other thing, however

remote the connections may seem to be.

The creation is a society of occasions,

in which each is penetrated by the

others and all are in inter-relationship

with each other. No man, and no thing,

is “an island entire unto itself”; every

man, and every thing, is tied together

in a “bundle of life.” Drop a pencil on

the floor and the whole of reality is

different, since that simple act has re-

percussions throughout the cosmos.

There is a mutuality, a giving and re-

ceiving, found wherever we turn—and
process-philosophers will insist that this

is true of God as much as it is of every

creature. Hence we cannot think and
talk of “discrete” entities, in the sense

of self-contained and insulated things;

there is an open-ness, a “being affected

by” quality, which is characteristic of

the whole process and of every actual

entity within it.

Yet every entity is not of the same
sort and there are some entities which,

in Whitehead’s phrase, are more “im-

portant” than others. This concept of

importance is of the highest signifi-

cance. A given moment of experience, a

given configuration of occasions, a par-

ticularly vivid this (whatever the “this”

may be) will illuminate what has gone

on before its emergence, enter into pe-

culiarly intimate relationship with what
surrounds it, and open the way for novel

developments in the future. Usually this

which is “important” is taken to be

such because of its aesthetic appeal; and
by “aesthetic” I do not mean some-

thing to do with art alone (although

that may be involved), but rather the

deep feeling-tone which the particular

occasion seems to evoke—it “strikes” us

as important, it makes its “impact”

upon us, it “attracts us,” “lures us,” “ap-

peals to us.” The “important” whatever-

it-is is there
;
so it has an objective qual-

ity, yet the objectivity is not simply in

“its own right”—it is found in the ca-

pacity of that particular to awaken the

response which is impelled to say of it,

“Yes, that’s it !

”

Finally, among the points which I am
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emphasizing in this lecture, there is the

persuasiveness which works more deep-

ly and more effectively than any exer-

tion of force or coercive power. “The

dearest freshness” which Gerard Man-

ley Hopkins said “lives deep down
things” does not hit us over the head

and compel us in that way; it lures and

entices, it invites and solicits, it wins its

victory over us by its own intrinsic

worth and by its capacity to call forth

from us our own glad answer, given in

all freedom. This sort of thing, say the

process-thinkers, is much more a clue

to the profound reality of the world

than is the perhaps more obvious exer-

cise of force which can knock us down
but can never win our free acceptance.

A world that is processive, dynamic,

societal, open to novel emergents which

disclose the depths and heights, and

grounded in persuasion: such is the

world as process-thinkers portray it. But

if God is seen in that context, and if

God be no “exception to metaphysical

principles” necessary to describe that

kind of world, but rather (as White-

head insisted) is the “chief exemplifica-

tion” of such principles, then we can

say of him that he too is moving, dy-

namic, in richest relationships with all

that is not himself, more active here

than there and now than then, and in

his essential nature nothing other than

supreme persuasion. God too is “in

process”—not that he is becoming more

God than he was at some earlier time,

but that he is eminently temporal, ful-

filling himself as he expresses himself,

unsurpassable at every point by any-

thing other than himself (or else he

would not be worshipful), yet con-

tinually enriched in the opportunities

and occasions for his self-expression as

the world to which he has allowed

relative freedom responds, or fails to

respond, to him. He is affected by what

happens—no “unmoved mover,” no

“first cause,” himself related only log-

ically to a creation which is contingent

upon him, but actively and deeply in-

volved in the world which matters to

him to such a degree that he is not

only supremely causative, but supreme-

ly affective. And he works chiefly by his

persuasion, not by the exertion of

arbitrary power. In other words, he is

Love—in the fine words that Wesley

addressed to God, “Pure universal Love

thou art.”

C.

Notice, then, how the five points

which I have mentioned are able to

illuminate the biblical symbols which

I have said we who are Christians must

take with utmost seriousness. History

and nature are to be seen as moving to-

wards a goal and God is involved in

them guiding and luring them to-

wards that goal. He is the living God,

who works in his creation tirelessly yet

inexhaustibly, to bring about the reali-

zation of all the potentialities which he

has implanted there; he has provided

both the initiating aim and the final

goal, and at every point he is actively

engaged in persuading his creation to

accept that aim and move towards that

goal. The living God is the God with

a purpose for his world and he is in the

world to effect that purpose—yet not

by some arbitrary imposition, but by

eliciting the “amen” of the creatures to

the enormous good which he offers

them as their own proper fulfilment. In

this or that place, through the history of

a given people, and above all in the hu-
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man life which centrally is “important”

(since there God is disclosed in his ac-

tivity through the coincidence of human
response and divine initiative), that is,

in the life of Jesus Christ in all its rich-

ness, he is to be seen for what he is and
for what he is always doing. But the

“important” event opens up new chan-

nels for advance, new levels of under-

standing, and new modes of adaptation.

Hence the Incarnate and Reconciling

Lord makes a difference, not only to

those who follow him but to God him-

self, since God now can do what previ-

ously and elsewhere he could not do if

he respected, as he does, the freedom

of his creation to respond in love to

Love in act. Thus we can say in confi-

dence that God is Love; or better, that

he is the cosmic Lover—not the cosmic

tyrant or dictator, not the “big boss”

with the “big stick,” but the God who
is “pure unbounded love” both in his

own nature or quality and in his agency

in his creation. This whole picture,

surely, is what the biblical symbols are

trying to tell us, drawn as they are from

human existence at given times and

places, yet indicative of what is abiding-

ly true of God in his dealings with his

creation.

Notice, too, how our own manhood
is illuminated, again demonstrating the

validity and vitality of the biblical por-

trayal of man. Man is a creature whose

whole life is moving towards fulfilment,

he is alive and dynamic, bound together

with his brethren and indeed with the

whole historical and natural order, open

to influences upon him yet free to make
his decisions, responding to that which

is “important” and caught up into it as

he answers to its lure or appeal. And
man is a “becoming,” whose true self-

realization will be found only as he

loves; he is a lover, by intention of

God and by the deepest drive in his na-

ture, yet he is a frustrated lover who
distorts his loving—and so he sins and
requires restoration. For his sinning is

not violation of some imagined moral

code; it is his violation of a relationship

of love, between his creator and him-

self, between himself and his brethren,

and between himself and the world in

which he is placed.

This is not the place, nor should I

have the time at the end of a long

lecture, to say more about ways in

which a “process-theology” might be

worked out in detail. I have tried to

do this working-out, in respect to the

person and work of Christ, in a book

called The Word Incarnate-, and back

in the early sixties, when I was invited

to lecture on christology in this semi-

nary during a sabbatical term for Pro-

fessor Kerr, I introduced a class of

Middlers to the same kind of develop-

ment. I can think of no more exciting

piece of work than the thinking-

through, once again, of the main em-

phases in Christian theology, in the

light of “process-thought.” In Cam-
bridge University today, some of my re-

search students are engaged in just that

task: one, on the biblical doctrine of

God; another, on the significance of his-

tory as the Bible sees it; a third, on the

doctrine of man. I hope others, and in

this country especially where “process-

thought” in its modern dress has had

its origin, will carry on the work.

What for me is especially appealing

about the use of this particular con-

ceptuality is that it allows us to use our

Bibles without cutting or trimming

—

not taking the biblical material with
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wooden literalness, of course, but with

high imagination; yet taking it and

using it without feeling obliged to ex-

plain it away. And when to “process-

philosophy” as a conceptuality, we add

the insight of the existentialists as to

man’s “feeling” his manhood and hav-

ing to make commitments and decisions

if his life is to be meaningful; the newer

idea of history as anamnesis in which

we participate with our whole being in

that past which has brought us where

we are; the social conception of man as

a person-in-communion with his fel-

lows; and the (for me anyway) tre-

mendously illuminating understanding

of human desiring as basic to our whole

“becoming” as men, taught us by the

depth psychologies—when we put all

these together, we have the material for

the kind of Christian reconception

which I am confident will speak di-

rectly and compellingly to our own
time. But the philosophical frame is es-

sential if we are to use those other re-

sources. Whitehead once said that

Christianity is a fact (he might also

have said, a faith) seeking a meta-

physic. I believe it requires some con-

ceptuality in terms of which it can make

sense; and among those available to us

today, I commend “process-thought” as

the most useful and valuable.
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L
iturgical renewal has been spread-

j ing like wildfire through Western
Christendom during the last twenty

years. Churches which have inherited

fixed liturgies from the past are criti-

cizing them from two different angles.

They are comparing them with “the

usages of the primitive Church,”—

a

standard appealed to by most ecclesias-

tical reformers. They are also consider-

ing their suitability, and indeed their

intelligibility, in the modern world,

with which the Church has suddenly

realized that it is hopelessly out of

touch. Meanwhile those churches which
have inherited no fixed liturgy, but at

best a loose liturgical framework for

extempore prayer, are beginning to un-

derstand the strength given to a Chris-

tian community by the possession of a

fixed form, and are endeavoring to con-

struct liturgical texts which may com-
mend themselves to the rank and file

of their communities.

One fact of great interest is emerging

from the many revisions and new drafts

which are appearing all over Christen-

dom at the present time. The appeal to

the authentic tradition (What was done

in the primitive Church?) and the

appeal to pure functionalism (What is

the Liturgy trying to do?) both lead to

the same results. Christians in the prim-

itive Church were functional in their

approach to worship, and the structure

of traditional worship was therefore

dictated by function. Later ages have no

doubt added to the tradition, and a

sound historical knowledge is needed

to distinguish and to criticize and evalu-

ate what has been added. Not all addi-

tions were decadent; neither were all

of them progressive. But in all liturgi-

cal revision and in all liturgical con-

struction a distinction must be drawn
between what is functionally necessary,

and therefore of the essence of the rite;

and what is decorative and devotional,

and therefore secondary and dispensable.

Any draft liturgy is to be judged on

these lines: How far does it carry out

the purposes for which the Liturgy is

designed? How far do the essentials

stand out clearly from the decorative

and devotional material that surrounds

them ?

These are the lines on which it is

proposed to examine the new Service

for the Lord’s Day of the United Pres-

byterian Church, USA. The examina-

tion will be divided into three parts.

First, the Ministry of the Word will be

discussed; and then, the Ministry of the

Sacrament. Last the text of the Eucha-

ristic Prayer will be looked at in some

detail. It is not suggested that there can

be any ultimate separation of Word
from Sacrament, but a distinction can

be drawn between the ministration of

the one and the ministration of the

other. It is indeed notorious that in the

history of Reformed Christendom the

Word has been habitually ministered

without the Sacrament.
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The Ministry of the Word

Traditionally and functionally God’s

Word is ministered in two ways: by

the reading of God’s Word in the Les-

sons from Holy Scripture and by the

preaching of God’s Word out of the

Lessons read. Lessons and Sermon are

of the essence of the Ministry of the

Word. If it is asked how many Lessons

from Scripture should be read, tradition

and functionalism will surely reply that

there should be three. God’s Word is

contained in the Old Testament no less

than in the New. To minister God’s

Word from the New Testament alone

is to court the danger of an unbalanced

presentation. There must surely be,

therefore, an Old Testament Lesson as

well as an Epistle and Gospel, as there

was in the earlier liturgical tradition. It

is also right that there should be two

Lessons from the New Testament; that

the words of the Apostles should be

read no less than the words attributed

to our Lord himself. It is sometimes

urged that the psalms traditionally sung

between the Lessons were themselves

functionally Lessons from the Old Test-

ament. It is notorious that St. Augustine

refers to the psalm between the Epistle

and Gospel as “the Lesson from David.”

But, while it is admitted that the Psalms

are one of the most valuable parts of the

Old Testament for use in Christian

worship, it cannot surely be right to

exclude all other parts of the Old Testa-

ment from the Liturgy.

Service for the Lord's Day is both

traditional and functional in its struc-

ture for the Ministry of the Word. Pro-

vision is made for the reading of an

Old Testament Lesson, and for one or

more New Testament Lessons, one of

which may be a Gospel; and for the

singing of “an anthem, canticle or

psalm” between the Old and New
Testament Lessons; and for the preach-

ing of a Sermon based upon the Scrip-

ture read. This is wholly admirable.

The only improvement that might be

suggested is that the singing of “an

anthem, canticle or psalm” should also

be permitted between the two New
Testament Lessons. This would in-

crease the amount of psalmody in the

service; and it would also be psycho-

logically valuable. The reading of one

passage of Scripture after another with-

out a break is liable to put undue strain

upon the attention of the congregation.

It would make it easier for the un-

instructed worshipper if the service

were articulated by means of crosshead-

ings. A bold crossheading

—

The Min-

istry of the Word—could be inserted

before the Prayer for Illumination. A
similar crossheading

—

Introduction or

Preparation—could be placed at the be-

ginning of the service, to make it clear

that all the material before the first

Lesson from Scripture is, traditionally

and functionally, of a secondary kind,

introducing, or preparing for, the Min-

istry of the Word by reading and

preaching.

This introductory material is one of

the less happy sections of the service.

Critically considered, it consists of a

collection of items, from the Roman
Mass, from Anglican Morning Prayer,

and from Reformed worship. These are

arranged on an elaborate pattern—Call

to Worship, Praise, Penitence, Thanks-

giving—and are rounded off by a fixed

prayer of preparation for the Ministry

of the Word, or by the Collect of the

Day. This is surely too lengthy and too

complicated a devotional exercise to
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fulfil the function of this section of the

service, which is to prepare the congre-

gation to hear the Word of God. An
opening burst of praise and thanksgiv-

ing, such as Gloria in excelsis Deo, fol-

lowed by prayer or Collect, would sure-

ly be sufficient, and would bring the

congregation fresh and unwearied to

hear God’s Word in Lessons and Ser-

mon. Any expression of penitence

should come later in the service, after

the Sermon has stirred up the faith and
deepened the penitence of the members
of the congregation.

The material which follows the Ser-

mon is on the other hand wholly ad-

mirable. The Creed gives the congrega-

tion the opportunity to express the cor-

porate faith of the Church in answer to

the preaching of the Word. The Inter-

cessions enable them to fulfil their duty

of charity toward their fellow Christians

and to the world at large. The form in

which the prayers are cast is both tra-

ditional and functional. By providing

a separate prayer for each particular

topic it will retain the attention of the

congregation. By allowing for intervals

of silence it will enable them to add

their personal prayers to those of the

minister. The Intercessions should prove

to be an efficient instrument by means

of which the congregation can fulfil the

duty of corporate intercessory prayer. It

should also form a fine conclusion to

the first half of the service. For this

reason it might be wiser if the singing

of a hymn were not placed between the

Creed and the Intercessions, but were

postponed after the Intercessions had

been made. The break between the two

halves of the service would then be

clearly marked.

The Ministry of the Sacrament

Traditionally and functionally the

Ministry of the Sacrament has always

been “an imitation of the Supper.”

Modified no doubt by the disappearance

of the common meal, it has consisted

of four moments: the Laying of the

Table, the Saying of Grace over Bread

and Cup, the Breaking up of the Bread
for distribution, and the Sharing of the

Bread and Wine. Strictly speaking, the

Ministry of the Sacrament only necessi-

tates one prayer: the Grace of Thanks-
giving over Bread and Cup. But de-

votional interpretations, notably of the

Laying of the Table, i.e., the Offertory,

and of the Breaking up of the Bread

(the Fraction), have led to the in-

troduction of other prayers and forms

at these points; and devotion has further

suggested the inclusion in the service of

prayers in preparation for the reception

of the Sacrament and of prayers in

thanksgiving after reception. Function-

ally, however, the service consists of

three simple actions and one great

Thanksgiving Prayer. Everything be-

yond these is secondary, and must not

be allowed to overlay and obscure the

basic structure of the Supper.

The Laying of the Table has become
involved in the course of Christian his-

tory with the presentation of the offer-

ings of the congregation. The bread and

wine for the Sacrament were probably

supplied by the congregation in the

primitive Church, and alms were cer-

tainly given for the poor and the op-

pressed. The two functions grew to-

gether, and devotional interpretation

turned the simple Laying of the Table

into an Offertory. The connection was

broken at the Reformation, but has been

restored by popular devotion in the pres-
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ent century. No one can yet say whether

this is the recovery of a true insight,

or the recrudescence of a devotional

fashion. But it would seem premature

for any Reformed Church to introduce

it into its liturgy. The alms of the con-

gregation, if they are to be collected

during the service, had best be collected

after the Intercessions, as a practical ex-

pression of the congregation’s concern

for others. The Laying of the Table

can then be performed in its traditional

and functional place in the Ministry of

the Sacrament, immediately before the

Grace or Thanksgiving is pronounced

over Bread and Cup.

Service for the Lord’s Day seems con-

fused at this point. First the minister

begins the Ministry of the Sacrament,

saying, “This is Christ’s Table” etc.

Then he begins the Gathering of the

Offerings of the People, saying “Let us

bring our gifts to Almighty God”; and
the collection is made and brought for-

ward; and the bread and wine are ap-

parently placed on the Table at this

point; and a hymn or doxology may be

sung. Then he returns to the Ministry

of the Sacrament with the words, “Paul

has written, The Lord Jesus” etc. Surely

it would be wiser if the whole section

were unscrambled. The Almsgiving

should come first. The minister could

say, “Let us bring our gifts to Al-

mighty God”; the offerings of the peo-

ple, but not the bread and wine, could

then be gathered and brought forward;

and the minister could say, “Praise God
for his gifts,” and a hymn or doxology

could be sung. A crossheading could

now be introduced

—

The Ministry of

the Sacrament. The minister would say,

“This is Christ’s Table” etc. and “Paul

has written, The Lord Jesus” etc., and

would continue down to “The peace of

the Lord” etc. A crossheading

—

The
Laying of the Table—could then be

introduced, followed by a rubric order-

ing the bread and wine to be placed

upon the Table. A third crossheading

—The Thanksgiving over Bread and

Cup—could then be inserted, and the

Eucharistic Prayer could begin in the

traditional manner with “Lift up your

hearts.”

It is not proposed at this point to

examine the content of the Eucharistic

Prayer, either from the point of view

of tradition or of function. That will be

reserved for the third part of this ar-

ticle. The Prayer is commonly thought

to begin with the opening versicles,

“Lift up your hearts” and “Let us give

thanks unto the Lord our God,” and to

end with the Amen which the congre-

gation utters to the celebrant’s giving

of thanks. But since we are now con-

sidering the shape or structure of the

Ministry of the Sacrament, it would
not be out of place to think about the

relation between the Eucharistic Prayer

itself and the Lord’s Prayer, which com-

monly follows it in the traditional rites.

Functionally the Lord’s Prayer has

nothing whatever to do with the Eu-

charistic Prayer. It is no part of the

Great Thanksgiving. When it was in-

troduced into the rite, it was introduced

as a devotion in preparation for the re-

ception of the Sacrament. “Give us this

day our daily bread” was interpreted as

an act of faith in the Eucharistic Gift.

“Forgive us our trespasses, as we for-

give them that trespass against us” was
thought to express that state of peni-

tence and forgiveness required in those

who receive. Because it was so intimate-

ly connected with the reception of the
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Sacrament, it was recited immediately

before the reception—after the Eucha-
ristic Prayer was over and the great

Amen had been said, and after the

Bread had been broken up for distribu-

tion. Function and tradition agree in

this matter. To remove the Lord’s

Prayer from its traditional place, and
to place it where it now stands in the

Roman Mass, is to overthrow the au-

thentic tradition and to obscure the

function of the prayer in the rite.

Nevertheless that is what Service for

the Lord’s Day has done. The Eucha-

ristic Prayer presumably ends with the

phrase “in Christ Jesus our Lord.

Amen.” Without more ado the con-

gregation then says together the Lord’s

Prayer, which leads, not into the recep-

tion of the Sacrament, but into the

Breaking of the Bread. The confusion

here would be made clearer, and could

be remedied, if crossheadings were in

use through this part of the service.

The crossheading The Thanksgiving

over Bread and Cup would cover the

material from “Lift up your hearts” to

the phrase “in Christ Jesus our Lord.

Amen.” The next crossheading must
inevitably be The Breaking of the

Bread, if the functional and traditional

order is to be followed. This cross-

heading would naturally cover the

rubrics and texts dealing with the

breaking of the Bread and the out-

pouring of the Wine. The next cross-

heading would inevitably be The Shar-

ing of the Bread and Wine-, and it is

here, immediately before the reception

of Bread and Cup, that the Lord’s

Prayer must be placed.

The Breaking of the Bread is func-

tionally and traditionally a utilitarian

action, the sharing of the one loaf

among the many communicants. It is

as simple an action as the Laying of the

Supper Table or the Handing round of

Bread and Cup to the guests. But de-

votional interpretations were attached

to the action at a very early date. The
bringing together of the many into the

one Christ by the partaking of the one
Bread is to be found in I Corinthians,

10. The text of I Corinthians, Chapter

11, “This is my body which is for you”
was early interpolated to read “This is

my body which is broken for you”; and
the breaking of the Bread was seen as

an acted parable of the Passion. It was
this latter interpretation which found a

place in the Reformed liturgies. “This is

my body which is broken for you”
seemed to demand a ceremonial break-

ing of the Bread; and “This is my
blood of the Covenant which is poured

out for many” seemed to demand a

ceremonial outpouring of the Wine, if

the Lord’s death were to be figuratively

proclaimed.

Service for the Lord’s Day is faithful

to the Reformed tradition at this point.

It provides for a ceremonial Breaking

of the Bread and outpouring of the

Wine. On the other hand it makes no

provision for a breaking of the tradi-

tional and functional type—a utilitar-

ian breaking up of the Bread to be

shared among the communicants. This

is unfortunate. The dramatic value of

the ceremonial breaking and outpouring

is not to be denied. But a faithful imi-

tation of the Supper surely demands
the utilitarian breaking up of all the

Bread for distribution.

The traditional ending of the Min-

istry of the Sacrament tends to be brief.

Functionally the reception of Com-
munion forms the climax of the service.
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Historically it was originally the end of

die rite. Later a few items were added

—

a short prayer of thanksgiving, a bless-

ing, a brief dismissal. After the climax

of Communion there is always a danger

of anticlimax. This danger has not been

avoided in Service for the Lord’s Day.

We have psalm verses and two prayers;

we have the singing of a hymn or

canticle, and then another prayer; and

finally a dismissal and a blessing. It is

difficult to believe that this will wear

very well in practice.

The Eucharistic Prayer

The Eucharistic Prayer is, as we have

seen, the only prayer that is necessary

to the Ministry of the Sacrament, viewed

as an imitation of the Supper. Its form

is traditionally determined by the ac-

counts of the Supper in Scripture. The
Lord is said to have given thanks.

Therefore the Prayer is cast in the form
of a thanksgiving. The Lord is said to

have commanded his disciples to do this

as his memorial. Therefore the Prayer

must be centered on the Christ whose

memorial it expresses.

The traditional versicle “Let us give

thanks unto the Lord our God” is of

great importance. The Church’s Thanks-

giving is addressed to the Lord
, to the

God of the Old Testament, the Father

of our Lord Jesus Christ. It is addressed

to the Lord by his Covenant People,

who call him their God because of the

New Covenant he has made with them
through the blood of his Christ.

The Thanksgiving itself is tradition-

ally made “through Jesus Christ our

Lord.” “We give thanks to thee through

thy dearly beloved Son.” “It is very

meet, right, and our bounden duty,

that we should at all times and in all

places give thanks to thee—through

Jesus Christ our Lord.”

The Thanksgiving is traditionally

concerned with God’s mighty acts

which he has performed through Christ;

for the Creation of the world through

Christ; for the Redemption of man-
kind and for the Sanctification of the

Church through Christ. It is to be a

memorial of him, and of all that God
has done through him; not merely a

memorial of his Passion and Resurrec-

tion, although this is the greatest of all

God’s mighty acts.

At some point in the Thanksgiving
the Song of the Seraphim from Isaiah,

Chapter 6 is traditionally introduced.

There is no fixed point for its intro-

duction into the Prayer, nor does it

apparently perform any function in the

Prayer. Perhaps it would be true to

say that any function it may once have

performed in the tradition has been

forgotten before we have any detailed

knowledge of the history of the Liturgy.

The notion of Memorial is tradition-

ally reinforced by the inclusion of the

Narrative of the Institution into the

Eucharistic Prayer. The function of the

Narrative is to identify the Thanksgiv-

ing uttered by the Church here and now
with the Thanksgiving uttered by the

Lord in the Upper Room. A thanks-

giving for Creation and Redemption
through Christ could be just another

prayer. If uttered over Bread and Cup,
it would be presumptively the Eucha-

ristic Thanksgiving of the Church. But
a prayer which includes the Narrative

of the Institution cannot be anything
but the Eucharistic Prayer of the

Church. It is, so to speak, a prayer that

is hall-marked, a prayer that is thereby

brought into relation with the Lord’s
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own Eucharistic Prayer, and is thus

related to his command and to his

promise. For this reason the Narrative

becomes the pivot of the Eucharistic

Memorial.

Service for the Lord’s Day begins the

Eucharistic Prayer in the traditional

manner with “Lift up your hearts” and

“Let us give thanks” etc. It is to be

congratulated for remedying the mis-

translation “unto our Lord God,” and

for restoring the authentic “unto the

Lord our God.” But it fails to center the

subsequent thanksgiving upon the

Christ whose memorial it is, by thank-

ing God “through Jesus Christ our

Lord.”

It proceeds admirably with a tradi-

tional thanksgiving for the Creation of

the world through the Word of God,

for the Creation of man, and for the

Calling and education of the Chosen

People. At this point the Song of the

Seraphim is introduced. This is not

introduced with the traditional refer-

ence to Angels and Archangels, but

with an entirely new set of phrases.

One might argue that, if the Song of

the Seraphim is to be introduced, it

should be introduced in the traditional

manner. But from the functional point

of view one might ask whether it ought

to be introduced at this point at all.

After this interruption the rite again

proceeds admirably with a traditional

thanksgiving for the Incarnation, Pas-

sion and Resurrection of the Christ.

Like the thanksgiving for Creation this

is very well done. By an easy transition

the Prayer then passes into the Nar-

rative of the Institution, and the formal

statement of the Eucharistic Memorial.

But one might ask whether, the Song of

the Seraphim, if it is to be introduced

into the Prayer, might not stand better

after the whole thanksgiving is over,

and before the Narrative, and the Me-
morial which is based upon it, are

recited.

Traditionally the Memorial is made
by offering the Bread and Cup to the

Father in memory of the Passion and
Resurrection. “Mindful therefore of his

death and resurrection we offer unto

thee the Bread and Cup.” That is the

language of the second century, and
the notion goes back into New Testa-

ment times. For the ministers of the

Sacrament are referred to in the first

century as those who “offer the gifts.”

But this manner of talking can scarcely

be looked for in a Reformed liturgy,

however much of it may be desired

to follow “the usages of the primitive

Church.” The text of the Eucharistic

Prayer in Service for the Lord’s Day is

a skillful adaptation of the traditional

phraseology of Memorial to the de-

mands of the Reformed tradition.

Two paragraphs stand at the end of

the Prayer. The first is a petition for

the descent of the Spirit upon the wor-

shippers, that they may receive the Sac-

rament fruitfully. As a prayer it is un-

exceptionable. It avoids any suggestion

that the Spirit is to descend upon the

Bread and Cup, to change them into

the Body and Blood of the Lord, a no-

tion expressed in oriental liturgies since

the fourth century. If a prayer for the

fruits of Communion is felt to be a

desirable conclusion to a Eucharistic

Prayer, and if a direct reference is

thought necessary to the Divine Spirit,

in whom the whole Liturgy takes place,

this prayer will do very well.

The second paragraph is a prayer of

self-oblation with thanksgiving, said by
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the celebrant and people together. It is

apparently meant to be the climax of

the Prayer, and as such is finely con-

ceived. But whether self-oblation is best

expressed at this point in the service,

rather than after the reception of the

Sacrament, is doubtful. Thanksgiving

alone, in the form of a great doxology,

is the traditional ending of the Prayer.

From the devotional point of view it

might be thought preferable for the

congregation to forget themselves al-

together at this moment, and to ascribe

glory to the Father, through the Christ

and in the Spirit, in an outburst of self-

forgetful love.

The author of this critique was asked

to write freely, and to write from his

own point of view. He hopes that criti-

cism from outside the Reformed tra-

dition may not prove unconstructive;

and he would like to express his warm
appreciation of the Liturgy that he has

been asked to criticize.

II. Critique of Order for the Sacrament of Baptism

Frederick E. Christian

A parallel view of The Order for

the Administration of Baptism in

The Book of Common Worship (1946)

and that which appears in The Book of

Common Worship Provisional Services

(1966) presents interesting contrasts.

Most obvious is the attempt in the

provisional order to combine the serv-

ices for Sacrament of Baptism to In-

fants and to Adults into one service

with delightfully disconcerting alter-

nate readings for each occasion. One
might prefer an order clearly designed

for the separate necessities.

The starched language of the older

forms is not present in the new pro-

posal. On the other hand, there is a cer-

tain pointlessness in asking a person

present to be baptized or a parent with

a child in his arms, “Do you wish (your

child) to be baptized in his name?” It

reminds one of the witty description

with which the late Ralph Cooper

Hutchison used to regale his friends of

the first marriage ceremony he per-

formed. There were only two other

persons present besides the couple to be

married and himself. He began to read

solemnly, “Dearly beloved, we are as-

sembled here in the presence of God
and in the sight of this congregation—.”

Where was the congregation ? The older

form of baptism asks no such superflu-

ous question.

Of greater concern in this contrast

between the older form and the newer
is the omission of the emphasis upon the

Old Testament Covenant idea with

which the older order for infant baptism

opens. This does not appear in any clear

form in the provisional order. Such a

lack weakens the service and undercuts

in large measure the Biblical and theo-

logical bases upon which the adminis-

tration of this sacrament to infants rests.

Contrast the words of the covenant

in the older form with this statement in

the newer form, which merely hints at

the covenant relationship but does not

state it. “The promises of God are for
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you. By Baptism, God puts his seal upon
you and gives you his spirit as a guar-

antee.”

In all three forms, the two separate

ones in the older order and the one dual

purpose form in the provisional, there

are New Testament passages.

Here the provisional order suffers

from a lack of specificity. Something is

lost when one does not remind the con-

gregation of Jesus’ concern for little

children in the baptism of an infant. At
the same time, the administration of the

adult order is weakened when one fails

to remind the candidate of Jesus’ words
about denying oneself, taking up one’s

cross and following him; likewise, the

failure to remind him of the call of God
to “confess with thy mouth the Lord

Jesus and to believe with thy heart that

God hath raised him from the dead.”

Possibly the strongest emphasis in the

provisional order is the attempt to in-

volve the congregation more actively in

the “promise to declare the Word of

God to this disciple (child), to love him
and to pray for him, that by God’s

grace, he may be a faithful follower of

Jesus Christ our Lord.” This is put in

the form of a question asked by an

Elder.

In actual practice in the congregation

that the writer serves, we have found

the intrusion of another voice, that of

the Elder, disconcerting. Surprise ele-

ments in a service of infant baptism

tend to disturb little ones and this is apt

to be the case when a new voice sud-

denly speaks up.

Of deeper concern, however, is the

form in which this section appears. Our
conclusion is that the whole rubric is

more compelling if it is said in unison

as in the case of the public reception of

members. In re-phrasing this section,

which still may be led by an Elder, we
propose the following wording:

Minister or Elder : Our Lord Jesus has

commanded us to teach those who are

baptized in his name. Will you as a

congregation join with the Session in

our promise to this (these) child (ren) ?

Congregation-. We solemnly promise

with God’s aid to declare the Word of

God to this child, to love him and to

pray for him and to provide for his

Christian nurture that by God’s grace,

he may be a faithful follower of Jesus

Christ our Lord.”

This kind of development of a worthy

emphasis commends itself strongly in

contrast to either of the forms used in

the older or newer orders.

The prayer in the provisional order

prior to the baptism is meaningful and
says more for today’s congregation than

the prayer in the older order. The di-

vision of the prayer in the newer service

with a section said by the Minister and

another by the Congregation seems

forced and actually accomplishes noth-

ing. Usage would indicate that it is

smoother and more practical and just as

correct liturgically to let the Minister

lead in the entire prayer or to say it all

in unison.

There can be no debate over the use

of the ancient formula for baptism

which is the same in the three orders

under consideration. One does miss the

question put to the parent in the older

order: “What is the Christian name
of this child?”

Although the custom of selecting

names with character in them has given

way to the selection of a name of a
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popular movie idol or “rock’n roll” king

or queen, there is some merit, one might

suggest, in accenting this as Christian

baptism and in making clear that name
and nature should coincide.

In the prayer section that follows the

baptism in the provisional service, the

wording is rich and meaningful for

adults, but much has been lost in the

service of baptism for infants.

The prayer for the child has been

abbreviated to exclude the classic and

very meaningful words, “Take him un-

der Thy Fatherly care and protection;

guide him and sanctify him both in

body and in soul. Grant him to grow in

wisdom as in stature, and in favor with

God and man. Abundantly enrich him
with Thy heavenly grace; bring him
safely through the perils of childhood,

deliver him from the temptations of

youth and lead him to witness a good

confession, and to persevere therein to

the end.”

The activity of God’s Divine Grace

moving through and beyond the efforts

of church and home is emphasized in

such a prayer and should not be

dropped.

The added intercessions for both the

parents and the homes of the congrega-

tion are also worthy of careful study

and re-incorporation into any order

finally adopted by the Church.

The omission of the apostolic bene-

diction from the provisional order is a

final point in question. It is true that

the Trinity has been invoked in the

baptism itself, but there is certainly

some solid tradition both in Scripture,

Church practice and in Presbyterian

order as established for church courts

for the usage of this benediction at the

close of so significant an act as that of

baptism.

It should be clear that the writer feels

rather strongly that the New Provisional

Order falls short of what he considers

as representing an improvement upon

the previous forms appearing in The
Book of Common Worship of 1946.

In brief, my concerns are as follows:

1. That the Service for the Admin-
istration of the Sacrament of Bap-

tism to Infants be clarified and not

blurred, which tends to happen
in combining the two services.

There is also a functional concern

here as well as a Biblical and theo-

logical one.

2. Very closely related to this observa-

tion is the question of the place of

the Covenant idea in any continu-

ing form for use in Presbyterian

and Reformed Churches.

3. My third word has to do with the

suggestion that the congregational

sponsorship be emphasized more
strongly.

4. A fourth major concern centers in

the final prayers. Certainly, while

emphasizing God’s activity, we
need to keep ever before us in

prayer the responsible task of the

parent and the fulfilling function

of the Christian family.

It is the conclusion of the writer and
of his associates on this Church Staff

as well as of many of our thoughtful

elders that there should be some careful

re-working of the Provisional Service

of Baptism before the Church discards

the 1946 forms and consigns them to

oblivion by approving finally this new
order.



TRENDS IN COMMUNICATION
David K. Berlo

T here are a variety of ways in

which one can view the process

of communication. For our purpose here

I would like to discuss communication
as a process which man uses in his life-

long search for some concept of what
is real. This point of view will cause

us to focus on the concept of reality as

it applies to man and on the concept of

meaning.

By “meaning” I refer to the signifi-

cance which man attaches to himself,

to others, and to the physical world and
metaphysical world in which he exists.

Our search for meaningfulness takes

on at least three facets. For a developed

concept of reality, we need some notion

of what the world is like; what the ele-

ments in it are; how many there are,

and so forth. In addition to some under-

standing of the components of the hu-

man system, we also search for a second

kind of meaningfulness. This second

notion of meaningfulness does not refer

to our view of what is, but rather to our

view of the relationships among things,

the interpretation of what is, the impli-

cations and consequences of existence.

The third aspect of meaningfulness in-

volves the assignment of evaluations to

our concept of what is and to our in-

terpretations of what is. We are con-

tinually applying and altering our val-

ues: our values for self, for others, and

for aspects within the physical world.

In this task of ascertaining reality

—

with its three dimensions of being, in-

terpretation, and evaluation—our early

childhood activities consist in large part

of physical first-hand experiences with

nature. As the organism develops its

capacity to handle the various codes

which human beings use, our experi-

ences subtly move from the concrete

and physical to a much heavier and in-

creasing emphasis on symbolic activi-

ties. To put it differently, we place less

reliance on and allocate less of our en-

ergy to physical data, and we turn an

increasing amount of our attention to

reports and other symbolic transactions.

In short, we communicate.

Communication, then, can be looked

on as one of the major processes which
men use in their relations with others

to give them some insight into the na-

ture of reality, and to help them acquire

whatever basic set of styles they develop

with respect to what is meaningful,

what exists, how things go together,

and what is good and bad. More spe-

cifically, communication is concerned

with the certainty or uncertainty of

human beliefs along each of the three

dimensions to which I have referred.

We can analyze the effects of com-

munication with respect to the concept

of uncertainty. Within this concept

there are four kinds of effects which
communication may have. The first of

these is that communication has the

consequence of increasing one’s uncer-

tainty. Our uncertainty about the na-

ture of the physical system is increased

when our attention is drawn to ad-

ditional components. For instance, as

we learn that there are more elements

within the system than those of which
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we were aware, our uncertainty or in-

ability to predict that system increases.

Our uncertainty is increased when the

relative truth value which we attach to

these components approaches equiva-

lence. The more things I need to take

into account, and the more equal these

things are with respect to the truthful-

ness which I ascribe to them, the more
uncertain I am about the nature of the

physical system.

Correspondingly, our uncertainty as

to the interpretation of the world is in-

creased, as the number of components

of which we are aware is increased,

as the complexity of the relationship

among those components is increased,

and again, as our relative acceptance of

various alternative structures approaches

equivalence.

Finally, the same notions of the in-

crease of uncertainty apply to the estab-

lishment and maintenance of our values.

My uncertainty about my evaluations is

increased if I find it harder to categorize

those things of which I am aware into

simply notions of good and bad, nice

guys or bad guys, acceptable belief

systems or unacceptable belief systems,

and so on.

One of the functions of communica-

tion is to increase these levels of uncer-

tainty along these three dimensions. As
we communicate, one of the conse-

quences of communication is to make
me less able to predict what is good,

what is true, what is meaningful, what

is valid, and so on. Of course, other

kinds of experience and other kinds of

social events also affect my uncertainty

level. Communication is simply one

kind of experience: however, it is a very

important kind. One of the two points

I would like to make this morning, is

that a problem in human communica-

tion occurs when uncertainty presented

through communication is not compati-

ble with the level of uncertainty which

is presented to me through other kinds

of human experience.

A second function of communication

is the opposite of the one to which I

have been referring. It is to reduce un-

certainty. It is easy to see the corres-

pondence between increasing uncertain-

ty and reducing uncertainty. Along any

of the three dimensions of reality con-

struction and testing, my uncertainty is

reduced when the number of items

reaching my attention is reduced, when
the confidence I have in the truthful-

ness or validity of goodness of those

items becomes more polarized. Com-
munication to reduce uncertainty is

often labeled persuasion, advertising, or

propaganda. This kind of communica-

tion, communication which has as its

consequence the reduction of uncertain-

ty (i.e., the increase in the predictability

and structure and certainty of the sys-

tem) accounts for much of what occurs

in the communication activities of three

major institutions, the school, the fam-

ily, and the church. In my opinion, it

is unfortunate—and quite consistent

with what Father McBride was saying

this morning—that most of the com-

munication within these three social in-

stitutions is concerned with the reduc-

tion of uncertainty and the imposition

of structure on man’s perceptions. Com-
munication to reduce uncertainty is

communication which has as its intent

the production of complaint behaviour

on the part of the receiver.

A third consequence of communica-

tion, has to do not with the increase or

reduction of uncertainty, but with the
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stabilization of the predictability of the

system at any given level. This kind of

communication usually takes the form
of reinforcement by the communicator
of whatever existing belief system an

individual has. The communicator is

not trying to alter the receiver’s belief

system; he simply is trying to reinforce

the belief system at any given level.

From the source’s point of view, this

kind of communication operates under

the assumption that the existing state of

the individual is a desirable or optimal

state, and should be frozen at its pres-

ent level through reinforcement. This,

of course, makes it harder for any other

source to increase or reduce the level of

uncertainty. To this end the receiver is

exposed to information and communi-
cation which continually repeats and re-

inforces the existing number of com-

ponents in the system, the present set of

relationships among those components,

and the present kinds of evaluations

which the receiver places on the world.

These three types of communication

can be grouped together with respect

to uncertainty, in that they are analo-

gous in their function. One can increase

uncertainty, reduce uncertainty, or sta-

bilize uncertainty. The fourth and final

role of communication that I will men-

tion is of a slightly different order with

respect to the uncertainty principle. This

kind of communication has as a conse-

quence the explication of whatever be-

lief system the individual happens to

have. It may or may not alter the state

of the belief system, but this kind of

communication does have the function

of making clear to the participant the

belief system under which he is oper-

ating, the things which he does believe

to be true and false, the things which

he is assuming are valid and invalid,

and the values which he does have. This
is the kind of communication one often

encounters in early stages of psycho-

therapy, in some aspects of the con-

fessional, and certainly in that secular

alternative to the confessional which
military service and educational experi-

ence provide so easily; the casual, short

term encounter between two fairly ma-
ture individuals in which they use each

other as idea-absorbent walls to which
they can direct all of their concerns and
internal frustrations which they have

not had the opportunity to direct else-

where.

This kind of release is important, par-

ticularly in cultures which inhibit nega-

tive expression—as does ours. For ex-

ample, we tell our child that “if you
can’t say anything good about some-

body, don’t say anything at all.” That
is a terrible thing to tell a child. In ef-

fect, from a communication point of

view, that says that all of the good
thoughts that enter your head can be

released immediately and sent back into

the system, while all of the bad things

that enter your head must be stored up

for future use. An individual is forced

to retain certain kinds of information,

and sometimes explodes psychologically

when the warehouse is over-loaded. The
point I am trying to make is that if we
allow that kind of negative information

to flow and be dissipated, the health of

the individual increases. In fact, one of

the management functions of the mili-

tary chaplain, independent of his theo-

logical function, is to serve as a facili-

tater of this dissipation of negative ten-

sion within the organization.

All organizations need, and have, this

kind of “chaplain.” He is the escape
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hatch, the feedback device. He is the

method by which the system allows

negative information to be reintroduced

in ways which are socially acceptable,

and which do not disturb the command
function of the rest of the organization.

I am very interested in this kind of com-

munication, which I call “intimacy

without danger.” It is a form of com-

munication which has as its role the

explication of one’s beliefs. Students en-

gage in it with roommates; servicemen

with their buddies. Others do in chance

encounter. For example, two men will

meet in a bar. After an hour or so of

jockeying with each other to make sure

that it is safe, they will then begin to

unload their inner thoughts and feel-

ings.

I am sure you have observed this kind

of symbolic activity. There are two cri-

teria which have to be met before this

kind of behaviour occurs. The first cri-

terion is that the participants must be

sure that there will be no evaluative re-

sponse. This, of course, is also the first

criterion for psychotherapy. Second, the

participants ascertain that they will

never see the other human being again

in their lives, nor will he ever be rele-

vant to the social system in which they

are operating. Given the two notions

that (1) I can be sure that when I speak

to you you will not evaluate my re-

sponse, and (2) you are irrelevant to my
social system, I am ready to talk. The
information I put out in this kind of

encounter often serves to re-establish my
basic health, and also helps me explicate

and understand the beliefs under which
I am operating.

In analyzing the effect of communi-
cation on the health of the participants,

and, in particular, in analyzing the ef-

fectiveness of communication from the

point of view of the source, one needs

to take into account four kinds of data.

The first of these is the nature of the

message which the particular source is

transmitting. The second is the analysis

of other kinds of communication acts

in which the receiver is participating.

Again, I think Father McBride’s ex-

ample this morning of the role of the

media as the bible of the individual is

pertinent. Certainly the media have re-

placed other social institutions as the

dominant communicator within our so-

ciety. We need to analyze the kinds of

messages people receive that come from

sources other than you.

The third kind of data is the actual

complexity or uncertainty within the

physical world itself at any given time,

and the kinds of experiences which the

receiver is having within that complex-

ity. The final source of data, of course,

is the analysis of the actual internal

states of the receiver in the communi-
cative act. As we examine the altera-

tions in man’s knowledge of physical

reality, it is obvious that the complexity

of the physical environment today is

accelerating. Within the last seventy-five

years, a variety of revolutions of one

kind or another has occurred within

urban society. We have had a revolu-

tion in transportation, in the level of

information available, in communica-
tion, in rising expectations, in popula-

tion (since we began to tamper with the

life cycle by exercising death control

without the corresponding exercise of

birth control), in our power to destroy

one another, and so on. These have not

been gradual changes in degree, but

drastic mutations of a revolutionary

nature in terms of the speed in which
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we can travel, the speed with which we
can communicate, the speed with which
we can populate, the speed with which
we can destroy. The complexity of the

world is increasing and the uncertainty

of the structure of the world is in-

creasing correspondingly.

Secondly, the variety of communica-
tion inputs the individual receives has

also increased dramatically. With the

communications revolution, we are at

the point, for instance, where it is tech-

nologically feasible in an area like India,

or Africa, or Latin America, for a given

satellite to broadcast 184 messages si-

multaneously in 184 languages on the

same topic at one time through com-

puterized translation.

Given this variety of communication

inputs, one of the significant notions

that I believe our three major social in-

stitutions have not come to grips with

is that their monopoly over the informa-

tion of their clientele has gone. In a tra-

ditional society, the major sources of

information in the formation of attitude

are the traditional institutions; the fam-

ily, the church, the school. Today, in

large part, the mass media have replaced

these institutions as purveyors of con-

cepts of reality. The control which these

institutions have had over our young

has been reduced—and will continue to

be reduced. One of the frustrations for

many of us operating the school or the

church is that now we are operating in

a freer competitive market place of

ideas, rather than the monopolistic

frame with which we have been able to

operate over much of the last three to

four thousand years. The level of in-

formation possessed by our young has

increased, and it will continue to in-

crease.

I do not have the data as to whether

you are making the error of under-

estimating the information which peo-

ple at age 19 have today, as contrasted

with the information they had when
you first began your career and were

first exposed to them. I can assure you

that my profession is making that error.

We have clear data as to the radical dif-

ferences between what the college fresh-

man knows today and what he knew
twenty years ago. There have not been

sufficiently corresponding alterations in

the messages which we transmit to these

young people.

One of the dangers of our having

lengthy professional experience is that

at our age, and at your rank and stature,

it is too easy for you to remember “what

it is like to be young”—and “junior.” In

many ways it would serve you in good

stead if you had no such experience. For

one thing, it was never “like that.” For

another, times indeed have changed.

Much of our experience is quite biasing

and debilitating in terms of our at-

tempts to predict the mind-lives which

these young people have. So, first, the

market place of information has ex-

panded. Second, the monopolistic holds

of our social institutions has been de-

stroyed. And, third, there is adequate

evidence that these changes have been

accompanied by a rise in man’s search

for identity and meaningfulness, and by

a reduction in his comfortability with

the belief systems which he possesses.

One of the consequences of literacy,

disposable energy, and affluence, is that

man has an increasing capacity and in-

creasing energy to devote to the ques-

tion “Who Am I?” and “What Does

This Mean?” and “What is the World

like?” He also has an increasing willing-
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ness to tolerate options, and a reduced

willingness to accept explicit compliant

type alternatives. The events which are

occurring on our campuses, the behaviors

of the young with respect to major gov-

ernmental policies, and the rise of the

therapeutic professions, all give evidence

to this increased concern on the part of

these young persons who are searching

for identity and meaningfulness.

Correspondingly, evidence is also

available as to the increasing frustration

and feelings of ineffectiveness on the

part of those of us who are charged

with transmitting the values of our

basic institutions. Parents are increas-

ingly concerned as to their ability to

communicate with their offspring. The
schools are increasingly concerned with

their effectiveness in transmitting the

culture to their students, and there is

evidence in the daily press and else-

where of the increasing frustrations,

concerns, and feelings of incompatibil-

ity on the part of many professional

clergy as to their adequacy and compe-

tence in this role of transmitting values.

One can attribute this situation (in-

creased willingness to acquire identity

on the part of the youngsters, and in-

creased inability on the part of social

institutions to satisfy this need) to a

variety of social causes. Within the

frame of our discussion, however, I

would like to suggest that one of the

basic sources of our present frustration

is the obsolescence of the traditional

styles of communication that are utilized

by our major social institutions. The
communication intentions of the church,

the school, and the family, with respect

to the principle of uncertainty, are often

incompatible with the demands of the

world as it exists today.

I will defer the discussion of com-

municative styles for a moment, but let

us look briefly at the communicative in-

tents implied by the nature of the mes-

sages that are transmitted by the school,

the home, and the church. It is my belief

that these three institutions place undue

emphasis on the value of reduction of

uncertainty on the part of their clients.

Too much of our communication is

aimed at predictability and certainty

and structure and compliant behavior.

One of the basic reasons I remain in

education is that I am dedicated to the

proposition that we must teach our

young people an increased tolerance for

uncertainty, an increased tolerance for

ambiguity, an increased tolerance for

ambivalence and tension. Even more
than tolerance, we must stimulate an

excitement, an awareness and a joy at

living in a situation that is complex,

uncertain, unpredictable, and ambiva-

lent.

As contrasted with this kind of value,

much of the output of our social insti-

tutions appears to be intended to polar-

ize values, to fix interpretations, and to

stabilize and polarize beliefs as to the

nature of reality itself. To the extent

that this is true, I believe it is un-

fortunate in at least two ways. First, it

is contrary to the value I have suggested;

i.e., that we need to provide a context

in which human beings can live com-

fortably and happily and meaningfully

in what is an increasingly uncertain

environment. Second, it seems apparent

to me that the outputs that have tra-

ditionally been provided by our social

institutions are not compatible today

with the other kinds of symbolic sen-

sory experiences to which our audi-

ences are exposed.
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We have not paid credence to the in-

compatibility between that which we
teach and that which is provided by

other sources of input. Given this in-

compatibility, and given the fact that

the other alternative sources tend to

have higher credibility and higher sali-

ence for the information which they

present, it is inevitable that the credi-

bility of our social institutions will be

reduced and the acceptance of their

outputs will be reduced or disregarded.

Our social institutions have not taken

into account the drastic alterations in

the environments in which they oper-

ate, and they have not reviewed suffi-

ciently their basic objectives in light of

the changing needs of their clients. We
are attempting, at least in my profes-

sion, to continue to impose sanctions

and restraints on the views of reality

which our clients develop, and we are

not adjusting our uncertainty levels

about the nature of reality to fit the

reality testing procedures which human
beings utilize in other spheres of activity.

I would go one step further. Not only

are our major institutions transmitting

levels of uncertainty about reality which

are unrealistic, but the very concept of

reality which is implied by the messages

we produce is also incompatible with

the traditional thought of our time.

Traditionally, Western culture has

operated under many of the basic be-

liefs enunciated by Aristotle, Plato, and

others that involve concepts like “es-

sence” and the basic assumption that

physical reality is external to man, and

can be understood through a process of

discovery and observation. Under these

assumptions we have come to accept

beliefs as to basic truths, which exist

independently of the perception of man.

We have misapplied words like “truth”

by assuming they are properties of

events rather than properties of prepo-

sitions which man constructs. We have

introduced concepts like “objectivity”

which suggest that it is possible for

man to observe that which exists with-

out interjecting his own bias and per-

sonality into his observations. We have

taken basic traditional concepts such as

“everything is a or not a” or “all things

which are relevant to each other can

be placed in a relationship of coordina-

tion, subordination, or superordination”

and we have implemented these con-

cepts in the ways in which we teach

our young to try to structure the reality

in which they exist.

I often wish we had followed another

Greek, Heraclytus. His views seem

much more compatible with the con-

temporary notion of the nature of physi-

cal reality. When Heraclytus pointed

out that it is impossible for a man to

put his foot in the same river twice

because when he reinserts his foot the

foot has changed, the river has changed,

and the situation has changed, he pro-

vided a basic intellectual frame in

which the more contemporary thinking

of Russell, Whitehead, and Einstein can

be placed.

Thomas Wolfe said it a little differ-

ently when he said “you can’t go home
again.” Albert Einstein said it even

more differently when he said “every-

thing is relative.” Those are the basic

propositions of our time. Those are the

basic ways in which man is looking at

reality. Today, the man on the street

will agree with the proposition that

everything is relative; however, our so-

cial institutions have not altered their

basic styles to accommodate those propo-
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sitions in areas outside the physical sci-

ences in which they were introduced.

We even, for instance, still teach our

children such nonsense as “nouns are

the names of persons, places, and things,

and verbs are names of actions and

processes,” even though Mr. Einstein

convinced us all that there is no basic

distinction between things and proc-

esses.

More importantly, we are still making

a basic distinction between the work of

the artist or the poet on the one hand,

and the work of the scientist or the

journalist on the other. We are operat-

ing under the assumption that the art-

ist is in the business of constructing

reality from a nebulous set of experi-

ences, while the scientist or the journal-

ist is discovering reality by applying his

perceptual competences to that which

is. Archibald MacLeish pointed out

some 12 years ago, it is a fallacious dis-

tinction, and one which seriously im-

pairs our ability to come to grips with

the nature of the world.

The communication scientist operates

under some simple propositions. One of

them is that reality is a construct, not

a discovery, i.e., that what’s real to you

is real to you, and what’s real to me is

real to me. Each of us is in the business

of constructing what is real for our-

selves. In this process we should not

have a message orientation, which is

what usually emerges from an external

reality point of view. Rather, we should

have a “people” or “effects” orientation.

The basic proposition of the com-

munication scientist is that words are

meaningless, events are meaningless,

symbols are meaningless, gestures are

meaningless. Meanings lie in peoples

not in the symbols which they use. To

analyze the effectiveness of communica-

tions, one has to study human beings

and human behavior and the principles

of human behavior, rather than, or at

least more than, the principles of mes-

sage construction and style and correct-

ness. We need to take a look not only

at the propriety of content, but at the

effectiveness of communication.

We need to get away from the basic

assumption that most of us operate un-

der as professional communicators. We
assume that information can be moved
in the same way that steel can be moved.

We assume that we can convey ideas in

the same way that we can convey lum-

ber. We assume that if ideas are located

within one head, we can lift them from

that head and ship them on a conveyor

belt—whether that conveyor belt be a

sermon, a lecture, a memorandum, or

an advertisement—and dump them into

another head where, supposedly, there

is an open bin waiting for this informa-

tion to be received. You cannot convey

information. You cannot communicate

ideas. You cannot transmit information.

A basic principle of communication is

that in order for you and me to com-

municate effectively, the meanings

which I want to talk about have to be

in you ahead of time. Communication
cannot put meanings in you. It must
elicit meanings from you.

This implies a basic distinction be-

tween a “put in” theory of communica-
tion and a “pull out” theory of com-
munication, with respect to how one

constructs his messages. It is not my
job to find the word that correctly ex-

presses my ideas to you. It is my job to

know the meanings which you have

and the symbols which you use when
you talk about those meanings, and to
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hope that I can find symbols which will

elicit from you meanings which you

already have.

Quite often, it is impossible to com-

municate about certain kinds of things.

If it is not meaningful to the receiver,

we cannot communicate about it. Again,

we operate under the fallacious assump-

tion that it is possible for anybody to

communicate with anybody about any-

thing—if the source simply knows what

he is doing. That is not the case. Often,

communication must wait for other ex-

periences to provide the necessary mean-

ings.

In closing, I would like to return to

the original question of structure, and

its implications for both religious and

secular education. To me, the most

crucial problem in our society is to

come to grips with the notion of chang-

ing the structure and style of education;

whether that education is propagated by

the church, or the school, or the family,

is relatively trivial. It is the educational

process in which we are engaged. The
purpose of that education has to be ex-

amined quite carefully in terms of its

communication assumptions. Are we,

whether we know it or not, communi-
cating content, and communicating with

styles that increase compliant behavior,

that increase the need for certainty and
predictability on the part of our re-

ceivers? And if we are doing this, are

we doing this in an environment in

which the basic need of our receiver is

not to increase his predictability or cer-

tainty, but to learn to come to grips,

to understand, to tolerate, and even to

enjoy and approach positively the na-

ture of an uncertain and complex

world ? I would not advocate that struc-

ture is not needed in an uncertain world.

It most dertainly is needed. But it is a

different notion of structure that needs

to be applied.



TODAY’S UNDERGRADUATE
Carl D. Reimers

To be given the task of describing

the non-academic life of today’s

undergraduate at Princeton University

is a little like asking an ordinary fly at

the zoo to tell his associates what an

elephant is like after it becomes known
that he has made several landings on
the great grey creature. Anything the

fly might relate would be certainly

limited and highly subjective. It could

not be categorized as universally true

of all elephants and it might well say

more about the fly’s ability to land and
take off that it did about the landing

field itself. And, as no fly would want
to be classified as an “elephant watcher,”

no dean wants to be found guilty of

that favorite administration and alumni

pastime called “student watching.” Nev-
ertheless, fully aware of the risk, it is

true that continuous involvement and
reflection do produce a few legitimate

impressions. Those I am willing to

share in so far as they are helpful in

making the subject understandable and
attractive.

Just before Christmas it fell to my
fate to take the station wagon used by

the Student Volunteers Council to be

serviced at a local garage. One never

knows what he may find when he gets

into a car driven exclusively by under-

graduates, but on the dashboard I came
across a hurriedly scrawled message

written on a three-by-five note card. It

read as follows:

Dear Guys:

Tell Joe I can’t make it this after-

noon to tutor him in algebra. Explain

that my advisor was so impressed

with my “Junior Paper” that he

wanted me to come in and discuss it

with him further. It’s really brilliant!

(Actually, its due in four days and I

haven’t written a scratch. I’m in one

heck of a jam, especially with a date

coming for weekend.) Anyway, tell

Joe to keep up the good work and I’ll

see him after Christmas . . . maybe

—

I hope.

That note written by an undergradu-

ate should tell us that students are just

as human as they ever were. They still

work best under pressure, leave gi-

gantic assignments to the last moment,
have a sense of humor about them-

selves, and try to work a date into the

midst of it all. They also are idealistic

beyond belief.

But today’s idealism is in a new key

because it takes place in a world that

did not exist in my day. From the un-

dergraduate’s viewpoint of society the

gap between what is and what could be

is very small. Perhaps the actual dis-

tance is as great as ever, but the means
of closing it all seem to be in reach. So,

he does not worry whether it will be

closed, he wonders when it will be. He
wants to know what he can do to speed

the process. And once he finds out, he

jumps in (feet first often, I must admit)

to do what he has time for.

It may be tutoring potential drop-outs

in the public schools in Trenton (as was
the case above), or visiting juvenile de-

linquents in the Jamesburg Reforma-

tory, or taking lonely kids for a walk
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and an ice cream cone on Sunday after-

noons at the Neuro-Psychiatric Clinic.

Maybe he will go to Freehold to direct

recreation for a group of “pre-delin-

quents.” On the other hand, if he can-

not spare the time to go to the ghetto,

he is willing to bring it to Princeton.

He will import a busload of would-be

gang leaders from Harlem to play bas-

ketball, eat dinner and go to an il-

lustrated lecture on pop art or a senior

seminar on abolishionism. Or he may
use his time to organize a fast to pro-

test the war in Vietnam. In it he will

involve faculty and students in discus-

sions to elucidate the issues there.

And lest you think this is simply a

matter of people in one institution visit-

ing people in another, or an easy diver-

sion from the books, you should know
that many students take summer jobs

in social service work overseas and at

home. In fact, I cannot remember a year

when there have been more applicants

looking for this kind of a summer. He
may wind up on the hospital ship HOPE
in Ceylon, or in Africa with Operation

Crossroads, or go to Labrador with the

Grenfell Mission, or do boy’s club work
in England with the Winant Volun-

teers. Yet he may be one of the 225

fortunate Princetonians who will be

working in our own slums and de-

pressed rural areas through a special

program developed between the uni-

versity and the federal government last

year.

Today’s undergraduate is socially-

conscious as my generation was not. He
is not afraid to get involved in the dis-

tressing problems that you and I have

handed him. He welcomes the chance

to break down not only the racial bar-

riers which segregate this country, but

the economic and social ones, too. My
generation of the fifties was quiet if

not silent; his lays its body on the line,

showing no fear to speak or to sacrifice.

His attitude and motivation in all of

this is not as a superior who is “bearing

the white man’s burden,” but as an

equal who identifies much more easily

with the dispossessed than with the

Establishment. In fact, he is often sus-

picious of the Establishment—as a

means of establishing his own identity,

but also because he believes it has failed

to do as much as it could.

My clue to this came from leading

discussions on films that the Chapel

shows on campus from time to time.

When we showed “The Loneliness of

the Long Distance Runner,” he cham-

pioned as hero the borstal non-conform-

ist. When he saw “Sand Pebbles,” the

story of the American Navy in China

during the Boxer Rebellion, he identi-

fied with Steve McQueen, the rough-

neck sailor whose individualism tri-

umphed over his patriotism, whose
sympathy outran his devotion to a

duty he found questionable. In brief,

then, the contemporary student com-

bines a new idealism with a new sensi-

tivity which he insists is in a different

perspective than ours.

Undoubtedly, it is this non-romantic

idealism which draws the frequent and
disgusted charge of “unwashed activ-

ism” and “irresponsible softhearted-

ness.” But he believes that since his

world is different, his method must be.

Even though most of our students come
from suburbia where they are well

aware of the refinements and rewards

of free enterprise capitalism, they do

not hold it sacred or unalterable. Per-

haps this explains why the ideal for
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them is closer to the door-to-door social

worker on a city payroll than the ad-

mittedly valuable member of a settle-

ment house board of directors. They are

not content with charity by proxy. At

this stage of their development, they

want direct contact with the person

who needs help.

This leads me to tell you that the

undergraduates you are passing on the

walks today are neither “rebels without

a cause” nor “campus radicals.” To my
mind, they are rebels who are discov-

ering the cause as they fight. The spirit

of the times is neither frivolous nor

subversive. It is threatening. And out of

a situation of uncertainty and upheaval

arises what one of my friends likes to

call “the general unrest of the natives

at this time.” My generation would find

a cause, define it, then go to battle. The
present generation in its restlessness

takes up arms, then decides which tar-

get needs practice. It is in the fight

itself that they discover the cause and

mark off its boundaries. You and I are

reluctant to keep loaded guns in the

house, but they do not share our fear

or lack of self-confidence.

As I talked with a number of the men
who resigned from their eating clubs

this year, I found that some had clear-

cut reasons for leaving. They did not

like the form of selectivity, they did not

want the image of being a “club man,”

or they wanted a more academically

oriented social life which might come
about in a college or house system. But,

to my astonishment and enlightenment,

many of the men really did not know
quite why they were resigning. A vague

discontent arose within them, a desire

for something different surfaced—so the

club happened to be the target that the

loaded gun found. It was in the act of

resigning—with its publicity hounds

and offended officers and strained

friendships—that they got their reason

and defended their action. You and I

perhaps do not understand this method

of procedure or accept this reading of

the target, but this is the manner in

which many of them operate with what

they believe to be integrity.

Some of you must be saying to your-

selves: “Where is the ingenious, fun

loving, capitalist-motivated student to-

day?” Well, I can tell you that he, too,

is here—as always. The Dean of Stu-

dents’ office promises me that the bell

clapper from Nassau Hall has been

stolen a record number of times for the

year. The Bureau of Student Aid as-

sures me that agencies to make money

are being franchised continually. Most

noted is the undergraduate known af-

fectionately as the “Car Czar” who for

a reasonable amount can give wheels

to anyone otherwise unable to take ad-

vantage of the relaxed car rule.

And since I am Assistant Dean of

the Chapel, you may expect me to give

you a few sentences on the religious

situation. I must admit that I hesitate

to do so because I am so close to it

that I am probably confused. But of

one thing I am quite certain: students

today come to religion through the back

door. By that I mean they are not over-

powered by any sense of Divine Awe
which compels them to come worship.

Rather, if they come at all (and more
do not than do), it is because of their

concern for their fellowman or be-

cause they have to design an urban

church for their architectural project or

because they are fascinated by symbol-

ism in William Blake or because they
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hope religion will help them love their

alcoholic mother. Some of us, you see,

who were trained to be branded “ma-

jor-domos” at the front doors of Gothic

cathedrals have learned that most of

the customers of quality use the back

entrance.

I do not know that these remarks

have met the goal I set out to achieve

—

making undergraduates understandable

and attractive—but I hope that you have

a clearer picture of what is taking place

on this University campus—this tract of

land to which you are devoted.



HYMNALS PUBLISHED IN ENGLAND AND
SCOTLAND, 1660-1800

Samuel J. Rogal

T he number of hymn books pub-

lished in England and Scotland

between the Restoration and the be-

ginning of the nineteenth century chal-

lenges the imagination, although even

the most elementary understanding of

the period reveals the reason for such

prolificacy. Essentially, the hymnody of

this period echoes the predominant

spirit of religious dissent. Between the

Conventicle Act of 1661 and the Tolera-

tion Act of 1689 nearly every dissenting

clergyman busily engaged himself in

the struggle to escape persecution. Thus,

prior to 1700 English hymnody really

did not exist. Even after the Toleration

Act true English hymns did not emerge

in large numbers. Instead, Established

Churchmen and dissenters—although

rejecting the Latin hymns—fell upon
the Old Testament Psalms; the songs

of David ruled the liturgy. Not until

Isaac Watts—at the beginning of the

eighteenth century—and the Wesleys

—

between 1738 and 1786—did a veritable

cornucopia of English hymnody burst

forth. And so the English hymnals

emerged, anchored steadfast to a revo-

lutionary spirit that was truly Christian.

If we are to assume, then, that hym-
nody generally reflects the religious and
social beliefs of an age, we must also

assume that the present era—with its

ecumenical spirit—can no longer af-

ford to consider the flames of dissent

that engulfed England and Scotland

some 250 to 300 years ago. Thus, the

majority of hymns and hymnals from

the period 1660-1800 are almost lost to

us. This checklist, then, can assist in

rediscovering those works which have

—consciously or unconsciously—been

abandoned. It is a means whereby we
may look back upon the immense pro-

ductivity of hymnody within a period

of widespread dissent and disagreement

about doctrine and organization.

The motivation behind compiling

such a checklist is the desire for con-

ciseness in surveying English hymnody
between 1660 and 1800. Two excellent

sources exist for those interested in an in-

depth analysis of this subject: A Dic-

tionary of Hymnology (two volumes)

edited by John Julian (London, 1892,

1907; New York, 1957) and The Eng-

lish Hymn: Its Development in Wor-
ship by Louis Fitzgerald Benson (New
York, 1915; Richmond, 1962). Julian’s

Dictionary includes 15,000 entries on

hymn texts, hymnographers, forms,

types, styles, and period information

—

all arranged alphabetically. The Benson

book—truly a work of first-rate scholar-

ship—methodically traces the develop-

ment of the English hymn in England

and America from the metrical psalms

of the Reformation through the early

twentieth century. Obviously both works
need to be consulted, but neither can be

read quickly.

The entries in this checklist of hym-
nals are arranged chronologically by

date of publication and are classified
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according to the religious sects or-

ganized during the period. The dates

of publication refer to first editions.

Finally, this list does not include all

of the hymnals published during the

period. I have included only those that

are important for their contents or are

the major representatives of a particu-

lar sect.

I. Church of England

Samuel Crossman (1624-1683). The
Young Man’s Monitor (London,

1664).

John Austin (1613-1669). Devotions, in

the Ancient Way of Offices : with

Psalms, Hymns, and Prayers . . .

(London, 1668).

William Barton (1603-1678). Two
Centuries of Select Hymns (London,

1670).

John Playford (1623-1686?). Psalms and

Hymns in Solemn Music\ (London,

i6ji).

Thomas Ken (1637-1710/11). A Man-
ual of Prayers for the Use of the

Scholars of Winchester College (Lon-

don, 1674).

John Playford. The Whole Boo\ of

Psalms: with the Usual Hymns and

Spiritual Songs . . . (London, 1677).

John Patrick (1632-1695). A Century of

Select Psalms and Portions of the

Psalms of David . . . (London, 1679).

John Mason ( 1646 ?-i694) . Spiritual

Songs, or Songs of Praise to Almighty

God upon Several Occasions (Lon-

don, 1683).

Patrick Symson (1628-1715). Spiritual

Songs or Holy Poems (Edinburgh,

1685).

Edward Barton (?-?). Six Centuries

of Select Hymns and Spiritual Songs

. . . (London, 1688).

Nahum Tate (1652-1715) and Nicholas

Brady (1659-1726). A New Version of

the Psalms of David, Fitted to the

Tunes Used in Churches (London,

1696).

George Herbert (1593-1633). Select

Hymns Taken Out of Mr. Herbert’s

“Temple” (London, 1697).

The Supplement to the New Version

of Psalms by Dr. Brady and Mr.
Tate (London, 1700).

Henry Playford (1657-1706?). The Di-

vine Companion; or David’s Harp
Tun’d (London, 1701).

Lyra Davidica: A Collection of Divine

Songs and Hymns (London, 1708).

Robert Hawker (1753-1827). Hymns
Sung by the Children of the Sunday
School in the Parish Church of

Charles, Plymouth, at the Sabbath

Evening Lecture (London, 1787).

A. Evangelical Movement:
Church of England

The Christian Sacrifices of Praises, Con-

sisting of Select Psalms and Hymns
. . . (London, 1724).

A Collection of Psalms, and Divine

Hymns, Suited to the Great Festivals

of the Church . . . (London, 1727).

John Arnold (?-?). The Compleat

Psalmodist (London, 1741).

John Berridge (1716-1793). A Collec-

tion of Divine Songs (London, 1760).

Martin Madan (1726-1790). A Collec-

tion of Psalms and Hymns . . .

(London, 1760).

William Riley (?-?). Psalms and
Hymns for the Chapel of the Asylum
or House of Refuge for Female Or-

phans (London, n.d.)—c. 1762.

Richard Conyers (?-?). A Collection

of Psalms and Hymns from Various

Authors . . . (London, 1767).
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Psalms, Hymns and Anthems Used in

the Chapel of the Hospital for the

Maintenance and Education of Ex-

posed and Deserted Young Children

(London, 1774).

Richard De Courcy (1743-1803). A Col-

lection of Psalms and Hymns, Ex-

tracted from Different Authors . . .

(Shrewsbury, 1775) -

William Romaine (1714-1795). A Col-

lection Out of the Boo/{ of Psalms

. . . (London, 1775).

David Simpson (1745-1799). Select

Psalms and Hymns (Macclesfield,

*776)-

Augustus M. Toplady (1740-1778).

Psalms and Hymns for Public and

Private Worship . . .
(London, 1776).

John Newton (1725-1807). Olney

Hymns in Three Boof^s . . . (Lon-

don, 1779).

John Berridge. Sion’s Songs, or Hymns
. . . (London, 1785).

B. Surrey Chapel

Rowland Hill (1744-1833). A Collection

of Psalms and Hymns, Chiefly In-

tended for the Use of the Poor (Lon-

don, 1744)

.

Rowland Hill. A Collection of Psalms

and Hymns, Chiefly Intended for

Public Worship (London, 1783).

Rowland Hill. Divine Hymns At-

tempted in Easy Language for Chil-

dren (London, 1790).

C. Evangelical Compromise

William Bromley Cadogan (1711-

1797). Psalms and Hymns . . . (Lon-

don, 1785).

John Venn (1759-1813). Psalms and
Hymns (London, 1785).

Richard Cecil (1748-1810). Psalms of

David (London, 1785).

63

Basil Woodd (1760-1831). The Psalms

of David . . . Arranged According to

the Order of the Church of England

. . . (London, 1794).

Charles Simeon (1759-1836). A Collec-

tion of Psalms and Hymns (Cam-
bridge, 1795).

II. Presbyterian

Richard Baxter (1615-1691). Paraphrase

on the Psalms of David in Metre,

with Other Hymns (London, 1692).

Joseph Boyce (1660-1728). Sacramental

Hymns Collected ( Chiefly Out of . . .

Passages of the New Testament
)

. . .

(London, 1693).

Matthew Henry (1662-1714). Family

Hymns (London, 1695).

Joseph Boyce. Family Hymns for Morn-
ing and Evening Worship (Dublin,

I701 )-

Samuel Bury (1663-1730). A Collec-

tion of Psalms, Hymns, and Spiritual

Songs . . . (London, n.d.)—before

1702.

A. Scottish Presbyterian

Ralph Erskine (1685-1752). Gospel

Canticles (Edinburgh, 1726).

Ralph Erskine. Gospel Sonnets or Spir-

itual Songs (Edinburgh, 1734).

General Assembly of the Church of

Scotland. Translations and Para-

phrases of Several Passages of Sacred

Scripture . . . (Edinburgh, 1745).

John Willison (1680-1750). One Hun-
dred Gospel Hymns (Edinburgh,

T747)

-

John Forbes (P-1769). Some Scriptural

Hymns (Aberdeen, 1757).

William Cruden (1725-1785). Hymns
on a Variety of Divine Subjects (Ab-

erdeen, 1761).

General Assembly of the Church of
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Scotland. Translations and Para-

phrases, in Verse, of Several Passages

of Sacred Scripture . . . (Edinburgh,

1781).

B. Presbytery of Relief

(United Presbyterian

)

James Steuart (?-?). Sacred Songs

and Hymns on Various Passages of

Scripture; Selected for the Congrega-

tion at Anderstoun (Glasgow, 1786).

James Steuart. Sacred Songs and Hymns
on Various Passages of Scripture, Ap-
proved by the Synod of Relief . . .

(Glasgow, 1794).

C. Berean

John Barclay (1734-1798). Rejoice Ever-

more: or Christ All in All . . . (Glas-

gow, 1767).

John Barclay. A Select Collection of

New Original Spiritual Songs, Para-

phrases, and Translations . . . (Ed-

inburgh, 1776).

John Barclay. The Experience and Ex-

ample of the Lord Jesus Christ Il-

lustrated and Improved for the Con-

solation of the Church . . . (Edin-

burgh, 1783).

III. Congregational

Richard Davis (1658-1714). Hymns
Composed on Several Subjects and

on Divers Occasions (London, n.d.)

—prior to 1694 (2nd ed.).

Isaac Watts (1674-1748). Hymns and

Spiritual Songs (London, 1707).

Isaac Watts. Hymns and Spiritual Songs

(London, 1709).

Isaac Watts. Divine Songs Attempted in

Easy Language, for the Use of Chil-

dren . . . (London, 1715)

.

Isaac Watts. The Psalms of David Imi-

tated in the Language of the New
I

Testament . . . (London, 1719).

Simon Browne (1680-1732). Hymns and
Spiritual Songs (London, 1720). ]

Philip Doddridge (1702-1751). The
Principle of the Christian Religion,

Expressed in Plain and Easy Verse

(London, 1744).

Job Orton (1717-1783). Hymns Founded
on Various Texts in the Holy Scrip-

j

tures. By the late Reverend Philip

Doddridge (Salop, 1755).

Joseph Hart (1712-1768). Hymns Com-
posed on Various Subjects . . . (Lon-

don, 1759).

Thomas Gibbons (1720-1785). Hymns
Adapted to Divine Worship: in Two
Boohs (London, 1769).

George Burder (1752-1832). A Collec-

tion of Hymns from Various Au-
thors, Designed as a Supplement to

Dr. Watts’s Psalms and Hymns
(London, 1784).

William Jay (1769-1853). Selection of

Hymns of Peculiar Metre, Intended

for the Use of the Congregation Meet-

ing in Argyle Chapel (Bath, 1791).

John Aikman ( ? - ? ) and George

Cowie (?-?). A Collection of

Hymns for the Use of the Taber-

nacles in Scotland (Edinburgh, 1800).

IV. Baptist

A. Particular Baptist

Benjamin Reach (1640-1704). Spiritual

Melody (London, 1691).

Joseph Stennett (1663-1713). Hymns in

Commemoration of the Sufferings of

Our Blessed Saviour . . . (London,

i697 )-

Joseph Stennett. Hymns Compos’d for

the Celebration of the Holy Ordi-

nance of Baptism (London, 1712).
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Daniel Turner (1710-1798). Divine

Songs, Hymns, and Other Poems
(Reading, 1747).

Benjamin Wallin (1711-1782). Evan-

gelical Hymns and Songs (London,

1750).

Anne Steele (1716-1778). Poems on

Subjects Chiefly Devotional (Bristol,

1760).

John Needham (?-c. 1786). Hymns
Devotional and Moral on Various

Subjects (Bristol, 1768).

John Ash (1725-1779) and Caleb Evans

(?-?). A Collection of Hymns
Adapted to Public Worship (Bristol,

1769).

John Fellows ( ? -1785). Hymns on Be-

lievers’ Baptism (Birmingham, 1773).

John Fellows. Hymns in a Great Va-

riety of Metres (Birmingham, 1776).

John Fawcett (1739/40-1817). Hymns
Adapted to the Circumstances of

Public Worship and Private Devo-
tion (Leeds, 1782).

Richard Burnham (1749-1810). New
Hymns (London, 1783).

John Rippon (1751-1836). A Selection

of Hymns from the Best Authors . . .

(London, 1787).

Joseph Swain (1761-1796). Walworth
Hymns (London, 1792).

B. New Connexion of

General Baptist

B. New Connexion of General Baptist

General Baptist Association. Hymns
and Spiritual Songs, Mostly Collected

from Various Authors (Halifax,

1772).

Samuel Deacon (1746-1816). A New
Composition of Hymns and Poems
Chiefly on Divine Subjects . . .

(Leicester, 1785).

General Baptist Association. Hymns

and Spiritual Songs . . . (London,

*793)

•

John Deacon (1757-1821). A New and

Large Collection of Hymns and

Psalms (London, 1800).

C. Scottish Baptist

Sir William Sinclair (?-?). A Collec-

tion of Hymns and Spiritual Songs

(Edinburgh, 1751).

A Collection of Christian Songs and
Hymns in Three Boofs (Glasgow,

1786).

V. Methodist

John Wesley (1703-1791). A Collection

of Psalms and Hymns (London,

j738 )-

John Wesley and Charles Wesley (1707-

1788). Hymns and Sacred Poems
(London, 1739).

John Wesley and Charles Wesley.

Hymns and Sacred Poems (London,

I 740)-

John Wesley and Charles Wesley. Col-

lection of Psalms and Hymns (Lon-

don, 1741).

John Wesley and Charles Wesley.

Hymns on God’s Everlasting Love

. . . (Bristol, 1741).

John and Charles Wesley. Hymns and

Sacred Poems (London, 1742).

John Wesley and Charles Wesley. Col-

lections of Psalms and Hymns (Lon-

don, 1743).

John Wesley and Charles Wesley.

Hymns for Times of Trouble and
Persecution (London, 1744).

John Wesley. A Collection of Moral and
Sacred Poems (London, 1744).

Charles Wesley. Hymns on the Lord’s

Supper (Bristol, 1745).

Charles Wesley. Hymns for the Public

Thanksgiving-Day (London, 1746).
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Charles Wesley. Hymns for Those That

Seef^, and Those That Have, Re-

demption in the Blood of Jesus Christ

(London, 1747).

Charles Wesley. Hymns and Sacred

Poems, 2 vols. (Oxford, 1749).

Charles Wesley. Hymns for New Year’s

Day (London, 1750).

John Wesley and Charles Wesley.

Hymns Occasioned by the Earth-

quake, /750 (London, 1750).

John Wesley and Charles Wesley.

Hymns and Spiritual Songs (Lon-

don, 1753).

John Wesley. Select Hymns for the Use

of Christians . . . (London, 1753).

Charles Wesley. Hymns for the Year

7756 (London, 1756).

Charles Wesley. Hymns on the Ex-

pected Invasion (London, 1759).

Charles Wesley. Hymns for Those to

Whom Christ Is All in All (Lon-

don, 1761).

John Wesley and Charles Wesley.

Select Hymns (London, 1761).

Charles Wesley. Short Hymns on Se-

lect Passages of Holy Scripture, 2

vols. (London, 1762).

Charles Wesley. Hymns for Children

(London, 1763).

Charles Wesley. Hymns for the Use

of Families . . . (London, 1767).

Charles Wesley. Hymns on the Trinity

(London, 1767).

Charles Wesley. Hymns for Children

and Others of Riper Years (London,

t 767)-

Charles Wesley. Preparation for Death

in Several Hymns (London, 1772).

John Wesley and Charles Wesley.

A Collection of Hymns for the Use

of People Called Methodists (Lon-

don, 1780).

Charles Wesley. Hymns Written in the

Time of the Tumults (London, 1780).

John Wesley. A Collection of Hymns
from Various Authors . .

.
(London,

1781).

John Murlin (1722-1799). Sacred Hymns
on Various Subjects (Bristol, 1782).

John Wesley. A Collection of Psalms

and Hymns for the Lord’s Day (Lon-

don, 1784).

John Wesley. Pocket Hymns for the

Use of Christians . .
.
(London, 1786).

John Wesley. Hymns for Children

(London, 1790).

A. George Whitefield’s Circle

John Cennick (1718-1755). Sacred

Hymns for the Children of God . . .

(London, 1741-1742).

Robert Seagrave (1693-1760?). Hymns
for Christian Worship . . . from
Various Authors (London, 1742).

John Cennick. Sacred Hymns for the

Use of Religious Societies (Bristol,

I 743)-

William Hammond (1719-1783). Psalms,

Hymns, and Spiritual Songs (Lon-

don, 1745).

George Whitefield (1714-1770). Hymns
for Social Worship, Collected from
Various Authors . . . (London, 1753).

John Cennick. Hymns for Children, 2

vols. (Dublin, 1754).

B. Countess of

Huntingdon’s Connexion

Selina Shirley, Countess of Huntingdon

(1707-1791). A Collection of Hymns
(London, 1744).

William Williams (1717-1791). Ho-
sannah to the Son of David . . .

(Bristol, 1759).

Selina Shirley, Countess of Hunting-

don. The Collection of Hymns, Sung
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in the Countess of Huntingdon’s

Chapel, Bristol (Bath, 1765).

Thomas Maxfield ( ? -1784). A Collec-

tion of Psalms and Hymns: Ex-

tracted from Various Authors . . .

(London, 1766).

Selina Shirley, Countess of Huntingdon.

A Collection of Hymns Sung in the

Countess of Huntingdon’s Chapels in

Sussex (Edinburgh, 1771).

William Williams. Gloria in Excelsis:

or Hymns of Praise to God and the

Lamb (Carmarthen, 1772).

Selina Shirley, Countess of Hunting-

don. A Collection of Hymns Sung in

the Countess of Huntingdon’s Chap-

els, Bath (Bristol, 1774).

Herbert Jones ( ? - ? ) and William

Taylor (?-?). A Collection (Lon-

don, 1777).

Selina Shirley, Countess of Hunting-

don. The Collection of Psalms and

Hymns Sung in the Countess of Hun-
tingdon’s Chapels, in Lincolnshire

(Gainsborough, 1778).

Selina Shirley, Countess of Hunting-

don. A Select Collection of Hymns
To Be Universally Sung in the

Countess of Huntingdon’s Chapels

(London, 1780).

Thomas Haweis (1732-1820). Carmina
Christo; or Hymns to the Saviour

(Bath, 1792).

VI. Moravian

A Collection of Hymns with Several

Translations from the Hymn Boo\

of the Moravian Brethren (London,

I742 )-

A Second Collection of Hymns . . .

(London, 1742).

Some Other Hymns and Poems . . .

(London, 1752).

67

A Collection of Hymns of the Children

of God in All Ages, from the Begin-

ning Till Now (London, 1754).

traded from the Larger Hymn Boo\

A Collection of Hymns, Chiefly Ex-

of the Brethren’s Congregations (Lon-

don, 1769).

A Collection of Hymns, for the Use of

the Protestant Church of the United

Brethren (London, 1789).

A. Inghamite

Benjamin Ingham (1712-1772). A Col-

lection of Hymns for Societies (Leeds,

I748)-

James Allen (1734-1804) and Christo-

pher Battey (1715-1797). A Collection

of Hymns for Those That See\ . . .

the Blood of Christ (Kendal, 1757) -

VII. Sandemanian

John Glas (1695-1773). Christian Songs

(Edinburgh, 1749).

VIII. Universalist

James Relly (i722?-i778). Christian

Hymns, Poems, and Spiritual Songs

. . .
(London, 1754).

IX. Unitarian

Michaijah Towgood (1700-1792). A
Collection of Songs and Hymns for

Divine Worship (London, 1757).

Michael Pope (?-?). A Collection of

Songs and Hymns for Divine Wor-
ship (London, 1760).

William Enfield (1741-1797). A New
Collection of Psalms Proper for Chris-

tian Worship (Liverpool, 1764).

William Enfield. Hymns for Public

Worship, Selected from Various Au-
thors . . . (Warrington, 1772).
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Benjamin Williams (1725-1795).A Col-

lection of Hymns for Public Worship

. . . (Salisbury, 1778).

Newcome Cappe (1733-1800). A Se-

lection of Psalms for Social Worship

(York, 1786).

Hymns for the Use of the Presbyterian

Congregation in Lisburn (Belfast,

1787)

.

Collection of Psalms and Hymns for

Christian Worship (Londonderry,

1788)

.

George Walker (1735-1807). A Collec-

tion of Psalms and Hymns for Pub-

lic Worship . . . (Warrington, 1788).

Joseph Priestly (1733-1804). Psalms and

Hymns for the Use of the New Meet-

ing in Birmingham (Birmingham,

1790).

William Enfield. A Selection of Hymns
for Social Worship (London, 1795).

Andrew Kippis (1725-1795), Abraham
Rees (1743-1825), Thomas Jervis

(1748-1833), and Thomas Morgan
(?-?). A Collection of Hymns and
Psalms for Public and Private Wor-
ship . . . (London, 1795).

X. Scots Old Independents

Alexander Pirie (1737-1804). Psalms . . .

or Hymns . . . on Some Important

Passages of Holy Scripture (Edin-

burgh, 1777).



BOOK REVIEWS

A Christian Critique of American

Culture
,
by Julian N. Hartt. Harper &

Row, New York, N.Y., 1967. Pp. 425.

$8.50.

This book by professor Julian N. Hartt of

Yale University is highly significant for

contemporary theology and culture in the

United States of America. One would hope
that its price ($8.50), its size (425 pages),

and its tendency towards discursiveness will

not turn the average reader from it after

working through the first chapter or two.

This volume, the author indicates, is the

initial part of a theological program of Dog-
matics he intends to write. But before he

can proceed to Dogmatics (if such a disci-

pline has a future

—

sic?), he regards it as

necessary first to deal with the theology of

culture. Dr. Hartt is deeply concerned about

the current readiness in the theology of

culture to find at least as much “truth” in

“the achievements of contemporary culture as

as in the historical beliefs of the church.” Cul-

ture, then, becomes the prime theological sub-

ject, and theologians ask in all sobriety how,
or even whether, Tradition speaks signifi-

cantly to modern man. He is concerned also

about the current passion for relevance, which
goes so far in some instances as to do a the-

ology of culture (call it Christian) without
the making or the soliciting of an absolute

confession in the power and wisdom of God
in Jesus Christ.

The author finds also a bad conscience

rampant in the church; the feeling that the

church has misled the contemporary world
by its commitment to archaic symbols and
outworn attitudes. “It has continued to en-

dorse and defend a system of values that has

eroded almost past recognition.” And the her-

alds of the “new morality” have asked of the

church a hard penance: “a readiness to give

up the ghost if it cannot secularize the Gospel

without reservation or residue.” So the theol-

ogy of culture seems to offer a remedy for

this bad conscience by updating the message,

enhancing the critical mission of the church,

and doing theology that does not require

“technical theological language, analytical

precision, or dialectical prowess.” But Dr.

Hartt maintains that all this results in lots

of conventional theological discussion, but

it does not bring the Kingdom of God nearer

or incline the heart to sing the praises of

mysterious Providence. The church’s relation

to contemporary civilization, then, may be

described as bad conscience, objective uncer-

tainty, and self-doubt. But the church has

only the sword of the Word of God, “active

and alive,” given to it by God. “Victory

over interior uncertainty and public vascilla-

tion can therefore be promised only when the

church comes again into vivid awareness of

its divine foundations. Neither tumult abroad

nor bad conscience within can generate this.”

Dr. Hartt proposes to bring the whole of

culture—its creative achievements and its

everyday routine; its art, politics, mass cul-

ture, and revolution—under the critical judg-

ment of the Gospel. The aim of theology is

“to show forth the truth in which man may
rightly discern who he is and to whom he

belongs and against whom he sins and
whither he is bound; and with whom there

is fullness of life from everlasting to ever-

lasting; the elucidation of the Gospel is the

theological calling” (page 48). The church

has lost its theological bearings. It needs to

recover its Gospel. Commitment to the Gos-

pel does not negate the world, nor does it

uncritically accept the world. The church

must expose the deceit, self-justification, and
self-aggrandizement of the world (and of

the church), but also celebrate the goodness

of God in the world and in the creativity of

man.
Hartt maintains that dogmatics must be

practical and its message “preachable.” The
Gospel, which centers in the person of Christ

and the Kingdom of God, must be addressed

clearly and compellingly to the actual human
situation. Here Hartt criticizes the evangeli-

cals for stressing the person of Christ and
personal commitment, and the liberals for

stressing the Kingdom of God and social

action. Both belong to the fulness of the

Gospel. He proposes a deeper foundation for

a theology of culture that will provide a

profounder critique of American culture. For

this reason, he feels that a consideration of
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the theology of culture must not come at the

end of theological study or through an oc-

casional homiletical foray into culture. “The-

ology proper must begin with the analysis of

culture, or it will prove to be systematically

meaningless.”

In the first part of this volume, the author

deals with the vocation of the church as a

critic of culture; in the second part he treats

the dogmatic content of practical theology;

and in the third part he applies his critique

to art, politics, and mass culture. The book
closes with a sharp chapter on the Holy
Spirit and revolution, in which he states that

the term “Christianity is the permanent revo-

lution” is vulnerable. While the Holy Spirit

is die ferment and the end of all significant

change, it is only by “tarrying in the church

until the right reading of the law of Christ

is forthcoming that we can explicitly claim

to be living in the inspiration of the Holy
Spirit.” Throughout, Dr. Hartt contends that

revelation in Jesus Christ is the foundation

and critical posture for the salvation of the

world in which we live. This stance must be

set within the context of a criticism of con-

temporary life. On the basis of this context

and the revelation of Jesus Christ, belief in

God and his demands can be discerned by the

Christian or the “religious man.” In the light

of this criterion, Dr. Hartt examines art,

politics, revolution, and mass culture.

This reviewer agrees with James Luther

Adams who writes on the blurb, “This book
has an amplitude, a richness, a penetration

that . . . are seldom to be encountered in

Protestant theology or in Christian theology

of culture in general.” However, a good in-

dex and a short summary of each chapter

would have helped many readers to get into

the heart of this much-needed Christian criti-

cism of American culture.

Dr. Hartt acknowledges that this volume

is incomplete. The third part, which deals

with art, politics, mass culture, and revolu-

tion is sketchy and needs amplification. In

the forthcoming studies which are promised

we may expect further elucidation on many
other matters. However, the merit of this

effort is its attempt to bring the Gospel of

the Church in these days of theological fluid-

ity to bear upon the massive and complex

realities of American culture in the masterful

workmanship of an American theology com-
ing of age.

E. G. Homrighausen

No Other God, by Gabriel Vahanian.
Braziller, New York, N.Y., 1966. Pp.

144. $4.00.

This is an important work in American
theology because of the author’s continuing
insistence that iconoclasm is the single most
radical and most central principle to the

Christian faith in our post-Christian time.

Through the concept of iconoclasm Gabriel

Vahanian has indeed discovered and focused

upon a most felicitous alternative to an Altizer-

Hamiltonian “radical theology,” a movement
Vahanian has been inaccurately associated

with because of his first book, The Death of
God. Iconoclasm is furthermore a distinctly

viable alternative to a Bonhoeffer-Coxian

“secular theology,” a movement Vahanian
has also been wrongly identified with pri-

marily because of his second book, Wait
Without Idols.

In No Other God, as in his earlier works,
Vahanian affirms his version of a new the-

ology by explicitly and carefully dissociating

himself from the other two much-publicized
alternatives in American theology. Some read-

ers may find this work repetitious; others

may find the multifaceted format of the six

diverse essay-chapters difficult and lacking in

cohesion. But none will fail to be compelled
by the clarity of the central motif of icono-

clasm by which Vahanian willingly positions

himself.

He insists that “it is easy to do away with
theology,” as he suspects some so-called rad-

ical and secular theologians wish to do. But
he wonders how these same radicals would
escape the not-so-reformational blunder of

not doing away with an “incipient post-

Christian” style of insidious idolatry which
he terms an “immanentist religiosity.”

Vahanian’s orthodoxy prompts him not to

wish away traditional modes of theologizing;

his orthodoxy also causes him to cherish a

biblical iconoclasm as a radical goal for Chris-

tian theology, as it has been traditionally an
end for Christian faith. This seems straight-

forward enough; it seems an attempt to re-

main as traditional as all biblio-centric ortho-

doxies heretofore, and at the same time to
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become as radical as any modern culture war-

rants. It is an attempt, as Vahanian put it in

Wait Without Idols, “to exonerate theology

from its cultural ineptitude.” But straight-

forward as it may seem, the nearly dogmatic

insistence with which the author holds onto

iconoclasm as a theological criterion may well

finally imply, by his own logic, an end to

the theological modes he adopts as models.

In contrast with so-called “radical theology”

on the one hand and “secular theology” on
the other, Vahanian’s version of American
theology draws the criteriological line of

faith squarely “between God and idol, be-

tween creator and the creature . . . between

iconoclasm and idolatry.” The author makes
the point sharply: “Indeed, which position is

more radical: simply to hold that the death

of God is the cultural event that definitively

seals the transition from the Christian to the

post-Christian era, or to turn it into some
necessary soteriological premise? Which is

more iconoclastic: to recognize that godless-

ness is today a valid alternative to faith in

God precisely because it denies not only God
but any other kind of universal hypothesis

—

including itself—or to replace the old God-
hypothesis with its converse, one distilled

from the death of God?” This sort of criterio-

logical emphasis on iconoclasm is an axiom of

Christian theology based on the prophetic and
Pauline interpretation of the norm, Jesus as

the Christ. Yet how may the theologian

avoid the extreme awkwardness of commit-
ting idolatry on iconoclasm itself? How may
one do away with idolatry even in the mo-
ment of orthodoxly and dogmatically railing

against it? Holding to the axiom about icono-

clasm may be a bit like pounding on the desk

and shouting: “You must never be dogmatic!”

But Vahanian may be aware of this co-

nundrum, for it is precisely to this point (at

least by implication) that he speaks with-

out awkwardness, indeed, with real finesse,

in a chapter entitled, “Word of God and

Word of Man,” a chapter which the author

delivered as an address to The American

Academy of Religion in 1965 and to the

Drew Consultation on Hermeneutics in 1966.

This chapter stands as a highlight in recent

American theological writing because of its

remarkable demonstration—as opposed to

mere affirmation—of iconoclastic theology; it

7 1

may well be the best theologizing Vahanian

has done to date.

In “Word of God and Word of Man,” the

author faces the dilemma of affirming icono-

clasm, on the one hand, without committing

the inadvertence of theological idolatry on the

other. He faces the dilemma through the

form of his theologizing; through his style.

He demonstrates that the methodological

problem may perhaps be eluded if theo-

logical discourse, including criteriological

discourse about iconoclasm, be non-objectify-

ing, non-literalizing, and therefore itself

iconoclastic. This is simply to say that theo-

logical talk, if it be as radical as the faith

that it has pretense of presenting, must in-

tentionally allow of poetic reading and con-

sciously permit a metaphoric interpretation

of its own speech. In this, a truly radical

theology’s linguistic form is akin to prophecy

and parable, as for example Clement of Alex-

andria seemed to know in his Ragbag.

So Vahanian writes: “All sincere literature

is . . . religious. . . . The concept of a sacred

Scripture can only lead to a contradiction in

terms unless it is understood to be a metaphor

expressing the conviction that ‘the world of

fact is a hieroglyphic of the Spirit’. . . . The
word of man hence constitutes a parable of

his transcendental nature. . . . What then

is the word? Something that means some-

thing but does not accomplish anything. . . .

It is no wonder, therefore, that like faith,

poetry is most iconoclastic when it most tends

toward the pure metaphor, the silent word.”

It is in formulations such as these that

Vahanian presents in word what his words
represent. If much of the book is, to cite an-

other reviewer, “almost a tirade,” if much is

rhetorical and theologically dogmatic, these

sentences and the chapter from which they

come are aphoristic, parabolic, and therefore

a model of a poetic theologic (theopoiesis).

Such is iconoclasm in a theology of an icono-

clastic faith. It is a pity that Vahanian has not

let himself go like this more frequently and
freely.

But what if theologians were to be free of

objectifying, idolatrous modes of speech?

What is left if we were to take Vahanian’s

iconoclastic principle seriously in theologiz-

ing? What is left if iconoclasm radically ex-

perienced busts asunder the last remnant of

theological discourse: the rhetoric about icono-
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clasm itself? The answer of course is that

Nothing is left; it is a “letting oneself go
into nothing, that is to say, freeing oneself

from the idols we all have and to which we
are wont to go cringing” (Martin Heidegger).

There are left no more opinions held as

truth; they are as “so much straw,” said St.

Thomas, refusing at the end even to have an

opinion about his own opinions. There would
then be an end to the literalism of theologism.

What then for theology? There is only the

question of the Fool (the iconoclast), that

was directed to King Lear (a rationalist in a

dissolving kingdom), a question regarding a

matter of faith and love: “Can you make no

use of nothing, Nuncle?”
However orthodox Vahanian may wish to

remain, however much he may speak out

against those who speak out against tradi-

tional modes of theology, his own logic may
finally imply an end to theologizing as

Christendom has most often constructed it.

And this may be Vahanian’s final importance:

an iconoclastic critique of theological reason.

Or as Vahanian himself puts it: "God is a

word, the word that our words do not speak

unless they are shocked both out of their

literal and out of their symbolic meaning.”

David L. Miller

Syracuse University

Syracuse, New York

Churches and States: The Religious

Institution and Modernization
,
ed. by

Kalman H. Silvert. Foreword by Ken-

neth W. Thompson. American Univer-

sities Field Staff, Inc., New York, N.Y.,

1967. Pp. 224. $7.50.

Like the other books in the American Uni-

versities Field Staff series, the volume under

review offers a rich harvest. This is largely

drawn from first hand scholarly observation

of the dynamics of change in the foreign

areas considered. Originally delivered at an

academic conference, the eight chapters owe
an essential unity to the contribution of the

Editor. Dr. Silvert concludes that separation

of church and state not only removes inhi-

bitions to development, it affirmatively pro-

motes modernization by opening vistas of

civic freedom. It accordingly fosters economic

and other forms of progress.

In the Foreword, Kenneth W. Thompson
takes up the central motif of modernization

and social reform. He underlines the volume’s

basic organizational unity. It is a unity, he

implies, contingent upon the fact that AUFS
scholars comprise “a career service” of ex-

traordinarily able practitioners of the applied

social sciences and humanities. They seek to

evolve tentative theories about society. Dr.

Thompson further emphasizes that invited

scholars who joined the AUFS group in this

venture shared (or through conference and
discussion came to share), that highly coveted

theoretical interest. He states, above all, that

the integrating formula of religion and mod-
ernization is at its core a contemporary ex-

pression of the perennial issue of the rela-

tionship between church and state. It draws
the contributors together, despite all their

differences, and extends to them a common
focus and standard approach.

These credentials and criteria notwithstand-

ing, the work as a whole somehow fails to

come off. It undoubtedly represents a kind of

heroic effort. Not infrequently it exhibits a

high calibre of performance. Yet an inherent

weakness of the text possibly derives from
an uncanny breakdown in channels of com-
munication between these capable authors

and the classical body of learning in closely

related fields of knowledge.

It might be permissible to mention in this

avowedly sympathetic review that apparently

an infatuation with social science has here

and there caused a contributor to be carried

away. This proves inevitable when and if the

mind is rendered impervious to the findings,

researches, and especially the methodologies

of the phenomenologist and historian of re-

ligions, the true humanist and general his-

torian. There are certain segments of the

symposium where one in desperation must
long for a “historical” breath of fresh air.

At some points, I am amazed at a built-in

affinity with Max Weber. But Weber’s phe-

nomenal sensitivity tends to evaporate in the

crossfire of rapid social change.

The very composition of the caste of con-

tributors leaves much to be desired. Pre-

sumably an author writes out of the depth

of a professional persuasion whether it be

of Judaism, Catholicism, or Islam. Insofar as

the last mentioned religion is concerned, the

above norm has not been meticulously ap-
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plied. True, Dr. Stuart Schaar’s chapter “Re-

bellion, Revolution, and Religious Inter-

mediaries in Some Nineteenth Century Is-

lamic States,” and the one by Dr. Charles F.

Gallagher in particular, “The Plateau of

Particularism: Problems of Religion and Na-
tionalism in Iran,” carry much scholarly

weight and leave an impression of balanced

judgment. However, even there the degree of

social science bias is pracucally overwhelming.
Dogmatically, it almost outruns the pitch of

Islamic theological fervor disparaged.

Such an arbitrariness reaches an all time

high in the chapter entitled “The Political

Uses of Religion: Afghanistan,” by Dr. Louis

Dupree. We are told in this remarkable treat-

ment that the major difference between West-
ern philosophies and Islam is attitudinal (pp.

198-99). Without anything like that delight-

ful awareness of Religionswissenschajt ex-

hibited in his chapter “From Theology to

Ideology: The Transmutation of Judaism in

Modern Times” by Dr. Jacob Neusner, Dr.

Dupree hurls an interesting but ingeneously

naive attack on his chosen subject of study.

Dr. Dupree’s claim to authority is apparently

confined to anthropological research in a

provincial Afghan community. The Muslims
he studied were for the most part illiterate

villagers. No one will dispute the validity of

such an exploration of folk religion. But one
must frankly demur at the author’s strongly

worded commentary unveiling an unmistak-

able misreading of the proper role of anthro-

pology in the domain of religious studies:

“The study of the relative value of literate

religion in daily interaction,” he writes,

“should not be considered a sacred cow
which cannot be butchered, or the analysis

of religious institutions will remain the

opiate of the anthropologists. Religions then,

should be analyzed in their functional, day-

to-day aspects as well as at the theological,

philosophical level” (p. 202). Suffice it to say

that this treatment is defective because the

second part of the bargain involving the

theological /philosophical aspect has been ig-

nored.

The foregoing reservations by no means
detract from the usefulness of the volume.

They might serve to illustrate, however, the

kind of problem encountered by the authors

as they set about to implement guidelines

hinted at in Foreword, Preface, and Intro-

ducuon. Less worthy of mature scholarship

is their resort to the, by now, stale refrain that

religious institutions stand for the status quo,

or that “a complex of absolutes of supra-

worldly nature” is incompatible with man’s
control over his environment, himself, and
his future. Carried to its logical conclusion

such a functionalism must deprive man of

faith in anything beyond himself.

A religion subject to artificial controls is

not a religion at all. It must be consigned to

the same realm of fetish and fairy tale which
anthropology dwells on so well. Hence the

ineptness of a work removed from the scope

of eidetic and structural reality.

Edward J. Jurji

Religions of Mankind: Today and
Yesterday

,
by Helmer Ringgren and

Ake V. Strom (ed. J. C. G. Greig, tr.

Niels L. Gensen). Fortress Press, Phila-

delphia, Penna., 1967. Pp. 426. $9.00.

The volume projects a history of religions

conceived in three segments of scholarly area

studies. The authors’ competence notwith-

standing, the work succeeds but little in

producing a coherent ecumenical picture.

Whereas the data is massive, it fails to ef-

fect a meaningful juncture with a theology

of involvement. It straddles standard tech-

niques and methodologies carefully ma-
tured by scholars. No one who has heard of

the pioneer efforts of Schleiermacher and
Rudolf Otto, the phenomonology of Van der

Leeuw and W. B. Kristensen let alone Gus-
tav Mensching and Friedrich Heiler, can

help feeling let down by this new addition

to the literature on the religions of mankind.
Granted that the work does turn up many

a nugget, it is doubtful whether the per-

formance qualifies at all as history or history

of religions. The very juxtaposition “Today/
Yesterday” in the utle arouses the suspicion

that the authors have mortgaged their nar-

rative to an inverted logic.

Both treatment and plan of operation

strike one upon first glance as solid and
inspire anticipauon of a text transparent of

meaning. Following a general prelude on
religion and religious studies, it deals in Part

I with “non-literate” and ancient civilizations,

the Indo-Europeans (other than those of
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classical antiquity) in Europe, then passes on

to depict the early Aryan literate civiliza-

tions. This initial phase of the material is

avowedly dominated by considerations of

anthropological, geographic, and historical

nature. It affords a backdrop for comparison

with the Semitic religions and Christianity

featured in Part II—a conspectus of a variety

of cultures, ancient yet sometimes persisting

till now. This, in the authors’ judgment, will

throw into contrast, for example, the Egyp-

tian, Mesopotamian, and Indo-European out-

looks. It provides, moreover, they suggest, a

forecast of Part III with its vast harvest of

Asia’s major living religions in India, China,

Japan, and other cultures of East Asia and
the Far East.

Behind this tortuous sequence is a general

format conspicuously deficient in integrative

structural symmetry. True, one is duly ap-

prised that the science of religion aims at

describing, understanding, and comparing

the religions in their varieties of manifesta-

tion. But the line is sharply drawn otherwise.

The authors are not happy with a classifica-

tion of the religions which would rank them
as higher or lower since on purely scien-

tific grounds such an order seems unwork-

able. They categorically emphasize that there

is no final historical explanation of the origin

of religions. They infer that such an ex-

planation is simply impossible in the absence

of relevant sources. All that the history of

religions can aspire to is a modicum of psy-

chological probability and the volume does

not relish any illusion about the problem of

origins and its solution.

The reader is offered instead the guide-

lines of a prominent movement in modern so-

cial anthropology—the so-called Functionalist

School which dismisses the whole problem of

the origin of religions. It rather concentrates

on defining the central function of religion in

a given society. That is, it endeavors to un-

mask the role of religion in the context of

the material and intellectual elements that

constitute the culture of a society.

Quite as forthright is the way the authors

handle the theme that religions undergo a

process of development. By way of illustra-

tion they point to Islam. They assert it is

not the same today as it was in the days of

Muhammad. Yet the authors come very close

to losing the reader (especially if he is still

pondering the destiny of Islam) when they

postulate: A religion is essentially a living

organism which will degenerate if con-

strained to a static orthdoxy and rigidity

regarding ethics and modes of expression.

One’s anxiety is not relieved as he reads

further that he must beware of attempting

to force the diversified life of religion into

any kind of preconstructed framework; in-

deed, that each individual sphere of religion

must be carefully studied in its own right

and that the particular development of any

religion must receive attention as far back

as the sources will allow. In that event every

criterion for judgment, evaluation, and con-

frontation with religious truth must be

suspended since we are caught up in a

dilemma between the Scylla of developmental

process and the Charybdis of particularity.

An unerring aim of the manual is “to sum-
marize the standpoint of modern research

in the various fields.” From this point of

vantage, the most impressive chapter possibly

is the one which gives systematic survey of

the early religion of Israel. Historically sound

though somewhat lacking in hermeneutical

originality is the section on Christianity. But

where documentation of and orientation to

such new religions as Mormonism and Je-

hovah’s Witnesses is attempted, the outcome

tends to prove sketchy to the point of trifling.

Coverage of contemporary India and the re-

ligions of East Asia—Buddhism in China,

Japan, and Korea in particular—seems all too

bookish albeit encyclopedic in essence.

Statements in this latter aspect of the work
frequently lack the authenticity of historical

research and logical analysis on the level of

life’s realities. Continuity with the past is

preempted by an above-mentioned inverted

design adopted for the narrative. Nowhere
is this discrepancy—inherent in relative in-

difference to continuity and legacy—more
acute than in the chapter on Zoroastrianism.

Interlinkings with Judaism, Christianity, and
Islam are strangely eluded. The very position

of this chapter in the table of contents seems

to militate against any real concern for order-

ly sequences of religious parallelism and

transference of ideas in the history of doc-

trine.

For the rest, it is an expression of real

weakness in the mechanics of the volume

that neither the authors nor the editors of
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this English version of a Swedish original

deemed it vital that an index be appended.

Such a failure proves inimical to the use-

fulness of the text. It deprives many a pros-

pective reader and specialist of direct access

to those major clusters of erudition abound-
ing in the book where unresolved problems
are cited.

Edward J. Jurji

Language, Persons, and Belief, by

Dallas High. Oxford University Press,

New York, N.Y., 1967. Pp. 216. $4.75.

The amateur in philosophy can get con-

siderable guidance for understanding the 20th

century “revolution in philosophy” and its

significance for Christianity from this book.

Unlike other books in the growing list of

studies of religious language which have

been stimulated directly or indirectly by
Wittgenstein’s “Linguistic Philosophy,” half

of this one is devoted to a clear exposition

of three major ideas in Wittgenstein’s Philo-

sophical Investigations: “meaning and use,”

“language-games,” and “form of life.” The
account is highly competent and corrects sev-

eral important errors that have been made in

the assessment of Wittgenstein’s significance

for Christianity. It is emphasized that lan-

guage cannot be made intelligible apart from
the persons who use it and the diverse situ-

ations in which it is used.

The other half of the book is devoted to

“Religious Use of Language.” One has been

led to expect, given the stress on the im-

portance of “persons” and “forms of life,”

that an attempt will here be made to exhibit

how and why religious language is employed.
Instead we get the usual dry, schematic

treatment of verbal or linguistic forms, iso-

lated from the kind of persons and situations

which make the words worth using. The leit

motif that there is no discontinuity between
religion and other enterprises of life (logic,

mathematics, and science) is not clearly pre-

sented nor adequately argued for.

Diogenes Allen

Selected Writings of Martin Luther
,

ed. by Theodore G. Tappert. 4 vols.

Fortress Press, Philadelphia, Penna.,

1967. Pp. 1778. $10.00.

This well-prepared set of paperbacks

should become a standard for those who
want to own and know Luther’s works but

cannot afford the time or money for the

fifty-five volume, hard-back American Edi-

tion. The Selected Writings are meant to

replace the six volume Philadelphia Edition

which has been out of print for several years.

Some works which appeared in the latter

had to be dropped, but there are also some
significant additions: the complete texts of

Luther’s prefaces to his German and Latin

writings (which are placed first in an other-

wise chronological order)
; “Disputation

against Scholastic Theology,” 1517 (this, like

the treatise “Against Latomus,” appears also

in Library of Christian Classics, vol. 16)

;

“Heidelberg Disputation,” 1518; “Why the

Books of the Pope were Burned,” 1520;

“Against the Heavenly Prophets in the Matter

of Images and Sacraments,” 1525. The treatise

“Against the Heavenly Prophets” fills in the

gap in the Philadelphia Edition, which in-

cluded nothing on the eucharistic controversy

of the 1520’s. Even now one could wish for

some of the literature from the Zwinglian

phase of the controversy, though some of

these treatises are obviously too long for

such a set. Even the brief Marburg and
Schwabach articles would have been welcome
as illustrative of Luther’s position and indica-

tive of the areas of agreement and disagree-

ment with the Reformed theologians. More-
over, these articles are not readily available

in English and they indicate the views of

Luther (as well as other theologians) in

summary form. Since they are important

sources for the Augsburg Confession, they

would be a good companion to Luther’s

rambling “Exhortation to all Clergy As-

sembled at Augsburg,” 1530. Their succinct,

dogmatic language helps to show Luther’s

relationship to the tradition and creeds of

the Church. (I am pleading with the editor

and publishers for an Appendix in the next

edition, perhaps in the slightly shorter fourth

volume which contains other material from

1529)-

We are indeed treated to the “variety”

promised in Prof. Tappert’s Introduction. The
only thing lacking, other than the “less

public” material excluded on principle by

Tappert, is a sampling of Luther’s exegetical

work. The prefaces to the Old and New
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Testaments indeed come close to this, but

even a psalm or two would have illustrated

his Christological exegesis of the Bible.

On the whole, Tappert must be credited

with an outstanding job of selecting repre-

sentative and classic works. Given the numer-
ous possibilities, no criticism can represent

much more than the tastes or whims of the

reviewer. It seems to me, however, that the

amount of material on war is excessive,

given the Peasant War documents, “Whether
a Soldier Too Can be Saved,” 1526, and “On
War against the Turks,” 1529. The present

relevance of the subject may justify their

inclusion. In spite of the ad hoc character of

their contents, Luther’s basic position re-

mains consistent. It might also be asked

whether the “three treatises” of 1520
—“To

the Christian Nobility,” “Babylonian Captiv-

ity,” and “Christian Liberty”—should have

been omitted to make room for other ma-
terial since they have been available in paper-

back in both old and new translations.

A final wish, probably less capable of ful-

fillment than the rest of these pious desires:

the works of the “mature Luther” whose
picture appears on all four volumes are con-

spicuous by their paucity in the Selected

Writings. Tappert may be correct that

Luther’s writings after 1530 seem “anti-

climactic,” but someday the theologians’ and
psychologists’ preoccupation with the “young
Luther” needs to be countered. The inclusion

of the lengthy treatise, “On the Councils and
the Church,” is indeed an excellent example
to show Luther the historical theologian. The
various “prefaces,” also by the mature Luther,

are fine selections. The important “Short Con-
fession concerning the Holy Sacrament,”

1544, might well have been included—al-

though to my knowledge, it has not yet been

translated into English.

All of the works in the Selected Writings

represent revisions, or in some cases, re-

translations of works that already existed in

English. This has its positive and negative

sides. It means that not much is added to the

corpus of Luther’s writings for those who
already have the Philadelphia Edition, Dillen-

berger’s Selections and the Library of Chris-

tian Classics volumes on Luther. On the other

hand, the readability of the new edition

commends itself to all who like the fresh,

vigorous, idiomatic style that is Luther.

I am in no position to comment on the

over-all accuracy of the translations, but the

process of revising should have enhanced
that. The following represent random pas-

sages I checked because the meaning of the

passage in English seemed unclear. In Luther’s

letter to Pope Leo, vol. 2, p. 16, the transla-

tion reads: “.
. . Roman ignorance, once hon-

ored, is in ill repute.” The translator, Prof.

Harold Grimm, here follows basically Lam-
bert’s translation in the Philadelphia Edition,

though he alters the rendering of the verb.

But it is hard to see what this can mean, even

if said sarcastically. Moreover, sarcasm in this

clause does not fit with the unsarcastic,

though uncomplimentary, clauses that pre-

cede it. It seems to me that famosa inscitia

should not be rendered “ignorance once hon-

ored” but rather “notorious ignorance,” since

famosa can also mean “infamous.” There is

no point in trying to make a past participle

out of famosa and then figure out why Ro-

man ignorance should once have been hon-

ored and now be in ill repute. Luther simply

reports that “the name of the Roman curia

is today a stench throughout the world, papal

authority languishes, and notorious [Roman]
ignorance is badly reproached.”

There appears to be an unhappy choice of

an English word in the “Preface to the Old
Testament,” vol. 4, p. 376. Speaking of the

Old Testament Scriptures, Dr. E. T. Bach-

mann translates as follows: “For they them-

selves base the New Testament upon them
mightily, proving it by the Old Testament
and appealing to it. . .

.” In addition to the

wooden construction, with “mightily” at the

end of the clause, the meaning is none too

clear. (C. M. Jacobs omitted so mechtiglich

completely in his translation in the Philadel-

phia Edition.) Luther’s point seems to be

that the New Testament is based “so ex-

tensively” on the Old Testament. More lit-

erally, it might read: “For they themselves

so thoroughly ground and confirm the New
Testament through the Old Testament and
appeal to it, as St. Luke also writes. . .

.”

This set should prove to be a standard source

for seminary and graduate school courses on

the Reformation and even for some advanced

college courses. The breadth and depth of

some of the social issues covered should

prove an advantage from that point of view.

The student, at any rate, will probably not
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be bothered by the somewhat small type. It

is clear and well-spaced with wide margins.

The set is nicely boxed and bound well. The
covers are made of a sturdy material which
I tried (although not too hard) to tear and
was, thankfully, unsuccessful.

Ralph W. Quere
The Graduate School

Princeton Seminary

You Shall Be as Gods : A Radical

Interpretation of the Old Testament

and its Tradition, by Erich Fromm.
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, New
York, N.Y., 1966. Pp. 236. $4.95.

We are all familiar with the contribution

Erich Fromm has made to the field of

pastoral counseling, and many of us have

been impressed by the warm humanism that

pervades his books. We have heard of

Fromm’s Jewish background and have won-
dered just how he understands this back-

ground in relation to his thought. This book
goes a long way toward providing an answer.

For most of us, reading You Shall Be as

Gods is an introduction to Rabbinic and
Hasidic literature. Fromm constantly quotes

the Talmud, and from such authorities as

Maimonides, Nahmanides and Rabbi Akiba.

It is in this area that I suppose Protestant

pastors will find the most pleasant sur-

prises.

These references are placed side by side

with Bonhoeffer, Master Eckhart and Freud.

And although Altizer and company are never

mentioned, the book rings with the authentic

sound of our decade.

Fromm immediately clears the air by stat-

ing certain presuppositions. First he states

that he is not a practicing or “believing” Jew,
and that he is not a theist; yet he affirms

from the outset a love of the Scripture and
a respect for its authority, noting that his

position is probably quite different from that

of the theist or believer. With this back-

ground, Fromm goes on to use “God talk”

without apology, and with a clarity that is

delightful once the reader overcomes this

original inconsistency.

Fromm makes a significant contribution in

his discussion of “idology.” He stresses that

only idols have names, for they are things.

God is nameless, as Moses sensed. In the

Jewish tradition one may talk to God and
relate to God, but should not talk about

God or use his name, “lest God be trans-

formed into an idol” (p. 32). Central in the

Old Testament is this fight against idolatry.

And this includes not only the obvious three-

dimensional figures (though there is in-

cluded a scintillating commentary on Isaiah

44) but also the “effective idols” of our lives

such as honor, flag, production, consumption,

and even religious acts. It is in this idology,

and in the fight against idolatry that all

men can join, whether they are religious, or

of no religion. In the last analysis Fromm
says that all mankind needs for its salvation

is
“
not to blaspheme God and not to wor-

ship idols” (p. 51).

On this point Fromm is a helpful supple-

ment to Christian writers like Leslie Dewart
who raises many of the same warnings

against idolatry and who even wonders if

we ought not to cease using the word “God”
{The Future of Belief, pp. 212-215).

Another significant contribution is in

Fromm’s discussion of religious experience,

called the X experience, which Fromm says

is experienced by the theist and non theist

alike.

Other writers talk about anonymous Chris-

tians, tacit Christians, and Schubert Ogden
has differentiated between implicit and ex-

plicit atheism, indicating that one may be

explicitly atheist while being implicitly theis-

tic. It seems that Ogden would certainly

affirm this of Fromm. It is quite clear that

Fromm is not an antitheist, but that he

simply considers traditional theism to be

excess baggage.

Considering the freedom into which man
must mature, and which is “given” (by

whom?), and considering principles, values

and duty (“it is one’s duty to break the law
in order to save life” p. 181), and consider-

ing his admission that . . God is the

premise for the practice of the way (Hala-

khah),” one is tempted to ask in what sense

Fromm is not a theist. The not so tacit

answer seems to be that Fromm is objecting

to the definable God, described in Aris-

totelian categories and made to possess cer-

tain attributes (pp. 227 ff.).

Most difficult and provocative (provoking?)

is the major thesis of the book. This thesis,
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as indicated by the title, is that from the

beginning man is able to challenge the su-

preme power of God, as in Eden, because

man “is potentially God.” This juxtaposition

of the supreme God and aspiring man who can

even be a threat to God, is traced from
Eden (“Behold, the man has become like one

of us, Genesis 3:22), to Babel (“Nothing that

they propose to do will now be impossible,

Genesis 11:6), to the covenant (where God
and man become partners), and to Hasidic

writing of the present century. Fromm con-

cludes, “The idea that man has been created

in the image of God leads not only to the

concept of man’s equality with God, or even

freedom from God, it also leads to a central

humanist conviction that every man carries

within himself all of humanity” (p. 81).

Fromm states that nowhere does the Old

Testament locate the “fall” or “sin” within

the experience in Eden. Indeed “this is not

the story of the ‘fall’ of man but of his

awakening, and thus, of the beginning of

his rise” (p. 71).

Fromm’s insights into Scripture are most
enlightening. Especially noteworthy is his

interpretation of Psalm 22 and the cry from
the cross, “My God, my God, why hast thou

forsaken me,” a perfect basis for a Passion

Sunday sermon.

This is an exciting book because it gives

a fresh viewpoint in which we find both

the familiar and the strange. While it deals

with profound concepts, it is down to earth

and practical. It is sure to be stimulating

reading for the Christian pastor. If it doesn’t

strike a responsive chord it will surely make
him constructively angry.

Arlo D. Duba
Westminster Choir College

Princeton, N.J.

Christ and Israel: An Interpretation

of Romans g-11, by Johannes Munck
(trans. by Ingeborg Nixon, with a

Foreword by Krister Stendahl). Fort-

ress Press, Philadelphia, Pa., 1967. Pp.

xviii -j- 156. $4.25.

New Testament scholars have all too often

neglected Romans 9-1 1, where the apostle

writes of salvation and the Jews with passion,

intricate Old Testament logic, and strange

prophecy. It is therefore the more fortunate

that one of the leading interpreters of Paul,

in our time, the late Professor Munck (of

Aarhus University, Denmark), published a

commentary on those critical chapters in 1956
and arranged before his death for this trans-

lation to be made.
The book contains a verse-by-verse analysis

of the text, an introducdon dealing with

background issues, and three brief excursuses

on special problems (there are some amusing
words on attempts to make Paul’s olive tree

imagery match horticultural reality). Munck
concentrates on bringing out Paul’s line of

thought, and illuminates that line by fre-

quent comparisons with Jewish and other

early Christian writings. In his view the

passage reveals Paul as a missionary with a

unique eschatological consciousness address-

ing fellow Christians anxious about Jewish

unbelief. Their anxiety flowed not from ab-

stract musings on predestination but from
a quite pracdcal consideration: if the chosen

people have been rejected, can anyone be

sure of final salvation? (Cf. Romans 8.31-39!)

Paul’s answer, says Munck, came in the spe-

cial revelation of a “God-ordained system of

salvadon and damnation, whereby Israel’s

unbelief becomes a step toward the salvation

of both Israel and the Gentiles” (p. 71).

Munck argues for his interpretations with
care, and fences with fellow exegetes without
rancor. In theological explication he is con-

servative; in historical reconstruction, often

venturesome. Always he is lucid and stimu-

lating. Occasionally one wishes that one or

another point received fuller discussion, but

the author reserved many questions for his

magnum opus, Paul and the Salvation of

Mankind. Nonetheless, this slim volume re-

focuses Paul’s thought afresh and offers re-

warding reading to pastors, scholars, and
ambitious laymen.

David M. Hay

Prayers for the People, by James A.

Jones. John Knox Press, Richmond,

Va., 1968. Pp. 127. $4.00.

The untimely death in 1966 of James
Archibald Jones, or “Jas. A.” as he was affec-

tionately known among all his friends, re-

moved from the ministry of the Presbyterian

Church in the United States a competent ad-
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ministrator, an able preacher, and an earnest

pastor. Now, out of the treasure of his manu-
scripts, an anonymous editor has compiled a

collection of his pastoral prayers that were a

unique characteristic of his distinguished min-
istry in the Myers Park Church in Charlotte,

North Carolina. This collection is prefaced by

a lecture, “Praying for the People,” which Dr.

Jones delivered on August i, 1959, at the

summer school at Union Theological Sem-
inay, of which he was then the popular and
beloved president.

Dr. Jones’ ministry was marked by a high

conception of the efficacy and integrity of

public prayer within the context of the

service of worship. For this reason he pre-

pared weekly for this responsible act with

rigorous discipline and meticulous care. He
took his advice from the great homiletician,

Robert Dabney, who once said: “To speak for

God to men is a sacred and responsible

task. To speak for men to God is not less

responsible, and is more solemn.” Dr. Jones

believed this and followed its counsel im-

plicitly. He felt, therefore, that “the greatest

gift that ever comes from the minister to

his people is the gift of getting them to un-

derstand and pursue the way of prayer” (p.

10). In the matter of leading the worshipping

congregation in the act of prayer, he advised

his students, “Do not come without the best

you have got” (p. 12).

Here are prayers for every Sunday of the

year. They arose out of a pastoral context

and they spoke with therapeutic power to

the individual concerns of the worshippers

from the heart of a minister who had a

peculiar sensiuvity to their real needs. The
intention in editing and publishing this vol-

ume is a tribute to a gracious minister of the

Gospel whose stature both as a scholar and a

person qualified him for positions of highest

responsibility in his own denomination and in

the councils of educational insdtutions within

ecumenical provinces. It is, moreover, a

memento of unusual substance and charm
which will be cherished by all those who
were fortunate enough to have known “Jas.

A.” and to have been touched by the con-

tagion of his Christian witness and genuine

humanity.

Donald Macleod

About the Ministry
,
by John Stacey.

Epvvorth Press, London, E.C. 1, 1967.

Pp. 1 12. 12s 6d.

The stream of new books on the min-

istry indicates not only multiple attempts to

bring its nature and meaning into sharper

focus, but exposes how wide are the divergen-

cies of opinion and how disturbing are the

uncertainties. Written for British Methodists,

this volume holds a place commensurate

with David Paton’s New Forms of Ministry

and Anthony Hanson’s The Pioneer Min-

istry. None, however, has the comprehensive-

ness of Robert Paul’s Ministry (Eerdmans,

1965).

In the course of three chapters, John

Stacey analyzes the plight of the Methodist

ministry in Britain in an initial chapter

“Our Predicament in the Ministry.” The sec-

ond chapter, “The Nature of the Ministry,”

is a careful study of the character of the

ministry in view of call, ordination, and that

endowment which the gift of the Spirit pro-

vides. A final chapter, “The Ministry Today,”

is a substantial discussion of some thirty

pages of the minister as “a sacramental per-

son” and of the difference this concept can

make in and to the contemporary ministry.

Some critics will accuse the author of too

high a doctrine of the ministry and of ag-

gravating that chasm between clergy and

laity which contemporary thinking has tried

to bridge by the idea of the ministry of

the laity and the priesthood of the whole

community of God’s people. Others, how-
ever, will acclaim his attempt neither to

single out the charismatic nor the functional

as being the last word in a viable doctrine

of the ministry. To Stacey ordination means
something. It is not merely an authoriza-

tion to perform certain functions, although

such is involved; it concerns being, because

“the esse of the minister lies in what God has

created him to be rather than in what the

Church authorizes him to do” (p. 93). He
advocates a closer partnership between min-
ister and layman for a more adequate ful-

fillment of their common vocation, each

complementing the other in Christ’s mission.

The best instrument for recruitment, he
feels, is the image of the ministry exhibited

by those already in it.

None of us will buy Stacey’s package in
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his pointing up the importance and signifi-

cance of some basic substructures of the

ministry too many of us are apt currently

to ignore.

Donald Macleod

Holy Common Sense, by David H.
C. Read. Abingdon Press, Nashville,

Tenn., 1968. Pp. 96. $2.50.

This is a series of chapters under the sub-

title, “The Lord’s Prayer for Today.” In

all likelihood they are the substance of a

series of seven sermons on the clauses of the

Master’s model prayer. Written in memory
of Henry R. Luce, these addresses contain

much fresh thinking upon a series of de-

votional statements that have prompted scores

of books of sermons through the years. In-

deed Dr. Read, minister of the Madison
Avenue Presbyterian Church in New York
City, belongs to that vanishing breed of

preachers in America whose material is

worth putting into print. Along with clear

evidence of good reading and responsible re-

search, he demonstrates an unusual awareness

of what both religious and non-religious folk

think about the shortcomings of many of

our outworn traditions and the equally in-

adequate character of our secular panaceas.

Just as the focus of Jesus’ prayer was upon
how to pray, not why, so also is the thrust

of these chapters a matter of education in

praying and an exploration of those attitudes

(reverence, for example) that are indispen-

sable to any such spiritual exercise.

Ministers and lay readers will find much
“common sense” as well as the “uncommon”
sense of the New Testament gospel in these

pages.

Donald Macleod

The Empty Pulpit, by Clyde Reid.

Harper & Row, New York, N.Y., 1967.

Pp. 122. $3.50.

If you are put off by the title, don’t be.

This is not just a clerical companion-piece to

The Empty Pew. It’s about how to preach.

And if you are put off by that, don’t be!

Ask rather whether it is true that the hall-

mark of a reformed church is the viva vox

evangelii. And ask whether it is also true

that “preaching . . . has decayed and disinte-

grated to the point where it is close to . . .

dying.” (So says Theilicke)

If both are true, then any decent book
that deals with preaching—and gets beyond
mere platitudes or mere sniping—has to be

important. This one is, simply because it

has a considered constructive suggestion to

make.

Clyde Reid is associate director of Reuel

Howe’s Institute at Bloomfield Hills. Pre-

dictably, his contention—which is sometimes
pretty monological—is dialogue in preaching.

This does not mean simply more “dialogue

sermons.” The point of the book is rather

the urgent necessity and some various means
of moving preaching beyond mere apodictic.

Given Reid’s dialogue-orientation, the plan

of the book is a foregone conclusion. By
chapters, it deals with: What’s wrong with

Preaching? why preach at all? the new
context of preaching; the nature of dialogue;

dialogue in preaching; and how to do it.

For most preachers, of course, the first two
chapters are gratuitous. He could have left

them out—except that if the book is to

serve its intended purpose it will need to be

read by numerous laymen whose assistance,

Reid contends, should be enlisted by the

preacher. The third chapter briefly describes

the changed situation with respect to the

structures of social authority and of com-
munication—the latter section drawing
heavily upon McLuhan and Ross Snyder

and leading directly into a chapter on the

findings of recent research into the com-

ponents and dysfunctions of communication.

The fifth chapter is designed to show that

there are built into the normal preaching

situation numerous barriers to feedback and
dialogue which will not be overcome simply

by the preacher’s “trying harder.” The final

chapter, therefore, suggests a half dozen

methods for building the dialogical element

into preaching. The whole proposal is al-

together commendable. Nobody likes to be

talked at, and too many sermons are no more
than that.

There are several additional insights. For

instance, most of us are as preachers rela-

tively unaware of the degree to which the

medium (the furniture of die church, the

traditional manners of the pew) sends a

stronger signal than the message in the
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manuscript. Few of us are aware of the

degree to which we communicate our own
lack of conviction, our mistrust of ourselves,

our laziness in preparation, and our mistrust

of our hearers, far more affectively than our

ideas—whether we wish to do so or not.

Few of us (including, it seems, Reid himself)

realize how the form and function of preach-

ing serve far more naturally to confirm,

edify, instruct, and build up than to contra-

dict, or change, or reverse behavior or

opinion.

But for this reviewer The Empty Pulpit

was one of those rare books whose prescrip-

tion seems generally unassailable, but whose

diagnosis is full of holes. The book has a

great many faults. The most glaring of these

is the lack of any evidence of a substantial

doctrine of the Church to undergird that of

preaching. In consequence, Reid gives the

impression that he regards preaching as sui

generis, and as the sole excuse for, rather

than as a part of, the cult. There is little

room left for an understanding of preaching-

as-word-of-God as a doxological confession

rather than as a dogmatic or programmatic
absolute, enshrined by . . . the preacher.

What, after all, makes a hearer say, “This
is the Word of God”?
Yet what Reid refers to as “good” preach-

ing is never defined, and one gets the im-
pression that what everybody else always
thought was good preaching is actually ter-

rible preaching—because it does not fit Reid’s

dialogical criteria. But how does one define

good preaching without a doctrine of the

Church?

What is more tricky is that, for all his

dialogism, Reid clearly identifies himself as

one of “the Kerygma boys” (the irreverent

phrase is Stendahl’s in Una Sancta, 18:3, pp.
3-7). This is plainly an unstable marriage,

Reid’s argument to the contrary notwith-

standing, and “the Kerygma boys” have yet

to answer Stendahl’s serious challenge to the

notion of preaching as essentially “keryg-

matic.” If there is some reality to the desire

of the People of God to praise God rather

than to “dialogue with” the preacher, or if

preaching is designed to deal with the real

life of real people in a real church, rather

than with some other-worldly “kerygma,”

Reid’s recognition of the fact is incidental

—

and he is scarcely alone!

Another dead end trio into which the

absence of a doctrine of the church leads

Reid is a peculiar solution of the vexed and

vexing question of preaching and the gulf

between clergy and lay members of the

church. Reid cites as “courageous” Arnold

Come’s confused treatment of the problem.

How nice it would be if someone could once

raise the question, “Pray, whom else does one

ordain if not laymen?” The issue is not

“clergy versus lay.” The issue is rather what
the tasks are which the church—all of it

—

wants done, and whether these tasks are best

handled by men and women specially trained

and set apart for full-time work. The “status”

issue is a paper issue. The real problem is

specialization, and whether or not it is neces-

sary in the church, too.

And if you have no doctrine of the Church,

you are bound to believe, as Reid seems to

believe, that the value of a sermon lies not

in its long-range function of building up
the Body, but rather in what action it im-

mediately moves people to go right out and
do. There is behind this concept of preaching

the typical protestant preacher’s impatience

with the congregation and, behind that, the

assumption that the preacher knows exactly

what acts or opinions constitute others’ obedi-

ence or disobedience to Almighty God. Small
wonder people will not move!

There are other faults. The changed au-

thority-structure in our society gets but a

superficial reading. Reid doesn’t go far

enough; today’s youth are increasingly re-

pudiating all authority, that based on the

seasoned wisdom of firsthand experience

—

however humbly offered—as well as that

which is merely arbitrary or paternalistic.

Yet Reid also goes too far. With so many
of the “new wave” he thunders at us about
our social disestablishment—which is hardly

news—but, also like his colleagues in the

ostensibly loyal opposition, fails to see the pos-

sibility that this very disestablishment permits

the Good News (for the first time in 1600

years) to be released on its own recognizance

rather than by courtesy of the American Way
or the chamber of commerce.

The revolution in communication also gets

an oversimplified reading. This revolution so-

called has affected but a trivial minority of

church-goers (or non-church-goers)—as any

“new wave” type can be heard to complain
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with pathetic monotony. But is it not surely

the ultimate in homiletical unwisdom to

preach to those who aren’t there ?

Again, we have learned a good deal from
and about polylogic conversation—but one of

the things we have learned is that “what
really happens” in these situations often

bears little or no relation to the content of

the words the participants use. But preaching
(presumably) still takes words seriously.

Reid regards normal weekly preaching as

overcommunication—yet, in this age of the

hard sell of the media, the consumption en-

gineers do not exactly seem to have lost their

faith in what they call “exposure.” Reid

pushes his “overcommunication” point with
the “parable” of a farmer who sows grain

weekly and wonders why he doesn’t get a

good crop. To which the most obvious an-

swer can only be that this is a tactic about
as clever and well-informed as that of the

preacher who preaches annually—or of the

preacher or farmer who digs up the seed

every day to see if it’s doing what it ought
to do.

Why is it that critics of preaching in the

age of media can only see one side of the

situation—the self-incriminating side? Granted
there is an inundation, and a corresponding

inflation, of words (“exposure”), thanks to

the media. But is it not just barely possible

that the word spoken directly, personally and
out of a context of personal involvement will

soon begin to look like an island of green in

a veritable desert of words spoken indirectly,

impersonally, and demanding an involvement
(buying) which does not yet exist? Sure,

there used to be Chautauquas, political stump-
ers, and the like. But now the preacher has

that field pretty much to himself. Everybody
else is reduced to machinery. What an op-

portunity! and what a disappointment to see

men who, like Reid, are potentially the best

preachers, put their faith increasingly in “new
forms of ministry”! Granted some of these

are necessary and a few excellent. But whether

you call it Coffee-house or Kaffee-Klatsch, it

still isn’t preaching. Reid seems not quite to

see this.

There are other problems. Five years ago

J. J. von Allmen published, in English, a

brief but considerable critique of the very

dialogical homiletics which Reid espouses. It

would have been helpful (to say nothing of

dialogical) if Reid had dealt directly, if

briefly, with some of this cridcism.

Enough. The book does have faults. But
who are we preachers in these days to pick

holes in the work of those who are trying

to help us out? Preaching does need to be

more dialogical in character, and Reid’s book
is a constructive contribution to that effort.

Read it.

Gilbert E. Doan
The Graduate School

Princeton Seminary

More Sermons I Should Like to Have
Preached, edited by Ian Macpherson.

Fleming H. Revell Company, West-

wood, N.J., 1967. Pp. 178. $3.95.

Because of their content and their form,

these sermons had a strong appeal for the

editor who is a preacher and a teacher of

preachers. The names of the preachers whose
sermons appear in Macpherson’s book are,

for the most part, well-known: James S.

Stewart, Robert
J. McCracken, Donald Mac-

leod, and Gerald Kennedy are some of them.

In his Design for Preaching, Professor H.
Grady Davis has emphasized the funda-

mental importance of the sermon outline.

Most of the sermons in Macpherson’s book
have a strong, clearly-defined structure. While
structure is highlighted, the forms of sup-

port, style, and mood are strongly comple-

mentary.

The variety of approaches supplies a pro-

fusion of models from which the student of

preaching can learn much for the designing

of his own sermons.

St. Augustine, in his sturdy defense of the

use of the principles of rhetoric in preaching,

proposed an excellent way of achieving elo-

quence: “Since infants are not taught to

speak except by learning the expressions of

speakers, why can men not be made eloquent,

not by teaching them the rules of eloquence,

but by having them read and hear the ex-

pressions of the eloquent and imitate them
in so far as they are able to follow them?”
Slavish imitation is, of course, deplorable,

but creative appreciation, commendable.
Careful study of these sermons should

make a good preacher a better one.

James W. Cox

Southern Baptist Theological Seminary

Louisville, Kentucky
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Dynamics of Worship
,
by Richard

Paquier (Trans, by Donald Macleod

from the French Traite de Liturgique,

Delachaux & Niestle, Neuchatel, 1954).

Fortress Press, Philadelphia, Pa., 1967.

Pp. 224. $5.00.

American Presbyterianism has been limited

almost exclusively to the liturgical thinking

and practice of British Calvinism. This is

natural both because of historical antecedent

and language barriers. But a strong interest

in continental Reformed thinking and prac-

tice is making itself felt. Scholars like von
Allmen and Thurian are beginning to make
an impact on the American scene as they be-

come available in English translation. Another
now joins their ranks, Richard Paquier, a

minister of the French Reformed Church of

Switzerland, whose work Dynamics of Wor-
ship has recently been translated by Donald
Macleod, professor of homiletics at Princeton

Seminary.

It is fair to say that those who have read

widely in the field of worship will not find

a great deal that is startling or new in

Paquier’s excellent volume. His themes follow

the general trend of modern liturgical

thought. What is of note, however, is the

way he has isolated what is specifically Re-

formed from the Catholic mould he esteems.

The great benefit for all in this book is its

wealth of material, concisely and logically

stated.

Paquier’s purpose, the translator tells us,

is to present “a discussion of the necessary

relationship between the structure of worship

and its theological foundation.” (p. vi)

Viewed from this point, Reformed worship
must be a dialogue between God (who initi-

ates the conversation) and man, the re-

spondent. That fact literally dominates every

phase of worship. It is of greatest conse-

quence to the diet and structure of the wor-
ship service itself. But it determines the

nature of prayer, the liturgical calendar,

architecture and arrangement of furnishings,

vestments and colors, and singing and music.

While this is in no sense a polemical or

partisan book, it is very evident that the

author believes that the great service of wor-
ship each Sunday must be the Eucharist with
preaching. He says: “The chief aim of the

liturgical movement of our time must be
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the integral and universal restoration of the

complete and balanced worship of word and
sacrament.” (p. 164) Paquier convincingly

argues that from a biblical, historical and
theological standpoint, Presbyterians must
stop exalting ear over eye, spoken word over

visible word, spirituality over corporality.

Each complements the other; one without

the other denies the worshipper an expres-

sion of his total humanity and renders the

service of God partial.

In line with this premise, then, the final

section of the book is devoted to drafting an

“Order of The Divine Service” which could

serve as the primary service of the com-
munity each Sunday. Logically the service is

divided into two equal parts: I. The Word:
II. The Sacrament. The Word is divided into

Introduction, Humiliation, Instruction, Offer-

ing and Intercession. The Sacrament follows

the traditional pattern of Introduction, Great

Eucharistic Prayer, Breaking of the Bread

and Communion, and Conclusion. Paquier

admits that it is not appropriate for all to

stay for the entire service, so he makes it

possible for the non-communicants to leave

before the communion liturgy.

The order of service which the author

proposes is not in the least radical for

“Catholic-minded” types, but it might be

somewhat of a shock for most Presbyterian

congregations in this country. The usual

American criticism “it’s too long” must be

levied against it and it is hard to imagine

how such a service might be introduced

with most of the congregation remaining
through both sections. The reviewer has the

feeling that only the minister and the very

pious would. Surely, there must be a way
to have the Eucharist and preaching every

Sunday as the main service without it last-

ing an hour and a half to two hours.

Once the dominical service is firmly estab-

lished in the parish, Paquier advocates the

addition of a daily service of a non-sacra-

mental nature. This he calls “The Divine

Office” and can be understood best in terms

of Episcopal or Lutheran Matins.

As most books on liturgy have a certain

“preciousness” about them, so does this one.

Statements concerning what the minister

should wear in Church which say, “The
trousers and jacket of today . . . emphasize
and outline the human anatomy, and are

thereby in class or category of modern secu-
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larism which exalts physical attractiveness

and favors volens nolens the breakdown of

manners and morals,” win few friends for

the modern liturgical movement and con-

fuse the basic issues which deserve all of

the attention.

Dynamics of Worship can be recommended
as a thorough one-volume work on its sub-

ject. Its arguments are set forth interestingly

and persuasively. The translation is crisp and
fresh and avoids awkwardness. Its contri-

bution to seminarians is obvious and its value

to pastors who are concerned about worship
is inestimable—especially if they judge their

own orders by the high standards presented

here.

Carl D. Reimers

Princeton University Chapel

Princeton, New Jersey

Presbyterian Worship in America:

Changing Patterns Since ij8j
,
by Julius

Melton. John Knox Press, Richmond,

Va., 1967. Pp. 173. $5.75.

Since it is unlikely that Hollywood will

transfer Presbyterian Worship in America to

the “big screen” any time soon, one’s invest-

ment of time in reading it will not be wasted.

This is the first documented history of the

worship of American Presbyterians, and for

that reason it is a staple for every minister

in that tradition. So, too, would those in-

volved in the ecumenical enterprise profit

from Dr. Melton’s research, since here, for

better or for worse, is the contribution Amer-
ican Presbyterianism can make to the greater

Church.

In 1787 John Rodgers, Alexander Mc-
Whorter, and Alexander Miller produced a

draft of the revised Directory for Worship.

Synod promptly rejected their proposal for a

pre-Puritan Reformed pulpit liturgy; how-
ever, from that ignoble beginning the de-

nomination has made not a little liturgical

progress in the two centuries which followed.

Melton deals at length with the distinctly

different conceptions of worship held by

those in the Old and the New Schools in

the Nineteenth-Century. He has, perhaps,

drawn the distinctions too sharply; yet one

could not seriously doubt that “uppermost”

in the mind of a New School Presbyterian

leader of worship was evangelistic effective-

ness. An Old School minister was more sensi-

tive to the scripturality and decorum of his

services” [p. 29]. Princeton’s Samuel Miller

is typical of this Old School insistence that

worship must be wholly supported by scrip-

tural directive.

The New School’s emphasis on “evangel-

istic effectiveness” evolved out of the “sacra-

mental seasons” which surrounded the in-

frequent celebrations of the Eucharist. A
number of the unconverted would attend

these periods of preparation, and gradually

the emphasis shifted from the sacrament to

an enthusiastic concern to save the “lost.”

The result was “new-measures” revivalism of

the type popularized by Charles Grandison
Finney. Preaching in this context became
more conversational and personal; any dis-

tinctions in dress between clergy and laity

were diminished; prayer was often directed

at a specific individual or class of sinners;

the “anxious bench” and the public profes-

sion of sin became the “means of grace”; and
the high notes of objectivity and praise which
historically characterized Presbyterian wor-
ship were silenced.

Curiously, the reaction to revivalism was,

in part, a return to a more liturgical wor-

ship. In a fascinating comparison Melton
shows that there are certain parallels be-

tween these otherwise diametrically opposite

forms: repetition, less formality in preaching,

kneeling for prayers, and congregational re-

sponses (albeit of the the spontaneous sort

in revivalism). The trend in the mid-Nine-

teenth Century was to romanticism; and,

whereas Presbyterians did not easily or com-
pletely lose their historic hostility towards

Rome and the Church of England, they were,

nevertheless, affected by the romantic spirit.

In some circles there was a hasty attempt to

“dress up” Presbyterian worship without en-

gaging the theological studies John William-

son Nevin and Philip Schaff were directing

in the German Reformed Church. Charles

Baird’s Eutaxia, or the Presbyterian Liturgies:

Historical Sketches, published in 1855, gave

American Presbyterians a new lease on li-

turgical life, as, for the first time, it was
discovered that liturgies were not the ex-

clusive property of the Romans and An-
glicans. According to Melton, Baird “altered

the Old School criteria and broadened the
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sources from which Presbyterians could de-

rive assistance in framing worship services

to include the Reformation era” [p. 74].

Charles Hodge was excited by the “middle

ground” between the Puritan and the An-
glican practices Baird described, and even

went so far as to suggest an official de-

nomination prayerbook.

These developments were followed by what
Melton calls a “rush and reaction”: a series

of privately compiled prayer books and lay-

inspired liturgical experiments which pre-

ceded and eventually resulted in official de-

nominational action in 1903. In a succession

of chapters Levi A. Ward and his St. Peter’s

Church, Benjamin Bartis Comegys and his

many prayer books, the gentle Romantic,

Charles W. Shields, and Alexander Hodge’s
Manual of Forms are all described in some
detail.

As interesting as these individual compila-

tions are in themselves, their chief contribu-

tion was to create such diversity that the

demonination came at last to see some value

in providing one sanctioned manual to assist

people in their worship. The extent of

Presbyterian liturgical chaos in the Nine-

teenth Century was underscored in the sur-

veys conducted by the Church Service So-

ciety in America, formed in 1897 under the

direction of Lewis Benson and Henry van

Dyke. Their findings so startled the Presby-

tery of New York that it conducted its own
survey in 1902. In 1903 it overtured the Gen-
eral Assembly “to prepare and distribute to

pastors and Sessions tentative forms for pub-

lic worship on the Lord’s Day.” Providential-

ly, Henry van Dyke was chairman of the Bills

and Overtures Committee and, not surprising-

ly, that Committee recommended affirmative

action. “By a unanimous vote the Assembly
assented, instructing the committee to rely

on Scripture and Reformed usage, to avoid

any appearance of ritualism, and to ‘embody
sound doctrine in the language of orderly

devotion’, and to do what it could to foster

worship in which ‘all the people’ might
join” [p. 127].

Henry van Dyke chaired the committee
and, with Benson and Charles Cuthbert Hall

(all members of the Church Service Society),

did most of the work. They presented the

first Book of Common Worship to the Gen-

eral Assembly in 1905. After protracted and
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often heated debate that Assembly referred

the work to the committee for minor re-

vision. It was then published “for voluntary

use” in 1906, carrying the approval, if not

the imprimatur, of the Assembly.

Melton describes the two subsequent edi-

tions of the Book of Common Worship (1932
and 1946) and discusses the early working
of the current committee preparing the fourth

Book of Common Worship. The author con-

cludes his work with a list of twentieth-

century emphases which have been especially

influential on the worship of American Pres-

byterians: esthetics and the mass media, the

social sciences, the social gospel, theology,

the ecumenical movement, the liturgical

movement, and biblical studies. Although the

scope of Presbyterian Worship in America is

clearly the Nineteenth Century, one could

wish that Melton had done more with his

final chapter.

That the character of worship is a direct

corollary of the doctrine of the Church is

no new discovery; however, this volume high-

lights that relationship again. Presbyterian

worship is different, historically, from An-
glican and Sectarian worship because for

John Calvin the Church is the People of the

Word. The Anglican view of the Church as

the Body of Christ
—

“the tangible, visible

vehicle of Christ’s contact with the world”

—

necessitates a fixed, liturgical worship. The
Sectarian notion that the Church is a loose

aggregation of religiously inclined neighbors

predicates a worship that is individualistic and
subjective. Calvin’s doctrine of the Church
necessitates a worship mid-way along this

liturgical continuum: worship in which
“nothing was to be trusted or allowed . . .

except that which the Scripture—or the

Word of God—commanded”; yet a worship
which allowed for a liturgy, so long as it

was centered in the Word.
The lesson in all this is one every con-

temporary liturgical committee must heed.

Theological questions take precedence over

aesthetic ones, and a sound theological re-

evaluation is the only firm foundation for

liturgical renewal. In a day when there ap-

pears to be a growing consensus that the

Church is basically a social agency and little

more, one cannot but wonder if he who
chronicles the history of Presbyterian wor-

ship in twentieth-century America will not
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be forced to paint the same sorry picture of

confusion so evident in the Nineteenth

Century. Presbyterian Worship in America
should be read for its ominous lessons even

more than for its interesting information.

Jack M. Maxwell

Wesleyan and Tractarian Worship—
An Ecumenical Study, by Trevor Dear-

ing. Epworth Press and S. P. C. K., Lon-

don, England, 1966. Pp. xii -f- 166.

27s 4d.

John Wesley—His Puritan Heritage,

by Robert C. Monk. Abingdon Press,

Nashville, Tenn., 1966. Pp. 286. $5.50.

New insights into the breadth and com-
plexity of John Wesley’s thought are brought

forth in two recent books of scholarly inter-

est. Trevor Dearing’s study is the result of a

Master’s thesis at the University of Birming-

ham; Robert Monk’s volume grew out of

his doctoral thesis at Princeton University.

Each author examines the Wesleyan tradi-

tion from a separate vantage point, but both

present careful documentation for their argu-

ments.

Dearing, concerned with current ecumeni-

cal considerations in Great Britain, examines

both Wesleyan and Tractarian worship under

five major headings: sacramental worship,

the Service of the Word, the worshipping

community, the confessional, and private de-

votion. In each category he studies the tra-

ditions separately; then he provides a com-

parison of them. Those interested in worship

within the Anglican-Methodist sphere will

profit from the examinations, and particu-

larly from the citations of primary sources.

(Fully one-third of the volume is composed

of appendices, footnotes, and bibliography.)

But the reader will do well to examine the

comparisons and conclusions critically. The
book seems to suffer from a thinly veiled at-

tempt to convince British Methodists and

Anglo-Catholics that they may worship to-

gether in a united Church without great

difficulty. Dearing asserts, for example, that

the detailed study and comparison of early

Wesleyan and Tractarian worship has re-

vealed a similarity of outlook and empha-

sis astonishing in two movements of such

diverse origin. We have noted agreement
in outlook covering Eucharistic worship,

the Daily Offices, Sermons, creative hym-
nody, the need for ‘cell’ or ‘community’

activity, the need for some form of con-

fessional, private prayer, meditation, and
devotional disciplines. This indicates agree-

ment between Wesley and the Tractarians

on the basic factors of every aspect of

Christian worship (p. 98).

The difficulty is that the author has con-

cerned himself largely with worship prac-

tices, and has understated (and even over-

looked) the variant theologies behind those

practices. He correctly observes that both

Wesley and the Tractarians held a doctrine

of the Real Presence and encouraged frequent

communion; but there is no examination of

the different ways in which the concept of

the Real Presence was understood. The con-

sideration of Baptism is relegated to less than

two pages in an appendix; the justification

given is, that of the leaders of the move-

ments, only one [John Keble] was a parish

priest. This ignores the great contrast be-

tween a high doctrine of baptismal regenera-

tion in Tractarianism, and Wesley’s doctrine

of baptism which is somewhat weakened by

emphasis on conversion as the initial Chris-

tian experience.

Dearing rightly points out that both tra-

ditions emphasize the importance of com-

munity. He neglects to emphasize adequately

the divergence between Wesley’s bands and

class meetings, which were lay communities

in the world, and the Tractarian monastic

communities with their ordered vows. Or
again, the easy parallel between informal

confession of sin in small groups under Wes-

ley and auricular confession before a priest

under the Tractarians is too easily drawn.

This reviewer has the uncomfortable feel-

ing that any Anglican-Methodist union based

upon such superficial similarities is doomed
to failure; the problems involved must be

portrayed more realistically and the conflicts

must be more deeply felt. Perhaps the reso-

lution will come from an understanding of

the broad church concept explicit in Anglican-

ism and the truly catholic spirit implicit in

Wesley’s teachings.

Americans, uninvolved in the particular
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consideration of union faced by Dearing, will

profit greatly from his historical research;

and in examining his more subjective con-

clusions with a critical eye, we may learn

some important lessons about our own ef-

forts at church union.

Whereas Dearing concentrates on Wesley’s

Anglican heritage, Robert C. Monk explores

the Puritan heritage of the early Methodist
leader. The fact that Wesley had a Puritan

heritage has always been known (both of his

grandfathers were both Nonconforming cler-

gymen)
; but the extent of the spiritual

affinity between Wesley and the Puritans

has probably never been explored as thor-

oughly as it is in this work. Professor Monk
begins his examination by listing the Puri-

tan authors represented in Wesley’s publi-

cations and investigating the manner in

which Wesley abridged their works and ap-

propriated them to his own purposes. Par-

ticular attention is paid to Wesley’s widely
circulated A Christian’s Library. The author
concludes that

the area of practical divinity forms the

closest link between Wesley and the Puri-

tan tradition, as is evident not only from
the analysis of A Christian’s Library but
also from the survey of his general publi-

cations (p. 62).

The influence of Puritan thought upon
Wesley’s theological foundations of the

Christian life are carefully considered in a

number of categories: experience, justifica-

tion, assurance, covenant, sanctification, sin

and repentance in believers, and final justi-

fication. In the final portion of the book, the

beginnings, significance, and character of
the Christian life are considered together with
the widening areas of that life—the indi-

vidual, the family, the church, and the world.
Dr. Monk gives scant attention to the

matter of public worship, perhaps in ac-

knowledgment of the fact that in this realm
Wesley was a true Anglican. The author does
mention the covenant service which Wesley
adapted from the work of Richard Alleine,

and he comments briefly upon the possible

influence of the Savoy Conference of 1661

upon Wesley’s abridgement of The Boo\ of
Common Prayer for use by American Meth-
odists. A fuller discussion of both points

would be helpful to our liturgical under-
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standing of Wesley. It should be noted in

the author’s defense, however, that for those

who wish to pursue this (and other inter-

ests) further, an extensive and helpful bibli-

ography is provided; the text itself is fully

foot-noted as well.

If this book is read alone, a distorted

view of Wesley may emerge. As the author

himself grants, we must beware of attempt-

ing to turn Wesley into a complete Puritan.

The unanswerable question is this: To what
extent did Puritan influences actually de-

termine Wesleyan theology, and to what
extent did Wesley merely share certain ideas

in common with the Puritans—ideas de-

rived by both from a common source, per-

haps? The great value of this careful study

is that it forces us to consider relationships

largely ignored heretofore.

Indeed, even when both the works of

Dearing and Monk are read, we merely be-

gin to fathom the complexity of John Wes-
ley’s thought; for he was also deeply influ-

enced by his knowledge of patristics, his

appreciation of both the Caroline divines

and the Nonjuring clergy, and his associa-

tion with the Moravians. There may be still

other areas of influence as yet unexplored,

but these two volumes will help the reader

in his understanding of Wesleyan worship

and theology.

Laurence H. Stookey

Where Faith Begins, by C. Ellis Nel-

son. John Knox Press, Richmond, Va.,

1967. Pp. 231. $4.75.

In the James Sprunt Lectures delivered in

1965 at Union Theological Seminary (Vir-

ginia), C. Ellis Nelson places before us in

provocative fashion insights derived from
theological and behavioral points of view.

Professor Nelson, who teaches Christian Edu-
cation at Union Theological Seminary (New
York), sets for himself the task of determin-

ing how faith, defined as both a relational

and doctrinal reality, is communicated.
The basic process of communication—hu-

man interaction—is seen as part of the gen-

eral pattern of socialization, but the latter

is qualified by reference to the unique char-

acteristics of the community of believers

which functions as the basic acculturation
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agency in the Christian religious sub-culture.

The focus is the community of believers,

differentiated but not separated from the

institutional church, the family and other

primary societies and groups active in the

general socialization process.

History is taken seriously, in that the im-

pact of the past on the meaning of the faith

is given equal footing with the influence of

current experience in shaping the events

(units of meaning, bits of reality) which are

the context of learning. The family, although

seen as a significant agent of socialization, is

seen as a unit that needs the community of

believers for itself so that as the adults who
are parents are led toward the values, affec-

tions, commitments, style of life and loyalty

that is Christianity, they will be able to

communicate the faith to their children. The
socialization process affects the individual by

influencing the way in which he perceives

reality, by the conditioning of the contents

of conscience and by the provision of the

imitable models for ego-identity (self-identi-

fication).

One might question that the communica-
tion process in respect to the Christian faith

can be adequately viewed as a part of the

general socialization process of our culture,

or argue that such a view is more com-
fortable in Waspish USA than it would be

in a more alien culture. One might protest

that such a view does not give enough room
either for the unique and even critical stance

which the community of faith must take

over-against any culture or the education of

individuality. Both of these criticisms are

mitigated by Dr. Nelson’s emphasis upon
the key significance of Biblical tradition and
communal reflective experience in the crea-

tion and interpretation of socializing events.

Others, such as D. Campbell Wyckoff,

have spoken of the educatory role of the

working, worshipping, witnessing community
and of the place of culture in Religious Edu-

cation. G. A. Coe has influenced the thought

of many Christian educators in the direc-

tion of education by and for socially defined

religious life. “They-are-legion” who see to-

day the importance of primary groups in

effecting genuine learning.

Thus, what is most evidently new in this

statement is the strong emphasis given to

history and the retreat from the individual-

ism that is a pervasive bias in much Chris-

tian education activity, both theoretical and
programmatic. History, defined as the aware-

ness of the significant contextual factors of

any event, past or present, is the ground out

of which the community of believers de-

velops the meaning of faith. In contrast to a

view of history which might see the past,

either personally or culturally, as determinant
and leading to fixity, the view in this book
places history within the faith-perspective.

Thus, in the immediacy of a situation, faith

brings meaning to the circumstances of the

moment from the symbols of tradition. The
symbols are then modified by the present

event. As David Carr has said of Merleau-
Ponty, “.

. . philosophical issues are referred

ultimately to man’s concrete situation in his

physical, social and historical milieu,” so we
might say of the position of Dr. Nelson, the

issues of Christian education are seen as

meaningful when placed in the concrete

events of the community of faith and its

historical and cultural milieu.

A constructive comparison can be made
through reference to a recent and very sig-

nificant article by Professor Wyckoff where
he also turns to history from the perspective

of Christian education. 1 Through an analysis

of the history of the education process of

the church Wyckoff draws together a con-

stant of process. “That constant is action-

based cultivation of analytical, critical and
constructive thought about the faith, its

sources, and its implications, by organized

bodies of Christians, intended to clarify and
impart Christian truth and the Christian life,

and thus raise up generation after generation

of faithful and effective Christians.” This use

of history is an effort to balance what
Wyckoff describes as a deficiency in the re-

sponse of Christian education to contempo-

rary forces and conditions. History provides

the constant on which the response to the

situation is made constructive, reformative

and recreative. Like Nelson, Wyckoff em-
phasizes the “present moment” concept of

history, but unlike Nelson, the key to the

success of the appropriate use of this moment

1 “Christian Education Redefined,” The
Church in the Modern World, ed. by George

Johnston and Wolfgang Roth (Ryerson Press,

Toronto), pp. 2o8f.
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involves a supplementation of socialization.

For WyckofT education has both a trans-

missive and a transcending function. The
latter calls for education in the procedures

of change so that to socialization is added
cognition, discipline and validation. Trans-

mission and transcendence alternate in this

four-fold process. While the former is seen,

in agreement with Nelson, to focus on
communication, it is in the latter that truth

and freedom find strength.

As for the individual, without denying that

it is a person who learns and believes and
acts, yet Dr. Nelson is adamant in placing

the self in a social dimension for being

nurtured and nurturing, for learning about

God and life, and for the fulfillment of

God’s intentions. Thus neither his model of

communication, nor the goal of revelation

nor the exercise of ethical decision revolves

upon the notion of the isolated and glori-

fied individual. It is, perhaps, at this point

that the implications of Dr. Nelson’s view
would be immediately most disturbing to

those engaged in Christian education today.

The basic unit in the view of the author is

not the smallest unit, the individual, nor a

collection of those smallest units into an

aggregate, the congregation, but the com-
munity of believers which is more than the

sum of its parts in every dimension.

In the final chapter Dr. Nelson turns to

the task of suggesting how this theory might
appear in practice. He offers both general and
specific directional guides and ideas, using

the new curriculum plan of the United

Presbyterian Church USA to illustrate his

view at various points. These points are

included in the development of a strategy

which allows “abandonment of cherished in-

dividualism” and avoids restricted depend-
ence on any methods or agencies other than

the community of believers. The method of

the community is the totality of its life to-

gether, its curriculum consists of the de-

liberate words and actions of adults, its aims
include the shaping of mentality, the de-

velopment of critical intelligence and the

communicating of faith in God. This strategy

is seen by Dr. Nelson as one . . which will

allow the natural socialization process to

work effectively. . . (p. 194).

Leadership training is primarily a by-

product of adult education. Printed curricu-

89

lum materials from outside the congregation,

while limited in usefulness, can provide per-

spective and ties to the church beyond the

particular church. Specifically at this point

Dr. Nelson sees hope in the United Presby-

terian Church USA Christian Faith and
Action plan in which the organizational

structures are five adult abilities. Pre-adult

education is structured as preparation for

maturity along the ability guidelines.

The church school is limited to the task

of instruction. Nurture in the faith would
take place elsewhere in the church. In this

he agrees with Edward Farley’s separation

of instruction and nurture and his analysis

that most religious educators have mistaken-

ly assumed that the church school was a

major agency of both.

A troublesome aspect of this final chapter

is what appears as an unnecessary dichotomi-

zation and crystallization of education

process in spite of the disclaimers on this

very point. Does education as socialization

lead one to a national curriculum plan struc-

tured on the skills of individual adults, to

a comparative de-emphasis upon the family

and with a postponement of the Christian

life for children and youth until they reach

maturity? Why is the local congregation

linked to a national denominational plan

instead of a community ecumenical one for

curriculum resources development? Does not

maturity in the faith provide as fully for

individual differentiation as it does for social

responsiveness? Is faith in God the goal of

the strategy or its pre-condition? How does

the intellectual capacity of man function in

his relationship to God in these dichotomies

of theology/faith and instruction/nurture?

Or are these dichotomies and the resulting

restriction of functions from agency to agen-

cy an uneasy modification of the socializa-

tion stance of the earlier chapters?

Others have already said that this clearly

is one of the significant books in Christian

education for this year. The significance of

die author in the field of Christian education

assures that judgment. It may be added that

as a provocative and responsibly thorough

work the significance will surely condnue.

Donald B. Rogers
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The Canadian Experience of Church

Union, by John Webster Grant. (Ecu-

menical Studies in History, No. 8).

John Knox Press, Richmond, Va., 1967.

Pp. 106. $1.75.

This book has been long overdue. It is

satisfying, however, to have such thorough
and objective handling of a discussion which
has required the span of some decades to be

seen in its true perspective. Few historians,

moreover, could tell the story of Canadian
church union with the competence of John
Webster Grant, professor of Church History

at Emmanuel College, Toronto. Indeed the

choice of author has an added merit in that

Dr. Grant was ordained to the United Church
ministry long after the merger occurred and
was not involved, therefore, in the early

controversies of any one of the concurring

denominations in 1925. Hence the story un-

folded in this volume is free from the emo-
tional bias and unfair accounting found in

such books as Church Union and the Presby-

terian Church in Canada, by Ephraim Scott;

Church Union in Canada, by E. Lloyd
Morrow.
The essay begins with the statement of a

fact which few people, even among church-

men, either in Canada or the United States,

have grasped: “The formation of the United
Church of Canada in 1925 by the union of

Methodists, Presbyterians, and Congregation-

alists was an almost unprecedented event in

the history of the Church . . . such a thorough
breaching of historical denominational lines

had never taken place within the old Christen-

dom” (p. 5). In view of this fact and of the

major role played in the event by the Pres-

byterian Church, it is curious to note how
Presbyterians—both editors and scholars

—

continue to underestimate and indeed almost

scorn the magnificent share their church had
in early ecumenical achievements that were
“almost unique in the West.” For example,

in the July 15, 1967, issue of Presbyterian

Life, which can be so high on tinsel and
frequently low on facts, a reference is made
to the United Church of Canada as “a merger

of Methodists, Congregationalists, and some

Presbyterians” (p. 26). Further, in The New
Catholic Encyclopedia the Presbyterian his-

torian, Elwyn A. Smith, who should be more

accurate, states in his article on Presbyterian- 1

ism, “After twenty-three years of negotia- 1

don, about half the membership of the Pres-

byterian Church of Canada joined with I

Methodists and Congregationalists to form I

the United Church of Canada in 1925” (Vol.

XI, p. 754). What an insult to the Presby- '

terian genius for ecumenism! Why, in 1925
the Presbyterian Church in Canada had

564,385 members and of these only 154,243
refused to enter the union. Only some of

Presbyterians entered union!

In the course of eight chapters Dr. Grant
traces the story of early frontier churches of

both Methodist and Presbyterian traditions.

He indicates clearly how the desire for a

national church simmered for nearly a cen-

tury in the leading Canadian denominations,

thereby making union inevitable. The “first

interdenominational plans for union in mod-
(

ern times” (p. 31) were formed in Canada
in 1908. It was an embodiment of the prin-

ciple of Nathan Spderblom, namely, “union

by self-realization,” whereas the pattern of

the Church of South India was a “union by
self-surrender” (p. 34). Hence “the inaugura-

(

tion of the United Church of Canada was
not to mean the extinction of Methodism,
Presbyterianism, and Congregationalism, but

their fulfillment in unity” (p. 35). The con-

cern of its founders was not basically “What
is the Church?” but “What is the Church
for?” The events during the union negotia-

tions and after the merger are described

carefully and fairly by Professor Grant who
does not fail incidentally to point to some
of the faults of his own church when he

says, “The United Church of Canada has

more members, money, and technical re-

sources than any other non-Roman body, and

its representatives sometimes have to restrain

themselves lest they dominate joint projects

by sheer weight of numbers. . . . The most

serious temptation of the United Church has

been to say to others, ‘I have no need of

Thee’” (p. 65). The problem he finds with

the Presbyterians (that is, the anti-unionists)

is that they “face the future with a convic-

tion that their special witness is still needed.

What this particular witness is they are still

not too sure” (p. 78). Whatever this “dis-

tinctive witness” may be, it is the author’s

hope that they may fulfill this mission “with-
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out distraction and partake in ecumenical

dialogue without reserve” (p. 79).
The story concludes with a discussion of

further union now in the planning stages,

particularly the proposed merger with the

Anglican Church. Many hazards lie in the

way of uniting episcopal and non-episcopal

churches. However, Dr. Grant feels, the ex-

periences of and the lessons learned in 1925
emphasize the necessity for that preliminary

“union in dialogue” which, if continued long

and sincerely enough, may be the forerunner

of the emergence of a new Protestant church
distinctly Canadian.

Donald Macleod
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Pulpit, XXXVIII, 10 (November, 1967),

pp. 13-16.

“Some Straight Talk to the Church,” in

Diapason (September, 1967), LVIII, 10,

n-12.

Reviews

David H. C. Read, The Pattern of Christ,

in Christianity Today, XI, 23, 28; and in

P. S. Bulletin, LX, 3, 94-95.

Gerald Kennedy, The Parables, ibid., 28.

James Barr, Old and New in Interpretation,

in The Christian Century, LXXXIV, 20,

659-660.

Richard M. Spielmann, History of Christian

Worship, in Theology Today, XXIV, 3,

401-402; and in P. S. Bulletin, LX, 2, 74-

75-

J. Gordon Davies, Worship and Mission, ibid.,

75-

John M. Barkley, The Worship of the Re-

formed Church, ibid., 76.

C.P.M. Jones (ed.), A Manual for Holy
Wee\, ibid., 76-77.

William Toohey & William Thompson (eds.),

Recent Homiletical Thought, in P. S.

Bulletin, LX, 3, 95.

Edmund A. Steimle, Disturbed by Joy, ibid.

Frank Colquhoun (ed.). Parish Prayers, ibid.,

LXI, i, 89.

James Kavanaugh, A Modern Priest Loo\s
at His Outdated Church, ibid., 92-93.

J. G. Davies, Dialogue with the World, ibid.,

93-94-

Robert Adolfs, The Grave of God., ibid.,

95-96.

James W. Cox, Learning to Spea\ Effec-

tively, ibid., 77, and in Review and Ex-

positor, LXIV, 3 (Summer, 1967), 377.

General

Editor, The Princeton Seminary Bulletin

Correspondent, The Christian Century

Compiler with editors William Toohey &
W. D. Thompson in Recent Homiletical

Thought (Abingdon Press, Nashville,

Tenn., 1967).

James I. McCord

Articles

“Whither American Protestantism?” Theol-

ogy Today, XXIV, 3, 267-275. [This article

has also been published under the same
title in The Reformed and Presbyterian

World, XXIX, 8, 340-348, and in P. S.

Bulletin, LXI, 1, 4-10.]

“No, If God Allows, Let Us Go On,” P. S.

Bulletin, LXI, 1, 18-20.

Reviews

Dean Peerman, ed.. Frontline Theology, in

Pastoral Psychology, XVIII, 178, 62-63.

Paul J. Tillich, Systematic Theology, and
Charles W. Kegley, ed., The Theology of

Rudolf Bultmann, in P. S. Bulletin, LXI,

L 77-78-

Hendrikus Berkhof, Christ the Meaning of

History, ibid., 78-79.

Friedrich Schleiermacher, Brief Outline of
the Study of Theology, ibid., 79.

Richard Kroner, Between Faith and Thought,
ibid., 79.

Paul J. Tillich, Perspectives on igth and 20th

Century Protestant Theology, ibid., 79-80.

Karl Barth, How l Changed My Mind, ibid.,

80.
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Douglas Horton, Toward an Undivided
Church

,
ibid., 86.

Bruce M. Metzger

Chapter in Boo\

“A Magical Amulet for Curing Fevers,” in

Studies in the History and Text of the

New Testament in Honor of Kenneth
Willis Clar\, ed. by Boyd L. Daniels and
M. Jack Suggs, University of Utah Press,

Salt Lake City, pp. 89-94.

Articles

“The Meaning of Christ’s Ascension,” The
Church Herald, Apr. 28, 12-13, and 21-22.

“The Textual Criticism of the New Testa-

ment,” The Expository Times, LXXVIII,

11, 324-327, and 12, 272-275.

Reviews

The Jerusalem Bible, in P. S. Bulletin, LX,

2, 45-48.

Good News for Modern Man: The New
Testament in Today's English, ibid., 67-68.

P. R. Coleman-Norton, Roman State and
Christian Church, in Theology Today,

XXIV, 1, 91-92.

Daniel L. Migliore

Reviews

Ronald Gregor Smith, Secular Christianity,

in P.S. Bulletin, LX, 3, 92-93.

Bernhard Lohse, A Short History of Chris-

tian Doctrine, ibid., 93-94.

J. H. Nichols

Chapter in Boo\

“Reinhold Niebuhr: Prophet in Politics,” in

The Responsibility of Power, Historical

Essays in Honor of Hajo Holborn, ed.

Leonard Krieger and Fritz Stern, Double-

day & Company, Inc., Garden City, N.Y.,

pp. 370-386.

Article

“Ecumenical Aspects of the ‘Confession of

1967,’” The Ecumenist, 6, 1 (Nov.-Dee.,

1967), 107-110.

Otto A. Piper

Articles

“The Challenge of the Vatican Council,”

Church Herald, July 14, 1967, 14-18 and

3Q-3 1 -

“The Broken Family in the Bible,” Pastoral

Psychology, XVIII, 179, 14-21.

Reviews

Gerhard Kittel, ed., Theological Dictionary

of the New Testament, Vol. IV, in Journal

of Biblical Literature, LXXXVI, 4, 482-483.

Hugh Schonfield, The Passover Plot, in P. S.

Bulletin, LX, 66.

Eta Linnemann, Jesus of the Parables, ibid.,

66-67.

Charles C. West
Chapters in Boo\s

“Josef Hromadka” in Modern Theologians,

Christians and Jews, Thomas E. Bird, ed.,

U. of Notre Dame Press & Association

Press, New York, pp. 40-63.

“Community—Christian and Secular” in The
Church Amid Revolution, Harvey Cox,

ed., Association Press, New York, pp. 228-

256.

Articles

In Dictionary of Christian Ethics, John

Macquarrie, ed., Westminster Press, Phila-

delphia: “Karl Barth,” 27; “Ethics of

Marxist Communism,” 61-63; and “Ethics

in the Ecumenical Movement,” 96-99.

“Technologists and Revolutionaries: An In-

terpretation of the World Conference on

Church and Society, Geneva, 1966,” Back-

ground Information, XXXVIII, 1-16 (June,

1967), pub. by World Council of Churches.

Also distributed as an occasional paper by

Dept, of Social Justice, National Council of

Churches, New York.

“Technologer und Revolutioniire,” Evan-

gelische Theologie, XXVII, 12, 664-685.

“The Two Germanys,” Christianity and

Crisis, XXVII, 8, 101-103.

“Alternative Involvement in Asia,” ibid., 18,

241-242.

“Christian Responsibility in Vietnam,”

Worldview, X, 5, 4-8. Reprinted in Presby-

terian Life, December 2, 1967.

Reviews

A. Th. van Leeuwen, Christianity in World
History, in Interpretation, XXI, 1, 120-123.

D. Campbell Wyckoff
Chapter in Boo\

“Christian Education Redefined,” in The
Church in the Modern World, George
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Johnston and Wolfgang Roth, eds., Ryer-

son Press, Toronto, Canada, pp. 203-223.

Articles

“Putting the Objective of Christian Educa-

tion into Practice,” Children’s Religion,

XXVIII, 6, 3-5.

“Learning—Planning—Goals,” Church School

Worker, XVIII, 1, 9-17.

“Toward a Definition of Religious Educa-

tion as a Discipline,” Religious Education,

LXII, 5, 387-394.

Boo\ Review

Paul Bergevin, A Philosophy for Adult Edu-
cation, in Adult Leadership, XVI, 2, 79.

ADDENDUM
The following list was inadvertently omitted

last year from “Publications of the Faculty,

1966.”

E. G. Homrighausen

Articles

“The Church in the World,” Theology To-

97

day, XXIII, 1, 129-138; 2, 264-270; 3, 428-

434-

“Facing Up to Life Today,” Hood College

Bulletin, XLI, 6, 5-7.

“Education and the Face of Tomorrow,”
13th Annual Workshop Report, New Jersey

State Federation of District Boards of

Education, 5-9.

“Church Task: Renew, Extend,” First, First

Presbyterian Church, Princeton, N.J., I,

1, 1-2. Also appeared in Presbyterian Out-

look, CIL, 37> 5-6-

Reviews

Andre Beiler, Architecture in Worship, in

Religious Education, LXI, 2, 153-154.

Joseph E. McCabe, Challenging Careers in

the Church, in P. S. Bulletin, LX, 1, 85-86.

Roger Mehl, Society and Love, ibid., 86.

George Sweazey, In Holy Marriage, ibid.,

86-87.

General
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